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CapSense.
Beauty is more
than skin deep.
PSoC®-based Capacitive Touch Sensing
Maximize the design flexibility and integration of Cypress’s
PSoC solution to create a stylish, durable interface. CapSense
replaces buttons, switches, sliders and other mechanical
inputs in your product. CapSense enables:
Fast changes to your design at any stage from concept
through production. CapSense is not a fixed-function ASIC
or module; you are in control of your design at all times.

GET STARTED WITH CAPSENSE NOW

Order a discounted CapSense Development Kit:
www.cypress.com/capkit
Request free PSoC CapSense IC samples:
www.cypress.com/capchips
Download free PSoC Express™ visual embedded software:
www.cypress.com/capexpress
Register for a CapSense NetSeminar:
www.cypress.com/capseminar

Single-chip implementation supporting multiple interfaces –
buttons, sliders, touch screens, touchpads and proximity
detectors – on a variety of conductive substrates.
Unique integration of additional functions – LED control,
battery monitoring, motor control, ambient light sensing,
etc. – all with the same CapSense chip.
Quick time-to-market with powerful, visual embedded
design tools allowing customized, system-level design.
Applications enabled by PSoC® CapSense.

Streamline your next design with CapSense:

www.cypress.com/gocapsense

Cypress, the Cypress logo and PSoC are registered trademarks of Cypress Semiconductor Corporation. All other trademarks are properties of their respective owners. ©2007 Cypress Semiconductor Corporation. All rights reserved.

Link Instruments
PC-Based Test Equipment

Digital Oscilloscopes
NEW!

S
500M

• 2 Channel Digital Oscilloscope
• 500 MSa/s max single shot rate
• 1Mpt sample memory
250 MSa/S (Dual channel)
512 Kpts
500 MSa/S (Single channel) 1 Mpts
• Advanced Triggering
• Only 9 oz and 7” x 3.5” x 1.5”
• Portable and Battery powered
• USB 2.0
• Advanced Math
• FFT Spectrum Analyzer
• $950 (DSO, Probes, Software & power supply)

a/s

1Mpts

Logic Analyzers
• 40 to 160 channels
• up to 500 MSa/s
• Variable Threshold
• 8 External Clocks
• 16 Level Triggering
• up to 512K samples/ch
• USB 2.0 and Parallel Interface
• Pattern Generator option
LA5240 (200MHz, 40CH)
LA5280 (200MHz, 80CH)
LA5540 (500MHz, 40CH)
LA5580 (500MHz, 80CH)
LA55160 (500MHz, 160CH)

Link Instruments

$1700
$2350
$2500
$3500
$7500

(973) 808-8990

17A Daniel Road East · Fairfield, NJ 07004 · Fax (973) 808-8786

www.Linkins4.com

Only 4 Steps...
...are required to generate efficient, reliable
applications with the μVision IDE and
development tools from Keil.

Step 1.

Keil Microcontroller Development Tools
help you create embedded applications quickly
and accurately. Keil tools are easy to learn and
use, yet powerful enough for the most
demanding microcontroller projects.

Select Microcontroller and
Specify Target Hardware

Use the Keil Device Database (www.keil.com/dd) to find the
optimum microcontroller for your application.
In μVision, select the microcontroller to pre-configure tools and
obtain CPU startup code.

Step 2.

Configure the Device and
Create Application Code

The μVision Configuration Wizard helps you tailor startup code
to match your target hardware and application requirements.
Extensive program examples and project templates help you
jump-start your designs.

Step 3.

Verify Program Execution with
Device Simulation

High-speed simulation enables testing
before hardware is available and helps you
with features like instruction trace, code
coverage, and logic analysis.

Step 4.

Download to Flash and
Test Application

Once your application is runs
in simulation, use the Keil
ULINK USB-JTAG Adapter for
Flash programming and final
application testing.

800-348-8051

Components of Keil Microcontroller Development Kits

Keil makes C compilers, macro assemblers,
real-time kernels, debuggers, simulators,
evaluation boards, and emulators.
Over 1,200 MCU devices are supported for:
n 8-bit - 8051 and extended 8051 variants
n 16-bit - C166, XC166, and ST10
n 32-bit - ARM7, ARM9, and Cortex-M3
Download an evaluation version from
www.keil.com/demo

www.keil.com

TASK MANAGER
Maximum Exposure
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FOUNDER/EDITORIAL DIRECTOR
Steve Ciarcia

irst, your name and project appear in Circuit Cellar magazine.
Then, your name and a description of your project appear on our
recently revamped web site (www.circuitcellar.com). Next, you start
getting noticed by our subscribers and advertisers. Soon thereafter,
Dave Tweed adds your name to his well-known online Circuit Cellar
archive (www.dtweed.com/circuitcellar/authors.htm). Around the same
time, professors from all over the world who take part in our College
Subscription Program (http://www.circuitcellar.com/subscriptions/
college.html) instruct their students to download your article. At that
point, your name and project are in the “network” and they start getting picked up by the search engines. And just like that, you have maximum exposure.
Each month, I get dozens of proposals from engineers who are
interested in publishing articles in the embedded design community’s
favorite magazine. Although the engineers come from different backgrounds, countries, and generations, they are all looking for the same
thing: exposure. And which publication is better than Circuit Cellar at
shining the light on the world’s best embedded designs? There isn’t
one.
The “Measurement & Sensors” issue is always in high demand.
Each year, we feature articles about the year’s best microcontrollerbased systems that are used for taking measurements, accumulating
data, and sensing a variety of stimuli. In this issue, we have great articles about projects that are sure to keep you thinking about new
designs well into 2008. The tradition continues.
James Koehler kicks things off with a great article about a proton
precession magnetometer that he developed for anyone interested in
archaeological research and geophysical exploration (p. 14). This article is more than a great introduction to magnetometer technology; it’s
a step-by-step guide to building custom sensors.
As an instrumentation engineer in the Chemistry department at
Dalhousie University in Canada, Brian Millier works with measurement
systems every day. In “Temperature Calibration System,” he walks you
through the process of designing and building a handy portable temperature meter (p. 32). Brian describes everything from calibrating
sensors and thermocouples to measuring platinum RTDs.
Need an energy and load analyzer on your workbench or in the
lab? Ronaldo Duarte’s cost-effective, M16C/62P-based data logger is
the perfect system for measuring RMS voltage, current, power, harmonics, and frequency (p. 58). You don’t need to shell out big bucks for
a commercial system. Just follow Ronaldo’s lead and build your own.
Well, the genie is out of the bottle. For more than 19 years, the
world’s top embedded designers and programmers have been using
Circuit Cellar to showcase their projects and demonstrate their talent.
Why shouldn’t you? Whether you are looking to take your product to
market, impress potential employers, or simply show off your design
skills, Circuit Cellar can give you the exposure you need.
Drop me a line if you think you have what it takes to join the elite
list of published Circuit Cellar authors. I’d love to hear from you.
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Dream of Darkness,

Wasteman!

What can AVR picoPower • True 1.8V supply voltage enabling operation of all features and core down to 1.8V
do for your design?
• Minimized leakage current enabling 100 nA Power Down sleep consumption
• Sleeping brown-out detector enabling full protection with no power penalty
• Ultra low power 32 kHz crystal oscillator enabling operation at only 650 nA

NEW PRODUCT NEWS

Edited by John Gorsky

1-WIRE TEMPERATURE SENSOR WITH LOCATION DETERMINATION

NEW ZX MICROCONTROLLER

The DS28EA00 is a 1-Wire digital temperature sensor with ±0.5°C
accuracy and a new Chain mode signaling and protocol feature that
quickly and automatically determines the physical location of individual sensors in an environment where multiple sensors are connected to
a common 1-Wire line. The DS28EA00 is ideal for applications that
require accurate multipoint digital temperature measurements with
minimal wiring complexity and cost.
The first of its kind to be able to determine the physical location of
multiple temperature sensors, the DS28EA00 includes a Chain mode
command set and two signal pins for daisy-chaining multidropped
devices. A 1-Wire host controller then uses the Chain mode command
protocol to learn the 64-bit serial number of each part in the chain,
starting with the first device on the line and proceeding sequentially.
This sequence knowledge is directly linked to the physical location of
the DS28EA00 in the system. Additionally, the two Chain mode daisychain signal pins are dual-purpose: they can be used to detect the physical location of a device in a network, or they can be used as a 5-V/4-mA
GPIO to control LED indicators or other I/O signaling.
The temperature
sensor is available
in an eight-pin
microSOP package.
Prices start at $2.27
for quantities of
1,000 and up.

The ZX-1281 is a 64-pin TQFP microcontroller targeted at high-volume products
and resource-intensive applications where
additional I/O capabilities are required. All
ZX-series microcontrollers are programmed
in ZBasic, a subset of Microsoft Visual
Basic (VB6), with microcontroller-specific
extensions and other productivity enhancements.
The newest member of the ZX microcontroller family is based on Atmel’s
ATmega1281 microcontroller. The primary
benefits offered by the ZX-1281 are
increased execution speed, expanded user
RAM (a standard of 7.5 KB and a maximum
of 63 KB), extended user program space (a
total of 60 KB), additional PWM channels
(up to six), and a second hardware serial
port. The new ZX-1281 is largely sourcecode-compatible with the previously
released ZX family.
The ZBasic programming language is a
subset of Visual Basic (VB6) with extensions suitable for microcontroller programming. The ZBasic compiler can detect
common programming defects, such as the
use of a variable before its initialization
and other likely errors. The compiler incorporates advanced optimization techniques
that help programmers pack more functionality into the available code and data
spaces, such as eliminating unused or
superfluous variables and unreachable
code.
The ZX-1281 costs $49.95 for a single
unit. Volume pricing is available. You can
also purchase a ZX-1281 development
board to facilitate the quick prototyping of
a ZX-1281 application. The development
board, which includes a ZX-1281, costs
$79.95.

Maxim Integrated
Products, Inc.
www.maxim-ic.com

STEPPER CONTROLLER WITH USB INTERFACE
The HS-20USB is a four-axis step motor controller with a USB interface. Designed for use with external-step as well as direction, full, or
half-step drives, such as the CY-41, the HS-20USB includes encoder support for each of the four axes and an embedded interpreter for CyberVec,
CyberPak’s powerful and comprehensive step motor-system control language. Auxiliary digital and analog I/O, which can be configured for joystick and control panel interface support and an auxiliary RS-232 interface, which can be used in place of the USB port and as a multidrop link
to as many as 15 additional HS-20USB systems, are also included.
The HS-20USB can operate under the direct control of a host PC by
executing CyberVec commands transmitted via the USB port, or it can
operate alone by executing a previously downloaded CyberVec program
stored in its internal flash memory. The USB interface operates in RS232 Emulation mode and
includes host PC software that
provides a “virtual” COM port
addressable by any legacy
application. The HS-20USB
costs $499 for quantities of
100.

Elba Corp.
www.zbasic.net

CyberPak Company, Inc.
www.cyberpakco.com
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Hear Yourself Think Again!

WhisperStation™
Cool... Fast... Silent!
For Engineering Design, Modeling, and Analysis
/RIGINALLY DESIGNED FOR A GROUP OF POWER HUNGRY ENGINEERS IN THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY 7HISPER3TATION©
INCORPORATES TWO DUAL OR QUAD CORE !-$ /PTERON© OR )NTEL 8EON© PROCESSORS &EATURING ULTRA QUIET FANS
AND POWER SUPPLIES PLUS INTERNAL SOUND PROOlNG THIS POWERFUL SILENT DESIGN PLATFORM EASILY HANDLES
INTENSE APPLICATIONS INCLUDING $ MODELING AND CIRCUIT SIMULATION
4HE 7HISPER3TATION© COMES STANDARD WITH  '" HIGH SPEED MEMORY AN .6)$)! 'E&ORCE OR 1UADRO
GRAPHICS ADAPTER AND  ,#$ DISPLAY )T CAN BE CONlGURED TO YOUR EXACT HARDWARE SPECIlCATION WITH
ANY 7INDOWS OR ,INUX DISTRIBUTION 7HISPER3TATION IS ALSO A PERFECT PLATFORM FOR THE MOST DEMANDING $
GAMES OF TODAY AND THE FUTURE 6ISIT WWWMICROWAYCOM FOR MORE TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Experience the “Sound of Silence”.
Call our technical sales team at 508-746-7341 and design your personalized WhisperStation™ today.

NEW PRODUCT NEWS
16-CHANNEL LED DRIVER
The AS1110 is a new 16-channel constant-current LED
driver with advanced error diagnostics to detect open and
shorted LEDs. The AS1110 uses the serial data I/O lines
for error-information read back so no additional PCB
tracks are needed for LED error diagnostics.
The AS1110 features 16 regulated ports that provide
constant current for driving LEDs within a wide range of
forward voltage variations. The output ports are guaranteed to endure a maximum
voltage of 15 V. Through an
external resistor, the currents can be adjusted from
0.5 to 100 mA, which gives
the utmost flexibility in controlling LED brightness.
With an excellent accuracy
of ±3% between channels,
the AS1110 improves the
picture quality of LED displays since intensity variations between LEDs and LED
modules completely disappear.
The AS1110 can be used in
Multiplexed mode, which
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means that a single AS1110 can drive up to 64 independent LED nodes. In Multiplexed mode, the AS1110 still
maintains full functionality of error detection.
Another highlight of the AS1110 is built-in LED error
detection. Easy and intuitive to use, it can be invoked
during normal operation without switching into a separate detection mode. This makes software interfacing
even more user friendly, while detection can be done
extremely fast. The AS1110
can detect any open or short
circuit, as well as an overtemperature occurrence. For
immediate detection of those
errors, a global error flag is
available at serial data output, detecting any of those
errors quickly and precisely.
A detailed error report can be
produced with the exact
position of the broken LED.
The AS1110 costs $1.59 in
1,000-piece quantities.

CIRCUIT CELLAR®

austriamicrosystems, Inc.
www.austriamicrosystems.com

www.circuitcellar.com

NEW PRODUCT NEWS
14-BIT ADC SIMULTANEOUSLY SAMPLES SIX DIFFERENTIAL INPUTS
The LTC2351-14 is a 1.5-Msps lowpower ADC with six simultaneous
sampling differential inputs. Operating
from a single 3.3-V supply, power dissipation is typically 16.5 mW.
The device features six individual
sample-and-hold amplifiers, a multiplexer, and a
single ADC, making it
the ideal choice for multiphase power measurement, multiphase motor
control, data acquisition
systems, and uninterrupted power supplies. Packaged in a 32-pin QFN, the
LTC2351-14 allows for
the design of compact,
battery-powered, and
portable data-acquisition
systems.
When the LTC2351-14
is not converting, power
dissipation can be further
reduced to 4.5 mW in
Nap mode, with the

www.circuitcellar.com

internal 2.5-V reference remaining
active, and to 12 mW in Sleep mode,
with all the internal circuitry powered down. The internal 2.5-V reference can be overdriven with an exter-

nal reference up to the analog supply
voltage.
The LTC2351-14 uses three inputselect lines to configure the number
of differential inputs converted. Thus,
higher speeds are possible, from one differential
input at 1.5 Msps to six
differential inputs at 250
Ksps. The six conversion
results are delivered
sequentially to a highspeed DSP serial port via
a three-wire interface.
This ADC also features a
separate digital-output
power supply pin and a
bipolar/unipolar input
line to select ±1.25-V
bipolar or 0- to 2.5-V
unipolar input ranges.
The LTC2351-14 starts
at $9.45 for 1,000 units.

Linear Technology Corp.
www.linear.com
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Visit www.circuitcellar.com/npn
for more New Product News.

NEW MICROCONTROLLERS BASED ON CORTEX-M3
Five new Stellaris microcontrollers and their corresponding development kits are now available. The parts offer
increased functionality for sophisticated motion-oriented
applications, such as those found in HVAC systems, industrial conveyer systems, liquid pumps, printers, robots, and
CNC and other milling machines. The associated featurerich development kits include evaluation tool suites, demonstration RTOSs, example programs, and everything
a developer needs to get up and running in 10 min.
or less for a total “out-of-the-box” experience.
The five new family members have been optimized to support the complex algorithms necessary for efficient energy-saving motion control
applications. The LM3S618 and LM3S818 are particularly well suited for controlling a wide range
of variable-speed, three-phase, and single-phase
AC induction motor controls using space vector
or sine wave modulation. The LM3S317,
LM3S617, and LM3S817 are optimized to control
a wide range of stepper motors. Until now, stepper motor system designers had to choose
between a basic unipolar control method. They
either gave up high torque and a high step rate
capability or a dedicated control chip that lacked
extensible intelligence. The
LM3S317/LM3S617/LM3S817 devices for stepper
motor system control provide the system design-

er with the headroom for high-performance chopper control in order to operate a stepper motor at both hightorque and high-step rates. Development kits cost $249
each. The microcontrollers start at $3.31 each for quantities of 10,000.

Luminary Micro, Inc.
www.luminarymicro.com

NEW ENERGY MEASUREMENT IC
The MCP3909 is a new energy measurement IC. The
highly accurate IC combines low-power consumption
with a SPI and active power-pulse output, making it
adaptable to a wide variety of meter designs. Together
with the MCP3909 three-phase energy meter reference
design, the IC enables designers to develop and bring
meter designs to market quickly.
The MCP3909 IC has two 16-bit delta-sigma ADCs
onboard that can be
accessed through its SPI,
while simultaneously providing a pulse output with
a frequency proportional
to the active-power calculation. The simultaneous
output of data makes the
IC flexible and easy to use,
as well as adaptable to a
variety of meter requirements. Additionally, with
its very low 0.1% typical
measurement error over a
1000:1 dynamic range, the
MCP3909 IC easily fits
into meter applications
that require high accuracy.
Its extremely low supply
current of only 4 mA
makes it suitable for
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many single- and three-phase energy meter designs and
helps customers remain within their power budgets.
The MCP3909 three-phase energy meter reference
design (MCP3909RD-3PH1) includes three MCP3909
ICs, a PIC18F2520, and a PIC18F4550 microcontroller.
The PIC18F2520 performs all power calculations in the
reference design, while the PIC18F4550 provides a USB
interface to desktop software. The software package that
comes with the reference
design enables meter calibrations and the ability to
read active and apparent
power, as well as RMS current and RMS voltage. The
reference design costs
$175.
The MCP3909 energy
measurement IC is well
suited for a variety of single- and three-phase
industrial and consumer
energy meters. The IC,
which is available in a 24pin SSOP package, is
$1.51 each in 10,000-unit
quantities.

CIRCUIT CELLAR®

Microchip Technology, Inc.
www.microchip.com
www.circuitcellar.com

FEATURE ARTICLE

by James Koehler

Proton Precession Magnetometer
Instead of purchasing an expensive precession magnetometer, you can easily build a basic
system for a fraction of the cost using a Keil MCB2130 board and an NXP LPC2138 microcontroller. James explains how.

U

ses for proton precession magnetometers (PPMs) include treasure
hunting, archaeological research, and
geophysical exploration. They are so
popular that specific models are readily available for each field. Although
the models vary in use, they all have
one feature in common, a high price.
In this article, I will describe a PPM
that’s suitable for archaeological
research or prospecting, can be easily
built for a reasonable price, and has
the accuracy of most commercial
units. This home-built magnetometer
takes measurements and sends the
output (the magnitude of the measured magnetic field) to a serial RS232-compatible interface.

THEORY OF OPERATION
The detailed theory and design considerations for a PPM are described in
detail on my web site (http://members.
shaw.ca/jark). Basically, a proton-rich
(i.e., hydrogen-rich) liquid, such as
water, alcohol, or kerosene is,
enclosed inside a large inductor. A DC
current is passed through the inductor,
partially magnetizing all the protons
in the liquid. When the current is
turned off, the protons start to precess
in phase around the ambient magnetic
field. This precession induces an AC
voltage in the inductor at the precession frequency. The precession frequency is linearly proportional to the
magnitude of the magnetic field in the
vicinity of the inductor. So, all you
have to do is measure the frequency of
the voltage induced and you can calculate the magnetic field’s magnitude
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from that measurement.
It sounds simple, and it would be if
it were not for the fact that the precession signal is typically a few microvolts in amplitude or less. The signal
also decays exponentially with a time
constant of just a few seconds or
shorter. Moreover, measuring the magnitude of the magnetic field to an
accuracy of 1 nT (the Earth’s magnetic
field varies with location, but it is
something like 30,000 to 60,000 nT)
requires that you measure the frequency, which is in the audio range, to an
accuracy of about 0.04 Hz!
Most conventional PPMs use some
variation of a basic technique in
which the precession signal is used to
gate a counter that counts pulses from
a high-speed clock. For example, if the
precession signal is near 2 kHz and a
10-MHz clock drives the counter,
counting 512 precession cycles would
take about 0.25 s, so the counter
would count about 2.5 million counts.

Polarizing
voltage
plus

Since its count would have an uncertainty of ±1 count, you will determine
the precession frequency to better
than one part in a million, giving a
theoretical accuracy of one millionth
of 2 kHz, or about 0.002 Hz. That corresponds to about 0.05 nT. In reality,
the effects of noise may greatly reduce
this accuracy. Details about the effects
of noise on accuracy calculations are
posted on my web site.
The precession signal is an exponentially decaying sine wave. The common technique for measuring the precession frequency is very inefficient
because it does not use all the information available in the precession
waveform. It just uses the zero-crossings of the precession signal to trigger
a counter. There is more information
in the waveform than just the zerocrossing times. In addition, the technique is very susceptible to impulse
noise, which can trigger false crossings. In the magnetometer described

Switching circuitry

High-gain,
low-noise,
band-pass
amplifier

Switch
control

MCB2130

RS-232

Analog
signal

Sensor
PPM Board
Polarizing
voltage
minus

Figure 1—The PPM board has a dual function of polarizing the sensor in the polarization phase of the measurement and amplifying the low-level signal in the analysis phase.
CIRCUIT CELLAR®

www.circuitcellar.com

here, the amplitude of the waveform
is used, resulting in an instrument
that is less sensitive to noise and gives
greater accuracy with smaller sensors.

BASIC PPM
A block diagram of the basic PPM is
shown in Figure 1. The most critical
element is the low-noise band-pass
amplifier. The precession signal is in
the audio range. In this range, shot
noise is the dominant source of noise.
Fortunately, due to a demand from the
entertainment market, fairly inexpensive low-noise transistors and ICs in
the audio range are available. The S/N
of the signal can be improved by making the amplifier a very narrow band
around the signal frequency, thereby
reducing noise amplitude without
attenuating the signal. However,
because the Earth’s magnetic field
varies from one location to another
over the surface of the earth, it makes
life difficult if you have to retune the
amplifier every time you want to go to
another location. So, you cannot make
the bandwidth as narrow as you want.
The weakness of the signal forces the
amplifier to have a lot of gain. This
can cause instability problems if the
amplifier is not designed and laid out
well.
In most commercial magnetometers, switching between the polarization part of the measurement cycle
(when DC current is passed through

the inductor) and the analysis portion
when the current is turned off and the
sensor is connected to the low-noise
amplifier is done with a relay. Relay
contacts get dirty and relays have a
finite lifetime, so I developed a
switching circuit using HEXFETs,
with no moving mechanical parts. The
switching not only connects a DC
voltage to the inductor, it ensures that
there is no accidental leakage current
through the inductor during the analysis portion of the measurement cycle.
My circuit does that.
A Keil MCB2130 board analyzes the
amplified signal. I could have used the
pulse-counting method previously
described, but I used an analog technique proposed by Paul Cordes, an
English colleague. He calls it the
“phase-slip” method.

PHASE-SLIP METHOD
Consider a sine wave with a phase
of θ radians with respect to time zero
at t0 (see Figure 2). Suppose the amplitude of the wave is sampled at four
times the signal frequency during one
period at the times t0, t1, t2, and t3 (see
Figure 2). Let the amplitudes at those
times be v0, v1, v2, and v3. Then, the
instantaneous phase of this wave (θ)
will be:
⎡ (v − v ) ⎤
θ = arctangent ⎢ 0 2 ⎥
⎣ ( v1 − v3 ) ⎦

If the sampling frequency happens

Listing 1—The atan_jim() function approximates the true arctangent for values between 0 and 1 with
eight straight line segments.
float ao[9] = { 0.0, 0.004072621, 0.017899968, 0.044740546,
0.084473784, 0.134708924, 0.192103294, 0.253371504, 0.78539816 };
float bo[9] = { 0.9974133042, 0.964989344, 0.910336056,
0.839015512, 0.759613648, 0.679214352, 0.602631128, 0.532545304,
0.0 };
float atan_jim( float x)
/*
This routine returns the arctangent of x. x must be between 0
and 1 and must be positive. The maximum error of the angle is
about 0.0008 radians.
*/

{
int i;
i = (int) (8.0 * x);
return ao[i] + bo[i] * x;
}

www.circuitcellar.com
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Figure 2—Take a look at the sine wave signal and the
four samples taken at equal time intervals starting at
time zero. The phase of the wave with respect to the
time is shown as θ.

to be precisely four times the precession frequency, this phase will remain
constant for the next cycles of the precession frequency. However, if the
sampling frequency is different from
four times the precession frequency,
the phase of successive samples will
differ from one cycle to the next. The
amount of this “phase-slip” is a measure of how much the precession frequency differs from one quarter of the
sample frequency. If the sample frequency is known to great precision,
then the amount of phase-slip per
cycle can be used to determine the
precession frequency with sufficient
accuracy.
The beauty of this method is the
subtraction of two values, in both the
numerator and the denominator. This
means the DC level of the signal doesn’t matter. Because ratios are used, the
amplitude of the signal doesn’t matter
either.

PRACTICALITIES
It’s helpful if a magnetometer can
make measurements quickly. For a
boat-towed magnetometer, if the speed
is a few meters per second, you would
want to be able to make a measurement at least once every 10 m or so.
This means that the entire measurement cycle, polarization, and analysis
must take place in just a few seconds.
Most commercial PPMs require several seconds to make a measurement. I
wanted to be able to do it faster; in
fact, my goal was to do it in 1 s. This
requires a sensor liquid, which polarizes quickly (water is slow, but
kerosene is faster). It also requires that
the analysis be done quickly.
If you were to take measurements of
the signal’s phase over, say, 512 cycles
of the precession frequency, you
would have to take 2,048 samples and
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then calculate 512 arctangents. At the
time I started this project, I was using
Atmel’s AVR RISC series of microprocessors. With an ATmega32 running at 16 MHz, it took about 1 ms to
calculate a single arctangent, using a
fast-arctangent routine. This meant it
would take about 0.5 s just to do the
calculations of the arctangents, plus
whatever else was required to subsequently analyze them for the magnitude of the phase-slip per cycle. The
sample rate of about 8,000 samples per

To electronics

Figure 3—Two identically wound sensor bottles are
connected to make one complete sensor.

second was feasible (assuming a 2-kHz
precession frequency). So, it looked
like I could use these microprocessors
for this project, but it would be somewhat marginal and I might not meet
the target of one measurement per second.
At that time, I became aware of the
NXP LPC213x series of microprocessors. I got an MCB2130 board with an
LPC2138 on it and did some tests. I
found that I could calculate an arctangent in just over 6 μs! This speed and
a higher maximum A/D sampling rate
meant that I could take 16 samples
per cycle and calculate four arctangents per cycle (each phase in the four
being just π/8 radians different from
each other), giving me 2,048 arctangents for the same 0.25 s of data and
thereby increasing the statistical accuracy of the measured phase-slip by a
factor of two. The LPC2138 has sufficient RAM to store all of this data
during each measurement cycle.

FAST ARCTANGENT ROUTINE
Library routines for calculating arctangents normally use a series approximation called the “economized polynomial approximation.” Although it is
much faster than using the slowly
converging series you learned about in
first-year calculus, it typically takes a
dozen or more multiplications plus a
similar number of additions, all floating point, to get a single value. I used
a method described by Robin Green,
in which the smoothly curving arctangent function is represented by a series
of straight line segments.[1] Because of
a number of trigonometric identities,
it is only necessary to calculate the
values of the arctangent for numbers
between 0 and 1. The basic subroutine
in C for calculating these values is
atan_jim() (see Listing 1). The
resultant value for the angle is accurate to about 0.05°. The routine is
clearly short and fast.
This method could be extended to
even greater accuracy by using more
segments to approximate the true
function. That would mean that the
table of coefficients would be larger.
But memory is cheap, and the speed of
the algorithm is independent of the
accuracy required. High-accuracy cal-
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sion frequency) due to a
culations, such as double preci55,000-nT local magnetic field
sion, would require larger
strength at my location on
tables (plus double-precision
Vancouver Island, BC. For other
arithmetic, of course). The
locations, it may be necessary
method used to calculate the
to calculate the expected precorrect coefficients for any
cession frequency due to the
given segment size is mathelocal field strength and to
matically analytic; it is repreadjust the capacitor values for
sented by a formula so these
C18 and C19. For example, if
coefficients can be precalculated to any arbitrary precision.
your frequency is 10% lower
This latter consideration,
than 2.3 kHz, the values of
which was new to me when I
these capacitors should be
thought of it, has possibilities
increased by 10%.
for calculating other transcenThe switching circuit turns
dental (both inverse and northe polarization current on and
mal) functions.
off. When it is on, an external
Of course, to calculate the
battery is connected across the
true value of the arctangent,
sensor to partially magnetize
the entire range from 0 to 2π,
the protons in the sensor’s liqan equivalent to the C funcuid core. When it is off, the
tion, atan2(), is necessary. In
sensor is connected to the lowmy version, I first determine
noise amplifier’s input. The cirPhoto 1—The two solenoidal sensor bottles are connected (see Figure 3).
the angle’s octant and then call
cuit to do this is made up of a
It is important that no magnetic materials are near the completed sensor. If
the fast atan_jim() routine.
number of HEXFETs controlled
fasteners are needed and strength isn’t, use nylon. Otherwise, use aluThe other difference between
by a separate microprocessor,
minum or nonmagnetic brass.
my version and the standard
an Atmel ATtiny26. The polarlibrary version is that the outization is turned on by a single
put (in my version) goes from 0 to 2π.
exact number of turns is not imporinput line going high to the microIn the standard version, the output
tant. What is important is that they
processor, which wakes it up from
goes from –π to π. This procedure,
are the same for each of the two soleSleep mode and then sequences
which I call atan2_jim(), takes less
noids and that they are wound in the
through the turn-on procedure, which
than about 6 μs on average in the
same direction. Photo 1 shows the finconnects the external battery to the
LPC2138 with a 60-MHz internal
ished sensor. Make sure there is no
sensor. When the input line goes low
clock.
steel or iron anywhere in the sensor.
again, the microprocessor goes
For this sensor, the DC resistance was
through the turn-off sequence to
5.2 Ω. With a 12-V battery providing
reconnect the sensor to the amplifier
SENSOR
the polarization, the current was about and back to sleep. Except during the
The sensor is just a large inductor
2.3 A.
polarization sequence, the microwith a core that can be filled with liqprocessor is asleep so it does not conuid. A toroidal coil form is best, but it
tribute any switching noise to the
has serious disadvantages. It is diffiAMP/POLARIZATION CIRCUIT
high-gain, low-noise, band-pass
cult to wind and it is impossible to
The main requirements for the
amplifier.
replace the core liquid if necessary.
band-pass amplifier are that it have
The interface between this amplifiFor this magnetometer, I made a douabout 120 dB of voltage gain and a low
ble solenoidal core. Each solenoid is
noise figure. The latter was ensured by er/switch and the MCB2130 board is
optically isolated. There is an opticalwound around a plastic bottle, which
using a National Semiconductor
ly isolated analog channel from the
makes it easy to refill the liquid. The
LM394 SuperMatch NPN transistor
output of the band-pass amplifier to
two identical solenoids are placed side
pair as the first two stages of the
an output connector (as well as an
by side and connected (see Figure 3).
amplifier. Bipolar transistors have
optically isolated logic-level input to
Connected this way, induced external
some advantage in the audio range,
the ATtiny26). The entire circuit is
noise in the solenoids will cancel out,
and this particular pair is the best you
shown in Figures 4 and 5. The protowhile the precession signal from each
can do with current low-noise techtype PC board for the circuit is
solenoid will add in phase. The spread- nology. Most of the gain is in these
shown in Photo 2. I added a resonatsheet on my web site can be used to
two stages. The following op-amp is
estimate the sensor S/N. For this projused to create an approximately 100-Hz ing capacitor to the board. Such a
capacitor can be helpful if the sensor
ect, I made each solenoid by winding
wide band-pass amplifier at the
is very small. For the sensor
about 670 turns of AWG #18 wire on a design-center frequency of 2.3 kHz
described here, the capacitor is not
0.5-liter polyethylene bottle. The
(appropriate for the expected preces-
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needed and should be removed.

INTERFACE TO THE MCB2130
The signal analysis, which results in
a measured magnetic field strength,
was all done by an LPC2138 on an
MCB2130 board. The microprocessor
communicates with the outside world
via a serial RS-232-compatible interface, does the analysis, and controls
the amplifier/polarization circuit. The
MCB2130 board has a breadboarding
area. I built a small circuit to buffer
the 3.3-V logic output of the LPC2138
to the 5-V logic level required by the

optically isolated logic input of the
ATtiny26 on the amplifier/polarization
board. The optically isolated analog
output of the amplifier/polarization
board goes directly to one of the A/D
inputs of the LPC2138 (see Figure 6).

MAIN PROGRAM
The MCB2130 accepts single-character commands from the serial port
to run the magnetometer. For example, to make a single measurement, it
must turn on the polarization by
bringing the output line to a logichigh level for a predetermined time,

turn it off, wait for all the transients
to die down, and then take the 512
samples of the analog output of the
low-noise, high-gain, band-pass amplifier. Then, the MCB2130 must find
the phaseslip in the calculated arctangent data. Knowing the sampling frequency, it must determine the precession frequency, convert it to a magnetic field strength, and send it out the
serial port. There are also commands
to let it set the polarization time and
set the time to wait after polarization
stops and the data sampling begins.
Table 1 is a full listing of the commands and their actions.
The heart of the program is
the routine to take the sample,
calculate the arctangents, and
then find the best value for the
average phaseslip. This is the
measure() procedure. The most
difficult part is determining how
(with the long sequences of data)
to remove all the phase rollovers
when the phase changes from
near 2π to 0. After this has been
done, I think of the phase versus
time as a linear graph and solve
for the least-square best fit to a
straight line. The line’s slope is
the mean phaseslip per cycle. It
can be converted to a mean frequency difference to the base
sampling frequency. The scatter
of the data points is a measure
of the accuracy of the measurement. It can be represented by
the statistical value called the
standard deviation (σ). When the
calculated value of the magnetic
field is sent out the serial port,
the value of σ, converted to
magnetic field strength units,
goes with it. If the input S/N of
the precession signal is better
than about 10, the value of σ is
typically less than about 1 nT,
with the sensor described here.

FIELD INSTRUMENT

Figure 4—This portion of the circuit shows the HEXFET switches and the low-noise amplifier. The polarization sequence
that switches the various HEXFETs on and off is controlled by the ATtiny26 microprocessor shown in Figure 5.
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A complete instrument consists of a sensor, an
amplifier/switching board, an
MCB2130 board, and a laptop. It
is convenient to mount the sensor on a framework made from
plastic irrigation tubing with the
www.circuitcellar.com

Figure 5— This portion of the circuit shows the optically isolated analog output
to the MCB2130 board and the optically isolated digital input from the
MCB2130 board. These two lines connect to the MCB2130 board through JP3.
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Photo 2—Check out the finished prototype board for the amplifier switching circuit. Surface-mounted components
were used. Some minor changes were made after the initial assembly. The circuit in Figure 4 is correct. The resonating capacitor was omitted when using the sensor shown.

amplifier/switching board mounted at
least 30 cm away from it. The battery
operating the unit must be nonmagnetic.
This means that it must be a gel cell.
The battery should be located as far
from the sensor as possible. Since the
polarizing current is about 2.3 A and
polarizing current will be flowing for
more than 50% of the time, if the measurements are being made as quickly as

possible, the capacity of the battery will
determine how long the instrument will
operate in the field. The MCB2130 is
powered from a laptop via the USB
cable. Serial data between the Keil board
and the laptop can be provided by a
simple terminal program on the laptop.
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Figure 6—The small buffer circuit was built onto the breadboard area of the MCB2130 board. It brings the 3.3-V
logic level output of the LPC2138 microprocessor up to 5-V logic levels.
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Command

Action

“m”

Make a measurement

“d”

Set the delay before analysis after polarization in milliseconds (e.g., “d100” sets it to 0.1 s)

“b”

Set the estimated local magnetic field in nT (e.g., “b55100” sets it to 55,100 nT)

“t”

Set the desired polarization time in milliseconds (e.g., “ t750” sets it to 0.75 s).

Table 1—These commands are used to operate the magnetometer. They are sent to the magnetometer via a serial
RS-232-level interface to an external computer.

any commercial unit, and it can take
measurements very quickly. The datasampling period lasts only about 0.25 s.
Data analysis and all of the calculations take another 0.25 s or less. The
time required to polarize the sensor
depends on the liquid used and the
degree of saturation desired. For
kerosene as the sensing liquid, this
could be as short as 0.75 s. Because
polarizing for the next measurement
can start at the same time as the
analysis of the data for this measurement, it is possible to make about one
measurement per second.
A colleague and I are working on an
improved version of this PPM that is a
stand-alone instrument. It does not
require a computer for operation. An
LCD displays the measurements, and
push button switches are used to operate it. It features an LPC2148 microprocessor, which has a USB interface
in addition to the standard features it
shares with the LPC2138.
We use the second RS-232-compatible port to monitor the NMEA output
from a GPS system. As a result, we
can record the exact location of the
sensor at the time of a measurement.
The data is stored internally on an SD
card, which we can remove to transfer
the data to a computer after a day of
using the instrument. The software
has several operating modes so the
PPM can be used as a single magnetometer or as one of a pair that operates
as a gradiometer synchronized with
one another by the GPS time signals.
The improved system’s amplifier
and switching board is similar to this
one, except for a few minor differences. The MCB2130 is replaced by
the LPC2148 with an SD data card and
an LCD-PB switch human interface. I

James Koehler graduated from the
Australian National University with
www.circuitcellar.com
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FEATURE ARTICLE

by Curt Carpenter

Circuit Board Plotting
Circuit Board Plotting 101. Curt describes how to draw PCB traces onto copper-clad with a
Hewlett-Packard 7440A ColorPro pen plotter and a Sharpie Ultra Fine Point permanent
marker.

W

hen I discovered there were used
Hewlett-Packard pen plotters for sale
at bargain prices on the Internet, I
decided to buy one and answer a question that had intrigued me for years.
Could a plotter, with its thousandthsof-an-inch positioning accuracy, be
used to draw printed circuit board
(PCB) traces directly onto copper-clad?
And if so, what kind of design-rule
limitations would this process
impose? Would the process, if feasible,
be reliable? I hoped it would make it
possible to build good, inexpensive,
moderate-density circuit boards at
home and perhaps bring surfacemount layouts within reach—but
would it? In this article, I will answer
those questions.
Can you plot directly onto copperclad with a pen plotter? You bet! The
results I’ve been able to achieve with
this design have been remarkably
good. Double-sided 4″ × 7″ boards laid
out on a 25-mil (0.025″) grid can be
produced routinely at a per-board cost
calculated in pennies. The process is
slow and certainly not suited for production. But, for the developer who
needs only one or two small boards to
execute a prototype, it is almost ideal.
A PCB can be plotted, inspected,
erased (if necessary), and plotted again
until a satisfactory result is achieved.
Each pass costs no more than the ink
used, and with experience you’ll be
able to achieve good results on your
first pass.
Best of all, a complete system,
including a plotter, software, and supplies should be available to the careful
Internet shopper for less than $75. It
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won’t replace your favorite
PCB shop, but it will save
you time and money when
you’re trying to get your
design into hardware for
the first time. It also gives
you complete control over
your boards.

a)

b)

PLOTTING SYSTEM
My PCB plotting system
consists of four components: a PC, a used
Hewlett-Packard 7440A
ColorPro plotter, a CAD
program for layout, and a
Sharpie Ultra Fine Point
permanent marker.
The PC is a standard
desktop running Windows
98 (it’s old, but reliable).
The operating system provides a “native” environment for my CAD program
and a driver for the ColorPro plotter that allows you
to “plot to file,” a key to
refining your layouts before
plotting them.
I bought the plotter last
year for $35, and strongly
recommend the 7440A or a
similar Hewlett-Packard
model. It is frequently
available for purchase on
the ’Net, it has every feature you’ll need, and most
importantly it uses the HP
Graphics Language (HPGL).
HPGL is an ASCII-based
human-readable command
language that drives the
CIRCUIT CELLAR®

c)

Photo 1a—This Sharpie holder from an old HP pen has a purpose-built
“shoulder” that helps keep your pen secure and at a fixed height above
the work piece. b—A scrap of copper-clad is used to set the pen height.
With the pen in the “down” position, the tip is adjusted to just touch the
gauge. If it is set too high, the pen won’t draw on your copper-clad; too
low, and it’s likely to snag on something as it travels across your board.
c—The registration jig serves two purposes: it carries your PCB material through the plotter while holding it in a known position, and it allows
you to plot the two sides of a double-sided circuit board “in register”
with your pads and vias aligned from one side to the other. A morning’s
production of corner brackets is shown as well.
www.circuitcellar.com

plotter. It is the second key to being
able to manually fine-tune your drawing files before you plot them.
Whatever plotter you buy, make
sure it’s compatible with your software and that you can find documentation for it. Most used plotters seem
to be offered without this important
component. If your plotter did not
come with documentation, manuals for
many old HP peripherals can be downloaded from the HP Computer Museum web site (www.hpmuseum.net), a
great site that contains a bounty of
user and service manuals for older HP
products.
If you buy a plotter on the Internet,
be sure that it can pass material that
is 0.125″ thick under the pen. Some
can’t; they were made to move paper,
not copper-clad. Also make sure you
get the required power supply. My
ColorPro came without a wall transformer. (Luckily, I had one on hand.)
Verify too that you can connect the
plotter to your PC. While many plotters use a standard RS-232 interface,
some use less universal connections.
With my plotter working correctly, I
made three minor modifications to it.
I snapped off the clear plastic hood so
the plotter’s pen carriage could accommodate Sharpie pens, removed the
eight-pen carrousel (it’s not needed),
and drew an array of small dots on the
plotter platten to aid in registration.
For layout, I use TurboCAD, a
remarkable general-purpose drafting
program. Version 12 of this software is
available at www.imsi.com, but I’m
happy with Version 8. This and other
versions of TurboCAD are available on
the Internet for less than $10. All of
them will meet your needs for this
application.
In my professional PCB work, I use
a layout program featuring schematic
capture, auto routing, design-rule
checking, Gerber output, and so on.
But, for plotting directly to copperclad, you’ll want to have more fine
control than programs like this provide. Layouts for the plotter must
make explicit provisions for top-tobottom registration, something your
PCB shop normally takes care of.
TurboCAD offers crucial features,
such as layouts on multiple drafting
www.circuitcellar.com

layers that can be
hidden or shown
(and printed) at will
and mirror-image
generation around a
selected axis. The
program also allows
you to download
PCB layout “footprints” for connectors, ICs, and a host
of other components
from many sources
on the Internet in
“ICES” format and
copy them directly
Photo 2—The registration jig with a piece of copper-clad is taped in place,
into a TurboCAD
ready for a component-side plot. Painter’s tape works well. Make sure the tape is
symbol library. This
flat to the surface so it won’t snag the pen.
saves you hours of
drawing time.
The Sharpie Ultra Fine Point perma- through the empty barrel a few times
nent marker is the real key to making
until your Sharpie fits into it snugly
this system work. The ink serves as
(see Photo 1a).
resist that can stand up to most copPen height is a compromise between
per-etchant solutions, and it can be
drawing a clean line with the pen
erased using mineral spirits (common
down and clearing the work piece
paint thinner) to easily correct miswith the pen up. The gauge helps you
takes. (After erasing, wash your board
achieve this compromise on a consisthoroughly and scrub it with cleanser.
tent basis (see Photo 1b).
Even a slight thinner residue will preMy registration jigs are made from
vent good ink adhesion).
clear plastic slides, like the ones used
The secret to using the pens on copwith overhead projectors (old page proper-clad is to make multiple passes at
tectors also work) and a few bits of
poster board (see Photo 1c).
a moderate pen velocity over your
Using your CAD program, draw a
work. Apply several layers of ink with
registration target. Put the target on a
a short 1- to 2-min. drying time
separate “registration template” draftbetween passes. This builds up a reliing layer, and save the drawing. It will
able barrier for your etchant, ensuring
be used as the starting point for all
that your narrowest copper traces will
subsequent layout work.
remain intact after the etching process.
The crosshatched area at the upperI’m sure alternatives can be found
right corner of the target is used to
for any of the components, but I know
accurately locate the copper-clad when
the parts work well together and provide the abilities needed to plot circuit plotting its “component” side, while
the hatched area in the upper-left corboards.
ner locates the board when plotting its
“solder side.” The small boxes drawn
TOOLING
on the template allow you to position
Before you can plot your first PCB,
your registration jig accurately on the
you’ll need to build four small tools: a
plotter. Line any three of these boxes
pen holder that adapts your plotter to
up with marks that you have scribed
Sharpie pens, a pen-height gauge, a
onto the plotter platen, and your jig
“registration jig” that holds your copper-clad in place and carries it through will be in a known, fixed position relative to your plotter pen.
the plotter, and a plotter-driver proPlot a few of these registration targram.
gets on your plastic sheets—using
To build a pen holder, cut the ends
off an old plotter pen, remove the fiber your newly built pen holder of
course—and set them aside. This jig
pellet from the inside, and run a file
CIRCUIT CELLAR®
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will let you plot 6″ × 8″ boards. With
care, you can add an additional 1″ to
this capacity, but at the sacrifice of
the single-corner registration that this
design offers.
Now draw a set of six or seven 2″ ×
2″ right-angle corner brackets in a separate CAD file. Save and plot these on
a sheet of poster board that is thinner
than your PCB material (see Photo 1c).
Carefully, cut these out and glue two
of them on the registration corners of
your template. Save the others for
future use. Note that a good plastic-toposter board glue bond can be achieved
by piercing the materials a few times
with a scribe. The registration jig is
now ready for use (see Photo 2).
The plotter driver is a short program
that inputs a file of HPGL commands,
modifies these slightly, and sends the
result to the plotter. Your CAD program/operating system must allow
you to “plot to file” to use it. In my
case, “plot to file” produces PRN files.
The source code, executable, and
other information about my program
is posted on the Circuit Cellar FTP
site (PCB Plotting Files.zip). The text
in the memo window describes button
functions and it is replaced with an
HPGL listing after a file is opened. I
want to thank M. Cocco for making
his Delphi-compatible RS-232 component (used here) freely available on the
Internet.
The program’s primary function is
to read a PRN file and remove any
HPGL pen-selection (SP) and penvelocity (VP) commands that it may
contain. (The ColorPro plotter supports eight pens on a carrousel controlled by SP codes. Attempting to
execute these codes when your pen is
in place is disastrous! The VP commands control pen velocity, and you
want to ensure that these always
select 10 cm per second—my preferred
speed for plotting on copper-clad.) It
also allows you to view your plot files
as text, move the pen to a convenient
position for height adjustment, tap the
pen to start ink flow, and draw a simple test shape.

LAYOUT
PCB layout is an art form. All I can
hope to do here is describe some
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issues that are particular to plotting
directly to copper-clad. You will certainly want to adapt these comments
to your own style and experience.
Make a copy of your registration target file and add some additional drafting layers to suit your style. I use a
minimum of five layers: the standard
registration template, symbols, pads,
top-side traces, and bottom-side traces.
Of these, layers three and four will be
a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 1a—Donuts are drawn so the first stroke of the
pen begins on the inside of the donut. This is because
the ink from your pen will “bloom” slightly each time it is
lowered onto the copper—and this keeps the “bloom”
inside the pad, where it can do no harm. b—It is difficult to get good resist coverage over a large area with
the pen (your etch may cut through thin spots in the
ink). If you must cover a large area with solid resist, you
will probably need to resort to a broader-point pen or
some form of paint. c—Wide traces are drawn as multiple lines or as crosshatch filled rectangles, even though
your CAD program probably offers variable line widths.
d—Unless you have the facility to plate through the
holes in your boards (I don’t), you must allow room to
solder a physical wire on both sides of your board to
create vias. Component bodies, as illustrated, often
hide these side-to-side connections.
CIRCUIT CELLAR®

plotted on the “component” side of
your PC board after they have been
aligned with the right-hand corner of
the registration target. Layers three
and five will be “mirror-imaged” and
plotted after being aligned to the lefthand corner of the target.
As you gain experience, you may
want to add additional layers to this
stack: one for general notes, one for
component-side “fill” areas, and one
for solder-side fill. The last two will
prevent wear on your pens.
The symbols layer helps you maintain your sanity while doing a layout.
It contains things like the physical
outline of your board, mounting holes,
connector cutouts, package outlines,
and more. I draw everything on this
layer in blue pixels. (Plotting the symbols layer on a two-sided board is difficult since the pen tends to snag on
traces, but it can be drawn on singlesided boards to look like a “silk
screen.”)
Once you’ve defined a symbols
layer, draw a rectangle on it with the
same physical dimensions as your
copper-clad. This rectangle is used for
registration. Then draw another rectangle, spaced 0.05″ inside the first
one, and ensure that no pads or traces
fall outside of this inner rectangle.
The 50-mil margin ensures that your
pen won’t snag on a board edge during
the plotting process. (A larger safety
margin won’t hurt and it may save
you some frustration.)
The pad layer, which is plotted on
both sides of a two-sided circuit board
contains all of your layout’s “donuts”
and vias, pads which are intended to
create a connection from one side of
your board to the other. I draw these
in black pixels. How you arrange
items here is the key to a good layout.
Everything that should appear in copper on both sides of your PCB belongs
on this drafting layer. Use your professional layout software to do a firstpass place and route and let this guide
your CAD drawings.
The two trace layers are plotted on
their respective board sides. I like to
use red pixels for solder and black pixels for component-side geometries. I
aim to put the majority of my traces
on the solder side to avoid vias. All of
www.circuitcellar.com

single polyline
without breaks and
in an order that
minimizes pen
travel in the “pen
up” position. This
takes more discipline than I can
usually muster, but
it is a good goal.
The reason? “Penup” movement on
my plotter always
takes place at 40
cm per second and
this can subject the
PCB to considerable Figure 2—The density of pads and traces here is on the “bleeding edge” of my
g-forces, causing it
process, but there’s plenty of room to advance the state of the art!
to shift in the registration jig. (Penand the pads.
down velocity, on the other hand, is
Finally, give yourself as much room
within your control.)
as you can and appreciate that you are
Solid area fills should be avoided in
not going to get the kind of routing
favor of crosshatch patterns (see Figure
densities you may be used to in your
1b). Similarly, if you need a trace that
commercial work. You’re building a
is wider than the one that your pen
prototype after all, not a production
normally delivers, use several parallel
PCB.
lines or rectangular areas filled with
crosshatch (see Figure 1c). Your CAD
program may offer to draw wider lines
PLOTTING
as a matter of “line style,” but I
With your layout finished and saved
haven’t had good luck with this.
in a single “master file” of five or
Your layout must plan ahead for
more drafting layers, you’re almost
vias. You must make special provisions
ready to plot. First, you need to create
when they are hidden (see Figure 1d).
two PRN files using the plot-to-file
Remember that you don’t have as
capability. One of your layouts should
much fine control over trace width as
be registered and contain only those
you do with photographically prolayers needed to draw the component
duced PCBs. Line width varies with
side of your board. The other PRN file
pen quality and
should contain only what is needed to
wear, so you
draw its solder side. The process is a
should keep tracebit cumbersome to describe, but it
to-trace and tracewill be obvious to you “on the
to-pad spacing as
ground.” It will become second nature
large as possible. I
after you’ve done it once. Use the
recommend a trace example and figures described here as
pitch of no less
a guide. A flow chart of the entire
than 50 mils. You
process is posted on the Circuit Cellar
can violate this
FTP site.
design rule when
An example of a double-sided board
you want to
or “master layout” (as it was drawn) is
squeeze a wire
shown with all of the drafting layers
between two pads
in Figure 2. This file is copied and its
of an integrated
registration and solder-side drafting
circuit, but if you
layers are turned off (only pads, comdo, plan to carefulponent-side traces, and symbols are
ly run a scribe
visible). These elements are grouped
Figure 3—Here is a component-side layout properly positioned on the registration
target drawing layer.
between the trace
into one graphics object that can be

my circuits are drawn on a 0.025″ grid
with occasional exceptions.
It takes practice to remember that
you must place each of the objects you
draw vertically (by layer), but this
soon becomes second nature. A good
symbol library helps in this regard and
it is a huge asset to an efficient layout.
I’ve provided a “starter set” of symbols, but you will certainly want to
add more.
When a board is inked, the plotter
will draw each of your pads and traces
several times to ensure a good buildup of Sharpie “resist” on the copperclad. Fill patterns used to create
ground planes (or simply hide copper
surface area in order to preserve your
etchant) will also be drawn more than
once, but they aren’t as critical.
Hence, I suggest that you place fills on
separate drafting layers so you can
control the number of times they are
overdrawn.
Here are a few tricks for doing
direct-plots to copper-clad layouts that
work for me. Circles take a long time
to plot, so I prefer rectangular
“donuts.” All of the donuts I use are a
variation of the ones shown in Figure
1a. My smallest donuts are 38 mils
wide (50 mils are preferred), limited by
my ability to draw them properly. You
can make them smaller if your eyesight permits.
Traces should always begin and end
on the inside of a donut or connector
pad, again to render the ink bloom
harmless. They should be drawn as a
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ward and fully back during the load
plotter-driver program)
operation at 40 cm per second—the
and give them a final
“maximum g” scenario.
inspection. It’s easier to
Mount your Sharpie in your plotter’s
move pixels than copper,
and this will be your last pen carriage, adjust its height using
the height gauge, and start the plotterchance to find and fix
driver software. Use its “pen-load”
problems. (Don’t use
function to move the pen to the botyour Sharpie pens to
tom-center of your registration jig and
make test plots. Use a
verify that it is where it’s supposed to
standard pen. This saves
wear on your resist pens. be. Then use its “pen-tap” function to
ensure that you have ink flow, set
Also, save your test
your pen velocity for 10 cm per secplots! Temporarily glue
ond, and open your component-side
one to your PCB after
PRN file.
etching as a drill and
Next, press the Plot button and
routing guide.)
draw the component side of your
Now, load the regisFigure 4—The component-side layout ready to “plot to file.” Only the
shapes that will actually be drawn on your copper-clad are visible.
board! Repeat the plot operation three
tration jig in your plottimes, with about 2 min. of drying
ter and position your
time between passes. After the plot is
copper-clad on it with its top rightmoved by the CAD program, and the
complete, let the ink dry thoroughly
hand corner snug against the top-right
registration layer is turned back on.
on your board.
corner bracket. Fix it in place with
The object is then moved so that it is
Now, carefully remove the board
one of your spare corner brackets and
aligned to the upper-right-hand corner
(leaving your registration jig in the
secure everything in place with a bit
of the registration target (see Figure 3).
plotter), flip it over, and place it with
of tape (see Photo 2). Note that there
The drawing is saved for future use.
its upper-left-hand corner snug against
will be almost no force exerted on
Finally, the symbol and registration
the left-hand corner bracket of the regyour board vertically or left to right as
layers are turned off. Only those
istration jig. Tape it in place and load
it is plotted, but a good deal will be
geometries that will be drawn on copyour solder-side PRN file into the
exerted front to back. Apply your tape
per are visible. The image is printed
plotter driver. Like before, plot this
accordingly.
(plotted) to a PRN file (see Figure 4).
Before mounting your copper-clad to side of your board three times, with
This file, via the driver program
about 2 min. of drying time between
the registration jig, run a file over its
described earlier, will control the plotpasses.
edges to ensure that there aren’t any
ter when it draws the component side
Finally, remove your board from the
“snags” there. This is especially necof your circuit board.
jig and inspect it. Ink bridges between
essary if you cut your board with a
Now make a second copy of your
traces or pads (these should be very
hacksaw. Also, load your jig into the
master file and turn off the registrarare) can be corrected with a knife if
plotter before mounting your coppertion and component-side layers.
necessary. Touch up here and there
clad. The ColorPro runs it fully forAgain, group the remaining shapes
with the Sharpie and the
into a single object and use
board is ready for the etch
the mirror-image capability
tank! Photo 3 shows an
of your CAD program to flip
actual board in this state.
the object over along its
Avoid too much touch
right-side boundary. Turn
up! It’s easy to create thin
the registration layer back
spots in your plotted ink,
on and align the mirrored
which will etch through.
object with the upper-lefthand corner of the target
(see Figure 5). Save this view
ETCHING
for future use. Turn off the
With your board plotted
registration and symbols lay(and probably erased at
ers at this point and plot the
least once and plotted
result to a second solder-side
again), it’s ready to etch.
PRN file. You’re almost
You no doubt have your
done!
own system for this, so I’ll
At this stage, it is a good
limit myself to three
idea to draw test plots of the
remarks. First, I like to use
two PRN files you’ve just
hot, well-aerated ammoniFigure 5—The solder-side layout is “mirrored” and properly aligned to the registration
created on paper (using the
um perisulfate (available
target.
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Photo 3—This finished PCB is ready for the etch tank. A
number of “design-rule” violations were corrected in the
line drawings.

from ww.web-tronics.com) for etching. It has a fast attack, and Sharpie
ink seems to hold up well against it.
Second, I recommend keeping a notebook to log your etching process,
board size, number of sides, etchant
temperature, etching time, and other
notes. Your log will help you achieve
a controlled process and help you
know when it’s time to mix a new
batch of etchant. Third, keep an eye
on your board as you etch it. It doesn’t take long to cut through a 10-mil
trace.

my projects. It has become easier to
build a small PC board than to handwire a circuit on a scrap of perf board.
And many of the “PC-mount” components I’ve salvaged over the years
have suddenly become useful! Finally, it is great fun to watch your pen
as it races around the plotter, drawing
your circuit traces. Your children,
your spouse, and even your cat will
enjoy the show!
I hope I’ve given you enough information to encourage you to try this
process on your own. And if you do, I
hope you’ll share your discoveries
with the rest of us! A good place to do
this is on the Circuit Cellar bulletin
board (http://bbs.circuitcellar.com/php
BB2). Hope to see you there! I

parts from two old scanners. A graduate of Georgia Tech, Curt spent most
of his career at Texas Instruments. He
is a frequent visitor to the Circuit
Cellar design forums, and he enjoys
corresponding with like-minded
experimenters and “hardware hackers” from around the world.

Curt Carpenter is a retired electrical
engineer with a passion for putting
old electronics back to work. His
current projects include a robot built
entirely from old disk-drive components and a light-duty CNC routing
machine featuring the mechanical

TurboCAD
IMSI
www.turbocad.com

PROJECT FILES
To download the additional files, go to
ftp://ftp.circuitcellar.com/pub/Circuit
_Cellar/2007/202.

SOURCE
7440A ColorPro plotter
Hewlett-Packard
www.hp.com

Sharpie marker
Sanford Corp.
www.sharpie.com

YOUR TURN
Try a few one-sided boards to get
the hang of the process and then
move on to two-sided designs as you
gain confidence in your tools. You’ll
be thinking about trying a four-layer
board before you know it!
In the future, I have a number of
things I want to try. I’d really like my
plotter-driver program to automatically minimize “pen-up” travel time,
for example, and I’d like to build a
library of surface-mount footprints
and try them out on a project or two.
(The Circuit Cellar FTP site files
accompanying this article will update
you on my recent experience in these
areas.)
Meanwhile, having access to an
inexpensive PCB prototyping system
has changed the way I think about
www.circuitcellar.com
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FEATURE ARTICLE

by Brian Millier

Temperature Calibration System
Brian designed a portable temperature meter that contains a PID controller and a user interface for entering a setpoint. The meter can be plugged into a separate calibrator unit, which
generates stable temperatures for sensor calibration purposes.

T

here are many different types of
temperature sensors available, and
each one has its own spot on a performance versus price matrix. Many of
the custom scientific applications that
I deal with require temperature measurement in some form or another.
The requirements are quite diverse,
but a rock-bottom price isn’t usually a
consideration in my field. Generally,
range and accuracy are the factors that
I consider most when working on
research instruments. However, cost
and durability issues do become
important in projects involving undergraduate students in teaching labs,
because the possibility of carelessness

or mishandling is more prevalent.
For these reasons, I find myself using
many different types of sensors, always
in small quantities. As a result, I do
calibrations on small numbers of
many different types of temperature
sensors.
There are many fine commercial
products available for this task, but
most of them are quite specialized.
Many of them handle a wide range of
temperatures above ambient and contain thermal blocks large enough to
handle many sensors at one time. Others are designed for thermocouple
cold-junction simulation purposes, and
are basically small, controlled refrigeration units. Whatever model
you choose, they all cost
several thousands of dollars and up and are benchtop units or larger.
When looking at these
units, it’s obvious that
they all contain an accurate temperature display
unit that is coupled with
an integral heating/cooling
controller of some sort. For
my purposes, it seemed a
shame to “shackle” this
built-in temperature meter
to the bench when I often
need an accurate, portable
temperature meter of my
own. Therefore, I designed
an accurate, portable temperature meter. I also
included a PID control
algorithm within its
Photo 1—This is the hand-held temperature meter with the RTD probe
firmware design, as well as
to its left. The DIN socket at the bottom is where the cable to the calibrator plugs in.
a way for the user to enter
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Figure 1—The architecture of the Microchip Technology MCP3551 lends itself nicely to the direct measurement of RTDs due to its true differential input and external reference input.

a setpoint. I figured that when I don’t
use the unit as a portable temperature
meter, it could be plugged into a separate calibrator unit. The calibrator unit
would contain only a power supply and
the small amount of circuitry needed to
control power to the heating and cooling
units that it contained. A calibrator temperature range of 0° up to 150°C was sufficient, and the temperature-controlled
block only needed to be large enough
to handle one sensor at a time. Given
these criteria, I settled on a Peltier cell
to produce the range from 0° to 40°C,
and a second, resistance-heated block,
to cover temperatures above 40°C.
I kept the cost down to $150 or so by
using a number of “surplus” components that I had in my junkbox. In this
article, I’ll describe the design of both
units and discuss some features of variwww.circuitcellar.com

Figure 2—This is the schematic for the temperature meter. A small LCD is used, and you enter the desired setpoint using a rotary encoder.

Originally, RTDs were fabricated
like wire-wound resistors (i.e., they
were coils of very thin platinum wire
wrapped around a ceramic core).
MEASURING PLATINUM RTDs
Because of this, early RTDs were manResistive temperature devices
ufactured at the relatively
(RTDs) are platinum-based
low resistance of 100 Ω at
devices that are very linear
0°C. Even today, most comtemperature sensors. They
mon RTDs are still manufacare the most accurate sensors
tured to exhibit this resistavailable (possibly excluding
ance at 0°C, but since they
some exotic devices of which
are now manufactured using
I am unaware). Since most
a platinum film deposited on
ADCs measure voltage, an
ceramic, 500-Ω, 1-kΩ, and
RTD’s resistance must be
higher-value RTDs are possiconverted to a voltage before
ble and commonly available.
measurement. The common
For a European-curve RTD,
way to accomplish this,
a 0.38-Ω resistance change
while still maintaining the
will occur for each 1°C
RTD’s linear relationship
change in temperature. Due
with temperature, is to use a
to this relatively low α value,
constant-current source. The
compared to its significant
voltage across the RTD is
resistance value at 0°C, RTDs
then equal to its resistance
are often measured using
times that constant current.
some sort of bridge circuit to
RTDs are rated by their
cancel out this inherent
resistance at 0°C, as well as
resistance at 0°C. For best
their alpha curve value (α).
accuracy, this requires two
The value of α is either 0.385
matched constant-current
or 0.392, depending on the
sources. We have been conexact composition of the
sidering only ideal conditions
platinum used in the sensor.
Photo 2—Take a look at the Peltier cell, its heatsink “tank,” and the associated
in the discussion so far, but in
The α curve value is defined
thermal block. These three components are held together with large black tiereal life, RTD sensors are genas the percentage resistance
wraps. At the top, resting in mid-air, is the high-temperature block that is awaiting
final mounting on the top cover.
erally located at some physichange exhibited per every
ous types of temperature sensors, as
well as their calibration requirements.

www.circuitcellar.com

1°C change in temperature. The European curve (0.385) is more common
worldwide. The American curve
(0.392) is much less common, even in
the U.S.
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Photo 3—It was a tight fit to get everything into a reasonably sized metal enclosure. The Peltier cooler/heatsink dominates the left-hand side. The heated block hangs in mid-air. It is mounted to the top cover when fully assembled.
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cal distance from the ADC, so the
effects of lead resistance must also be
considered. Although this can be compensated for, it requires even more circuitry.
For the aforementioned reasons,
dedicated ICs have been designed to
interface RTDs directly to standard,
single-ended ADCs with full-scale
voltages between 1 and 5 V. Analog
Devices’s ADT70 is a good example of
such an RTD conditioning device. It
was well described in Fred Eady’s article, “Adaptable Temperature Measurement System” (Circuit Cellar 167,
2004).
The ADT70 is an excellent, though
somewhat expensive device, but
progress marches on. Microchip Technology recently introduced the
MCP3551, a 22-bit delta-sigma ADC,
which costs only about $3. By adding
just a few external components, this
device can interface to an RTD directly, eliminating the cost of a device
such as the ADT70.
Figure 1 shows an RTD-measuring
circuit using the MCP3551. The basis
for this circuit depends on two
MCP3551 characteristics. It has a differential input, and it measures with
respect to an external voltage reference.
The excitation current for the RTD
is supplied through R1 from the VCC
supply and returns to ground through
R2, a precision 300-Ω resistor. The
reference voltage equals the voltage
across R2. The excitation current will
vary between 3.57 mA at 0°C and 3.3
mA at 300°C, for example. This
change in excitation current is unimportant because the MCP3551 is
strictly measuring the ratio between
the input voltage and the reference
voltage. Since the same current passes
through both the RTD and reference
resistor R2, the voltage ratio measured
corresponds directly to the resistance
ratio between the RTD and R2.
In this circuit, the MCP3551’s fullscale range is approximately 1 V (but
it varies somewhat with excitation
current). The MCP3551 is well suited
to doing accurate measurements in
this range. All you sacrifice in this
circuit is that you “waste” some of
the ADC’s range. At 0°C, the ADC’s
reading will be:
www.circuitcellar.com

100 Ω
× 2 21
300 Ω
or 699,051 ( RTD resistance = 100 Ω )

[1]

And, at 300°C, the reading will be:
212.02 Ω
× 221
300 Ω
[2]
or 1, 482,127 ( RTD resistance = 212.02 Ω)

Over the positive half of the ADC’s
range, you are using only about onethird of the 2,097,152 full-scale value
offered by the MCP3551. Nevertheless, there are still 2,610 counts/°C.
The value 221 comes from the fact that
the MCP3551 is a 22-bit bipolar converter, so its full-scale value is 222 /2.
The overall accuracy of this circuit
really depends on only the accuracy
and temperature coefficient of the
300-Ω 1%-resistor. I measured this
resistor directly with a six-digit
HP3468A multimeter and used its
exact value in the firmware. The
resistance of the leads connecting the
RTD to the electronics is unimportant
here, since the RTD is connected to
the electronics using a four-wire configuration. The MCP3551 has a very
high input impedance, so no current
flows through the leads connecting
the RTD to the MCP3551’s input pins.
Thus, the effect of the lead resistance

is truly negligible. Since the 300-Ω reference resistor is placed next to the
MCP3551, the voltage drop across it is
seen directly by the reference input
pin.
In this design, the RTD probe is
inserted into an aluminum block that
is kept at a constant temperature
using a PID controller. The mass of
the aluminum block is large enough
that the RTD self heating (due to the 1
to 2 mW of power arising from the
excitation current) is negligible. In
other applications, the excitation current could be reduced to 1 mA (e.g.,
presenting a somewhat smaller RTD
signal for the ADC to measure, but
markedly reducing this self heating).
I used an Omega Engineering W2102
RTD, which is a 100-Ω unit that is
cylindrical in shape (3 mm in diameter), with a length of 12 mm. This unit
fits snugly into the well of the temperature-controlled block. The “four
wire” connecting cable is soldered to
the RTD leads, using heat-shrink tubing to insulate each lead, covered overall with another piece of heat-shrink
tubing, making the unit reasonably
rugged for portable use.

CIRCUIT DETAILS
This project was built as two dis-

crete units. The first is a hand-held
temperature meter that uses the
Omega RTD sensor and MCP3551
ADC circuit (see Figure 2). The
MCP3551 ADC is interfaced to an
Atmel ATmega168 microcontroller
via three port lines. The MCP3551
signals its conversion-complete status by dropping its SDO line, after
which time a standard SPI 24-bit data
transfer can take place. I used a bitbanged routine to read the MCP3551,
instead of the hardware SPI port, to
accommodate this dual use of the
SDO pin.
The firmware would fit nicely into
the virtually identical Atmel
ATmega88, which contains only 8 KB
instead of 16 KB of flash memory,
with room to spare. Since the price of
the two devices is so close, it makes no
sense for me to stock the lesser
ATmega88. I used a small 8 × 2 LCD
panel since it was easier to fit into a
hand-held case. The LCD is interfaced
using the very common 4-bit mode,
which reduces its I/O pin load to just six
lines. The first line of the display shows
the actual temperature, with the second
line showing the user-selected setpoint.
To enter that setpoint, I included a
rotary encoder, as well as a couple of
push button switches. These switches

Figure 3—The calibrator is pretty simple. Most of the action occurs in the portable temperature meter.
www.circuitcellar.com
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can see, it won’t win any
cycle through three differbeauty contests!
ent setpoint adjustment
step sizes: 0.1°, 1°, or 10°C
for each “click” (detent) of
PELTIER CELLS
the rotary encoder. This
I’ve built many projects
makes it quicker to adjust
over the years using Peltier
the setpoint between
cell coolers. Peltier cells
extremes of the unit’s
are semiconductor devices
range.
designed to provide modest
The unit is powered by a
amounts of cooling (or
common 9-V battery, reguheating), using a matrix of
lated down to 5 V by a
semiconductor pellets
78L05 linear regulator. The
bonded to two parallel
Photo 4—Hate algebra? I prefer using this YSI Excel spreadsheet to calculate Steinfour-wire RTD sensor
ceramic plates.
hart-Hart equation coefficients than solving the simultaneous equations by hand.
cable is directly connected
The basis for thermoto the electronics without
electric devices arose out
using any plug/socket. Since this
of the work of two scientists in the
away from ambient.
unit uses a “four wire ohm” measearly 19th century. Thomas Seebeck
I empirically determined which PID
urement technique, the contact
constants worked best with this unit
discovered that if you place a temperaresistance of any plug/socket termiin each of three temperature bands.
ture gradient across the junction of
nals wouldn’t affect the accuracy.
In the first band (temperatures less
dissimilar conductors, a current would
However, I ran out of mounting space than 15°C), the Peltier cell is workflow. Jean Peltier discovered the
ing pretty hard to attain the setpoint
matching effect. If you pass a current
on the front of the case to mount a
temperature, so I used appropriate
through a junction of dissimilar consocket (given the layout of the comPID constants and allowed only a
ductors, either heat will be released or
ponents mounted inside).
small amount of heating power for
a cooling effect will be exhibited,
Because this unit also provides the
correction purposes. The second
depending on the direction of the curcontrol signals needed by the calibraband (temperatures between 15° and
rent. The Seebeck effect has long been
tor unit (when used), a socket is pro40°C) is close to ambient, so the PID
used as the basis for temperature
vided to send those signals over to it.
constants are scaled to produce a
measurement using thermocouples.
There are three interface signals. A
“gentle” controlling affect, but full
However, it took modern advances in
200-Hz, 16-bit PWM signal is used to
heating/cooling power is available if
semiconductor technology to make
control heating and cooling power. A
needed. For the third band (temperaPeltier’s discovery useful.
Heat/*Cool signal is used to activate
tures above 40°C), I manually
Modern Peltier cells consist of many
the current-reversing relay connected
switched the unit over from the
semiconductor pellets made of doped
between the calibrator power supply
Peltier cell-controlled thermal block
bismuth-telluride. You apply 6 to 16 V
and the Peltier cell. There’s also a
to another thermal block containing
(depending upon the model) across the
connection to the thermistor, which
only a heater. The PID constants and
series connection of the more than
monitors heatsink temperature.
the control algorithm were adjusted
100 semiconductor pellets that make
The temperature meter’s firmware
accordingly.
up a cell. This cell is made up of altercontains a full proportional-integral
The combination of the PID algonating p-type and n-type bismuth-telderivative (PID) algorithm-based temrithm plus this “tweaking” of the
luride pellets lined up physically so
perature controller function.
that the heat-releasing end of each pelAlthough the PID algorithm is proba- parameters in each band of setpoint
let is bonded to one plate of the cell
bly the best general-purpose tempera- temperatures works quite well. In
practice, the unit will generally
and each heat-absorbing end is bonded
ture control algorithm, it does have
“overshoot” the setpoint for a few
to the other plate of the cell. Dependsome trouble controlling a wide
oscillations and then converge on the ing on the polarity of the voltage
range of heating/cooling temperasetpoint with a deviation of less than applied, one plate will get hot and the
tures when confronted with a few
0.05°C. This could take several minopposite plate will get cold. The Peltier
challenges. One is a thermal “lag”
utes depending on the setpoint.
cell is basically a “heat pump.” It
between the time heat and cooling is
Photo 1 shows a close-up of the
extracts heat from one plate and transapplied and the time at which the
hand-held temperature meter. I have
fers it over to the other.
sensor “sees” the resultant temperato admit that I built the circuitry for
As a heat pump, the Peltier cell’s
ture change (this is a fairly common
this unit using a PCB for the ADC
ability to cool one of its plates
situation in any control scenario).
section and a separate small vector
depends mainly on how well you manThe second is that the range of userage to draw the heat away from the
selected setpoints includes those that board for the microcontroller section
other plate. That’s the rub with these
are very close to the ambient temper- without thinking too much about
how it would fit into a case. As you
devices. It’s very hard to get rid of all
ature, as well as those which are far
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that heat building up on the “hot”
required. The tank dimensions are
(And an error message is displayed.)
side, particularly because there is only
12.5 cm high, 9 cm in diameter, and
I used an “orphan” 25-mm-square 6-V
about 0.125″ spacing between the
0.6 cm thick, fabricated from a piece
Peltier cell that I had on hand for this
“hot” and the “cold” plates, leaving
of thick wall aluminum tubing (9 cm
unit. However, 12-V Peltier cells are
little room for insulation. Peltier cells
in diameter). Photo 2 shows this
more common now, and it wouldn’t
are manufactured in sizes ranging
heatsink, with the Peltier cell and alube hard to accommodate them by
from about 25 mm to about 40 mm
minum temperature-controlled block
replacing the full-wave rectifier that I
squared. They are designed to handle
attached. A 40-mm wide “flat” was
used with a bridge rectifier. The 5-V
30 to 100 W of power, so it takes a
milled off the outside of the alucoil Omron G2RL-24-DC5 relay I used
really efficient heatsink to keep the
minum tubing in the cylinder’s upper
would also have to be changed to a
“hot” plate of the Peltier cell from
section to allow the Peltier cell to be
unit with a 12-V coil. The value of the
getting too hot. Theoretically, you can
mounted directly to the outer cylinder
heater resistors (described later) would
achieve a temperature difference
wall. Thermal heatsink compound is
also need to be doubled.
between the hot and cold side of a
used on both of the Peltier cell’s
Tellurex is a manufacturer of Peltier
Peltier cell of about 60°C. However, in ceramic faces to aid heat transfer.
cells. The cells are also available from
practice, 20° to 40°C is more like what This, and how “true” the mating aludistributors like Allied Electronics.
you can realistically expect.
minum surfaces are, is important to
(Alternately, you could steal one from
The aforementioned limitations
efficient operation. The separate higha car battery-powered “beer cooler.”)
form the basis of my love-hate relatemperature thermal block sits above
tionship with these devices. First, you
the heatsink’s tank. It is mounted on
CALIBRATOR CIRCUITRY
must provide a low-voltage, high-curthe top cover, away from the Peltier
The circuitry involved in the calirent power supply for them. This, in
cell and associated block, when the
brator is not too involved, since most
itself, can generate a lot of heat within unit is assembled.
of the functionality is actually conyour device’s cabinet. Secondly, a
The temperature-controlled block is
tained in the portable temperature
heatsink that is forced-air cooled (i.e.,
a piece of aluminum, 25 mm wide ×
meter (see Figure 3). The power transusing a fan) will invariably rise to a
25 mm high × 13 mm thick. There are former and D7, a dual Schottky rectifitemperature that is 5° to 10°C above
three blind holes drilled into the top
er, provide about 5 V at 10 A. I “recyambient room temperature. Even in
of it to a depth of 15 mm. One accomcled” (scrounged) the dual Schottky
Canada’s cool climate, this makes it
modates the temperature meter’s RTD
rectifier from my pile of surplus AT
very hard to keep the heatsink below
sensor. One of the other two holds the
power supply modules removed from
35°C, making it difficult to get the
sensor under calibration. The latter
old PCs. At these low voltages and
“cold side” down to 0°C, which is
two holes are different diameters to
high currents, it makes sense to take
necessary in many applications,
accommodate either a small sensor,
advantage of the lower forward voltage
including this one.
such as a thermistor, or the larger
drop of Schottky diodes.
Generally, I use water cooling (i.e.,
TO-92 package often used by solidSince I wanted the Peltier to both
running tap water through copper tubheat and cool, I needed a way to
state sensors. I also fastened a coming imbedded in the heatsink). This is
reverse the current through it. In the
mon 10-kΩ thermistor to the heatsink
much more efficient. My local tap
past, for other Peltier projects, I used
(not visible in Photo 2), close to the
water is usually less than 10°C in the
several different full H-bridge driver
Peltier cell, using epoxy. This thermiswinter and less than 20°C in the sumICs. STMicroelectronics produces an
tor is monitored by the microconmer. Because water is such an excelexcellent device, the VN771K, which
troller’s on-board ADC, which removes
lent conductor of heat, the heatsink
can handle 7 A or so, but it’s hard to
power to the Peltier cell if the
temperature will generally match the
get in small quantities. I’ve also used
heatsink’s temperature exceeds 40°C.
temperature of the flowing
the somewhat pricey
water.
National Semiconductor
For this project, I knew
LM18200, which handles
I’d need water-cooling, but
only 3 A. However, it’s
I didn’t want the hassle of
readily available and easy
flowing tap water with the
to mount and interface.
necessary drain. I only
This time around, I
needed to maintain 0°C for
decided to go “low-tech”
less than 30 min., so I
and use a G2RL-24-DC5
chose to incorporate a
PCB-mount power relay.
heatsink made up of a
Actually, this makes sense.
cylindrical aluminum tank
It requires no heatsink, it
that could be filled with
has a lower voltage drop
Photo 5—The YSI spreadsheet can make up a complete thermistor look-up table for
cold water when low-temthan what the solid-state
you. This can easily be exported into a text file format and directly fitted into your
program.
perature operation was
H-bridge ICs exhibit, and it
www.circuitcellar.com
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is less expensive than its solid-state
equivalents. The firmware in this project minimizes the amount of switching that the relay must do. During this
current-reversal switching, the current
through it is shut off (via the MOSFET), so the relay should last a long
time.
Power to the Peltier cell (or the
heater) is PWM-controlled. The
portable temperature meter provides a
200-Hz, 16-bit PWM waveform to the
calibrator’s chassis. This TTL signal is
used to directly control an International Rectifier IRL530 MOSFET,
which is placed in the ground return
path of the Peltier (or heater).
Although the IRL530 has a very low
Rds(ON) of 0.16 Ω, it still needs a few
square inches of heatsink to handle
the current it’s handling.
The Peltier cell is used to produce
stable temperatures in the sub-zero to
40°C range. While Peltier cells can
operate at higher temperatures than
this, they can’t be used for the highest
temperatures that I wanted the unit to
handle. Therefore, I included a second
temperature-controlled aluminum
block, which has four 2.4-Ω, 5-W resistors bonded to its outer faces (wired in
parallel). I used Ohmite Manufacturing PA205PA2R40J thick-film power
resistors because they are easy to
mount and they transfer heat nicely to
the aluminum block without losing
too much heat to the surrounding air.
The four paralleled thick film power
resistors, which form the heater, are
fastened to the block using a hightemperature adhesive (see Photo 2).
You must switch manually between
the Peltier cell and this heater, using a
front panel switch.
While there aren’t too many components in the calibrator, the heatsink
“tank” and transformer are quite
large, and it was tricky getting everything to fit into the 8″ × 8″ × 5″ Hammond Manufacturing cabinet. Photo 3
shows the calibrator unit before fitting
its top cover. The drain, which exits
from the bottom of the tank, is visible
on the left.

CALIBRATING THERMISTORS
Thermistors are probably the least
expensive family of sensors that are
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easily measured. They can be fabricated with either a positive or a negative
temperature coefficient. The ones used
for measurement purposes are generally the negative temperature coefficient
types, with the positive temperature
coefficient types reserved for surge
reduction and protection applications.
Negative temperature coefficient
(NTC) thermistors change their resistance drastically with the temperature,
making them very sensitive, but they
are definitely nonlinear. However,
there is a third-order logarithmic polynomial equation that can be used to
define the behavior of the majority of
the thermistors manufactured for
measurement purposes. This is called
the Steinhart-Hart equation, named
for John Steinhart and Stanley Hart,
the oceanographic scientists who first
published the relationship:
1
3
= A + B ( lnρ ) + C ( ln ρ )
T

[3]

where T is the absolute temperature in
Kelvins. ρ is the resistivity of the thermistor in ohms. A, B, and C are the
Steinhart-Hart coefficients. This can
be reorganized to be more useful in
everyday applications:
TC =

1
A + B × ( ln R ) + C × ( ln R )

3

– 273.15

[4]

where TC is the temperature in
degrees Celsius. R is the thermistor’s
resistance in ohms. A, B, and C are
the Steinhart-Hart coefficients.
As long as you are using a microcontroller with enough program memory to hold a floating-point math
package, and if speed is not too much
of an issue, it is relatively easy for the
microcontroller to measure the thermistor’s resistance and compute the
temperature by plugging that resistance into Equation 2. There is only
one problem. How do you determine
the values of coefficients A, B, and C
for your particular sensor? It turns out
that if you can provide three sets of
resistance versus temperature readings
(i.e., a three-point calibration procedure), you can derive their values.
Although you could use algebra to
solve the simultaneous equations, it’s
convenient to have a preprogrammed
Excel spreadsheet do it for you.
CIRCUIT CELLAR®

Thanks to the folks at YSI Temperature, such a spreadsheet is available.
Photo 4 shows a portion of this
spreadsheet, which handles the situation mentioned above (i.e., you have
three temperature versus resistance
readings and you want to solve for the
A, B, and C coefficients). Although not
specifically mentioned in the spreadsheet, the most accurate values for the
coefficients are returned if you take
your temperature/resistance readings at
the two extremes of your measurement
range, with the third in the middle.
You could plug these three coefficients directly in the Steinhart-Hart
equation and derive the temperature
by allowing the microcontroller to
solve the equation. However, if your
microcontroller is not up to doing so
much floating-point math, you may be
forced to use an alternate method:
table lookup. In this method, a table of
resistance values is stored in a microcontroller’s program memory, generally one table entry per 1°C. The microcontroller program takes the measured
resistance and scans through the table
until it finds the closest match. The offset into the table corresponds to the
temperature offset from whatever the
table’s base temperature is defined as.
A higher resolution can be obtained by
doing a linear interpolation between
the two table readings surrounding the
measured resistance reading.
The YSI Excel spreadsheet also provides a section that calculates this
resistance versus temperature table.
After filling out the section of the
spreadsheet shown in Photo 4, you can
then fill out the Start, Final, and Increment values desired in Photo 5. The
spreadsheet will then display a list of
the resistance values you need for your
table. The third column in this table,
labeled DR/DT, displays the change in
resistance per degree of temperature
change (it should really read dR/dT).
In some cases, you can use such delta
readings to get by with integer or byte
storage of the table entries, instead of
floating-point. This makes for a smaller table, but a bit more math for the
microcontroller to perform.
Whether you use the equation
method or the table lookup method,
this spreadsheet sure takes the drudgwww.circuitcellar.com

ery out of measuring a thermistor
using a microcontroller. I’ve bought
quite a few expensive (linearized) thermistor composites from YSI, so this
free design aid for common thermistors is quite welcome!

CALIBRATING SENSORS
Although there is a variety of commercially available solid-state sensors,
a little-known option is using a common silicon diode like the Fairchild
Semiconductor 1N914. They are small
and quite rugged as sensors go. And,
since they cost only pennies apiece,
they are definitely the cheapest
option. We’re all aware that a common silicon diode has about a 0.5-V
junction potential at room temperature. This potential decreases linearly
as the temperature increases; however,
this change is only in the millivolt
range/°C of temperature change. Both
the dR/dT and the junction potential
at room temperature vary significantly
from diode to diode (not so pronounced if all the diodes come from
the same manufacturing batch). Basically, what you have here is a sensor,
which is virtually free and rugged, but
one which requires manual calibration
for each sensor. This is not a big problem for some of the custom instruments I build, so I use diode sensors
from time to time, particularly in
applications where students are likely
to mishandle or destroy the sensor
itself, since they’re cheap to replace!
Commercial solid-state sensors contain PN junctions, with associated
electronics circuitry, to provide linear
temperature sensors, generally with
outputs of 5 or 10 mV/°C. These sensors generally produce an output,
which is relative to absolute zero
(–273.15°C), so if you are using them
in normal “human” environments,
they will exhibit a large voltage offset
compared to any changes you will see
within their normal operating range,
which seldom exceeds 125°C. This
large offset, and the fact that solidstate sensors are usually rated for an
accuracy of ± 3°C down to ±1°C
(depending on the grade), means that a
calibration will usually have to be done
with these sensors, assuming your
requirements are at all stringent. A
www.circuitcellar.com

useful calibration for these sensors is
to cool them to 0°C, record that voltage, and use it as your zero offset
value. Then heat them to 100°C and
use the difference in the two readings
to determine the necessary scaling factor. This calibrates both the sensor and
any analog electronics that you may use
between the sensor and the ADC itself.
If you’re still using Fahrenheit, the
National Semiconductor LM34 solidstate sensor is a good candidate
because it produces 10 mV/°F, without the offset present in absolute
zero-based Celsius solid-state sensors.

nents, it’s not too pretty to look at, but
it works well. Hopefully, some of the
ideas and information presented here
will be useful to you. I am particularly
excited about using the MCP3551 and
the faster MCP3553 ADCs in future
projects, because they work well,
they’re tiny, and they’re dirt-cheap. I

CALIBRATING THERMOCOUPLES

PROJECT FILES

You could write a book solely about
thermocouples. Actually, there are
large books published containing
nothing but tables of thermocouple
EMF versus temperature. Briefly, thermocouples are the most robust and
inexpensive temperature sensors available. They cover the greatest range of
temperatures and don’t require calibration per se: a given type of thermocouple wire will always produce a known
voltage at a given temperature. The
downside is that they are all nonlinear
(some types particularly so), and they
produce such small voltage changes
per degree of temperature change, that
you need significant amplification
ahead of your ADC. The need for such
a high level of amplification means
that calibration will likely be necessary just to compensate for inadequacies in the electronics itself.
Furthermore, thermocouples produce temperature readings that are
relative to the temperature present at
the point where they are connected to
the measuring device. This results in
the need to provide what is called
cold-junction compensation. Again,
this circuitry is what’s likely to need
calibration. Considering the above
observations, calibration of thermocouple measurement circuitry is
beyond the scope of this article.

COOL-DOWN
I’ve been happy with the operation
of my portable temperature meter and
associated calibrator unit. Because it’s
a prototype, and considering that I
made heavy use of surplus compoCIRCUIT CELLAR®

Brian Millier (brian.millier@dal.ca) is
an instrumentation engineer in the
Chemistry department at Dalhousie
University in Halifax, Canada. He also
runs Computer Interface Consultants.

To download code, go to ftp://ftp.
circuitcellar.com/pub/Circuit_Cellar/
2007/202.

RESOURCES
Information about Peltier cells,
Tellurex Corp., www.tellurex.com.
YSI Temperature, Inc., Steinhart and
Hart Thermal Equation Spreadsheet,
www.ysitemperature.com/tech-docssandh.html.

SOURCES
ATmega168 and ATmega88 Microcontrollers
Atmel Corp.
www.atmel.com
IRL530 MOSFET
International Rectifier
www.irf.com
MCP3551 ADC
Microchip Technology, Inc.
www.microchip.com
LM34 Fahrenheit temperature sensor
National Semiconductor Corp.
www.national.com
PA205PA2R40J Power resistor
Ohmite Manufacturing Co.
www.ohmite.com
W2102 RTD
Omega Engineering, Inc.
www.omega.com
G2RL-24-DC5 PCB Relay
OMRON Corp.
www.omron.com
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PC/104 Single Board Computers
Low Price, Low Power, High Reliability
using Linux development tools

200 MHz ARM9
Power as low as 1/4 Watt
5 boards, over
2000 configurations

$

qty 100

Fanless, no heat sink
SDRAM - up to 128MB

99

129

$

qty 1

Flash - up to 128MB onboard
10/100 Ethernet - up to 2

TS-7200
shown with
optional A/D converter,
Compact Flash and RS-485

DIO lines - up to 55

NEW!

2 USB ports

SD card
option

COM ports- up to 10

options include:
onboard temperature sensor, A/D Converter 8 channel 12 bit, Extended Temperature,
Battery Backed Real Time Clock, USB Flash 256 M (with ARM Tool Chain), USB WiFi

Programmable FPGAs

VGA video

Linux, Real Time extension, NetBSD

Off-the-Shelf Solutions ready to design into
your project using DOS development tools

133 MHz 586
Power as low as 800mA

$

qty 100

Fanless, no heat sink
SDRAM - up to 64MB

229

$

259
qty 1

COM Ports - up to 4 ports
Ethernet Ports
DIO Channels - up to 40
TS-5600 Shown with
optional flash modules,
A/D, RS-485 and
Merlin cellular modem

options include:

PCMCIA II adaptor
Compact Flash adaptor
USB Ports

(Except on TS-5300)

RS-485 Half and Full Duplex, A/D Converter up to 8 Channels at
12 bits, DAC up to 2 Channels at 12 bits, Extended Temperature

see our website for 33 MHz 386 configurations

Over 20 years in business
Open Source Vision
Never discontinued a product
Engineers on Tech Support

Custom configurations and designs w/
excellent pricing and turn-around time
Most products stocked and available
for next day shipping

Design your solution with one of our engineers (480) 837-5200

New Products and PC/104 Peripherals
Tiny WiFi Controller
boots Linux in 1.1 seconds

Intelligent Battery Back-up
$

$

200 MHz ARM9

249

Up to 128MB Flash

qty 1

119

qty 1
Run your system for days
with no external power source

Up to 128M SDRAM
802.11g WiFi
SD Flash Card socket
1 external USB port
1 10/100 Ethernet
Rugged aluminum enclosure
measures 1.1” x 4.9” x 3.1”

3 TTL serial ports

ZigBee Wireless

low power wireless, simple serial interface, range up to 1 mile

Modems

33.6K baud, 56K baud, AT commands, caller ID, cellular using
GSM and CDMA technologies

Non-volatile Memory
Serial Ports

up to 2MB, 10 year lithium battery

up to 4 serial ports with optional RS-485, opto-isolated available

12 bit A/D, DAC
CAN Bus Controller
64 Digital I/O

8 channel 12-bit A/D converter, optional 2 channel 12-bit DAC,
A/D jumpered for 0-2.5V, 0-10V or 0-20mA
Philips SJA1000, opto-isolated, up to 1 megabit/sec
selectable termination resistor, Ocera Linux driver
32 inputs, 32 outputs, 200 mA drive, optional 512 Kbyte or 1 MB
battery-backed SRAM, stack up to four boards, RoHS compliant

see our website for more boards and option details
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www.embeddedARM.com
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FEATURE ARTICLE

by Lane Hauck

Embedded USB Host
You don’t need an overpowered computer to communicate with just one USB device. With a
little bit of code and the right host controllers, Lane designed his own embedded USB system.

D

eveloping code for an embedded
USB host is a heady experience. Think
of the power. You are replacing the
mighty PC, including its vast
resources and huge operating system,
with 4 to 8 KB of code to talk to individual USB devices.
Why develop an embedded USB
host? Easy, that’s how computer
peripherals are made nowadays. If you
want your embedded system to talk to
a memory stick, a fingerprint scanner,
a printer, a mouse, a keyboard, an
audio digitizer, or a mug warmer (just
kidding), USB is the way to go.

how you would use an embedded host.
A common requirement is to read and
write a USB memory stick, formally
known as a USB memory device
(UMD). Compact flash memory cards
were a popular way to interface to
mass memory until UMDs came
along, offering smaller sizes and

cheaper connectors. Economy of scale
has worked wonders here. You can
buy 256 MB of removable, nonvolatile
storage for your embedded system for
somewhere between nothing (with a
rebate) and $10.
If you need to talk to just one device
(e.g., a UMD), you don’t need the vast

USB HOST CONTROLLERS
In the early days of USB, host controllers interfaced with motherboards
using the peripheral component interconnect (PCI) bus. Now the USB function is built into the motherboard
chipset. PCI-based controllers do a lot
of USB housekeeping, such as scheduling and prioritizing USB packets that
travel between the PC and multiple
USB devices. One USB transaction can
spawn dozens or even hundreds of
packets, all handled by the host controllers. The controllers are named
UHCH and OHCI for low- and fullspeed devices, and EHCI for highspeed devices.
Embedded hosts are less complicated, smaller, and cheaper than their
motherboard cousins. They are smaller because they can use simpler interfaces than PCI buses. They are simpler
because they are packet-based, not
transaction-based. Embedded firmware,
not controller logic, figures out why
and when to send every packet.
If this sounds limiting, think about
www.circuitcellar.com

Photo 1—Plug a USB device into a microcontroller system with an embedded host and your software can interrogate the device and report its characteristics.
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array of support that a PC must provide. After all, a PC never knows what
will be plugged into it, and multiple
USB devices are usually online at the
same time. The PC needs a storehouse
of drivers, lots of power, and a complex driver stack to sort it all out. All
you need is the code to talk to your
preselected device. A good name for
this type of embedded approach is a
“point solution.”

FIRST ENUMERATION STEPS
To get a feel for how to get going
with an embedded host project, you
must look at the steps required for a
USB host to enumerate a USB device.
Enumeration is the process through
which a USB host discovers the characteristics and requirements of a USB
device. It is a common process for
every device (by USB specification), so
this discussion applies to the “front
end” of every USB host application.
After enumeration, the host configures
the device and starts operating it. This
obviously involves additional devicespecific code.
Photo 1 was produced by a Keil ARM7

address using the Set_Address
request. Step 1 is required again when
changing addresses. Then, the microcontroller loads a transfer register
with the “IN” packet ID (PID) and
endpoint number. Loading the HXFR
register dispatches the packet. The
host controller waits for a response,
stores any received data in a FIFO and
updates a byte count, checks for
errors, and finally updates a result
code and asserts a “Transfer Done”
interrupt request.
Next, the microcontroller examines
the result code. The most common
results are success and NAK (busy).
There are also various error conditions
such as bus timeout, CRC error, and
babble error (the device talked too
long).
If the device is busy, the host
resends the “IN” request, and continues doing so until the peripheral
responds with data. When the host
indicates HRSL=ACK, the microcontroller reads a byte-count register and
unloads that number of bytes from a
data-IN FIFO. All packets follow these
steps with minor variations in the data.

board (the MCB2130) and a mating board
containing a Maxim Integrated Products
MAX3421E host controller. The ARM7
talks to the MAX3421E register set with
the SPI bus at a serial clock (SCLK) frequency of up to 26 MHz. The Keil
board also has a serial port that is used
to connect to a PC running a terminal
application.
The balance of this article describes
the sequence of events that produced
Photo 1. In addition, Figure 1 shows a
LeCroy or Computer Access Technology (CATC) bus trace for the bus traffic
that produced the characteristics in
Photo 1.

ANATOMY OF A HOST TRANSFER
Figure 2 shows a bus trace for one
USB data packet, the basic unit of USB
information. Although the indicated
register names apply to the
MAX3421E, any embedded host controller will have similar registers.
To launch this packet, the microcontroller moves through a few steps.
First, it loads a function address register with the peripheral’s address. The
host assigns each peripheral a unique
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Figure 1—This CATC (LeCroy) bus trace shows the transfers produced by the host enumeration steps described in this article.
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For example, a transfer may involve no
data, or “OUT” data that the host sends
by loading a data-OUT FIFO, writing a
byte count, and writing the HXFR register with the “OUT” PID.

1. PERADDR = 7

IN
0x96

ADDR
7

3. resultcode = Hrreg(rHRSL) & 0x0F;

ENDP
0

Data

ACK

1 09 02 22 00 01 01 04 E0 01

0X4B

T

CONNECT & RESET
A USB host in its quiescent state
(nothing plugged in) connects 15-kΩ
resistors from the USB D+ and D– pins
to ground. A USB device announces its
presence by connecting an internal
1,500-Ω resistor between one of its
data lines and 3.3 V: pull-up to D– for
low speed (1.5 Mbps) and pull-up to
D+ for full speed (12 Mbps).
Now, a host controller has a way to
detect these bus transitions and indicate a plug-in (or disconnect) event via
flag bits and interrupts (CONDETIRQ
in the MAX3421E). After detecting a
connection, the host issues a USB bus
reset, defined as 50 ms of an SE0 (single-ended zero, both data lines low),
followed by the quiescent bus state.
Then the host waits at least 10 ms
before issuing the Set_Address
request to give the device a reset
recovery time.
Once this is done, the host issues a
series of CONTROL transfers to enumerate the USB device. CONTROL
transfers contain the USB “opcodes”
using the format shown in Table 1. A
typical host CONTROL transfer operation consists of filling a FIFO with
the 8 bytes you want and then launching the packet using the SETUP PID.

TRANSFER 0
The transfers in these sections correspond to the transfer numbers in
Figure 1. The host uses a repertoire of
Get_Descriptor requests to interrogate a USB device. The requests are
spelled out in Chapter 9 of the USB
Specification. This particular request
is of the “device” type. For this
request, write an 8-byte string to the
host controller’s data FIFO. Then, set
the peripheral address to zero (e.g., set
a register PERADDR=0) and dispatch
the packet to send this data:
BYTE Get_Descriptor_Device[8] = {0x80,
0x06,0x00,0x01,0x00,0x00,0x08,0x00};

Although USB device descriptors
www.circuitcellar.com

2. Hwreg(rHXFR,(token | endpoint);
while(!(Hrreg(rHIRQ) & bmHXFRDNIRQ));
4. for(j+0; j<pktsize; j++) // add this packet to the XfrData array
xfrData[j+xfrlen] = Hrreg(rRCVFIFO);

Figure 2—This is the bus trace for a USB packet. The C statements launch and evaluate the request.

are 18 bytes long, this request asks
for only 8 bytes. Why? A full-speed
device is allowed to have one of four
maxPacketSize values for Endpoint 0
(EP0), the CONTROL endpoint: 8, 16,
32, or 64 bytes. You don’t know the
device’s maxPacketSize ahead of
time, so as a responsible host, you
should never ask for more than 8 bytes
until you discover the correct value.
Although the device descriptor
returned by the device is 18 bytes
long, the clever USB architects
arranged for the eighth byte of the
descriptor to contain the number you
want: EP0 maxPacketSize. After
retrieving this number, you can adjust
the size of all subsequent EP0 requests
to this device.
The size of a USB transfer (in bytes)
is governed by a few rules. First, the
host requests a length in the
wLengthH/L fields. Second, the
peripheral sends the smaller of the
requested and available bytes. Third,
the peripheral indicates the end of a
record with a short or empty data
packet. A short packet contains fewer
than maxPacketSize bytes.
After the host launches the transfer,
it waits for a response from the device
or a bus timeout. It then evaluates the
response, sets a result code, and interrupts the microcontroller. Data
received from the peripheral is stored
in a FIFO. The first 8 bytes of the
device descriptor in Photo 1 were
printed out by reading a byte-count
register and then reading and printing
8 bytes from the RCVFIFO.
A program that reads “IN” data
from a device needs to take care of
two details. First, the device is permitCIRCUIT CELLAR®

ted to send a negative acknowledge
(NAK) if it is not ready with the data.
The host simply keeps resending the
request until it gets the data. It’s your
choice how long to let a device NAK.
It can be hours and still be USB-legal.
The second detail involves multipacket data transfers. It is common for
a device to have descriptors that are
longer than its EPO maxPacketSize,
so the host must issue multiple “IN”
requests and stitch the data together
from multiple packets.

TRANSFER 1
Set address 0 for the first request,
and now it’s time to give the device an
address. Although it is not strictly
necessary, you should issue another
USB bus reset before taking this step.
This raises an important philosophical
point: if you know a PC does it, even
if you don’t know the history, do it to
be safe.
You can set a peripheral address to
any value from 1 to 127. If you want
to talk to more than one device
through a USB hub, these unique
addresses keep the devices logically
separate.

TRANSFER 2
This step is done again because two
things are different: You now know
the maxPacketSize and the USB
device is at a different address. This
time, the requested length is 18 bytes:
PERADDR=7
BYTE Get_Descriptor_Device[8] = {0x80,
0x06,0x00,0x01,0x00,0x00,0x12,0x00};

The full device descriptor is shown
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Byte

Field

Meaning

0

bmRequestType

Request type

1

bRequest

The actual request

2

wValueL

Varies by request

3

wValueH

4

wIndexL

5

wIndexH

6

wLengthL

7

wLengthH

—
Varies by request
—
Number of data bytes
requested

Table 1—Fill in these 8 bytes to send a CONTROL
request to a USB device.

in Photo 1. The number of NAKs the
device sent before sending the data
(10/0) is also shown. The two numbers
indicate NAKs in the data stage and
status stage of the CONTROL transfer. The printed information about
configuration, VendorID, and
ProductID is gleaned from the 18
device descriptor bytes.

TRANSFERS 3–6
A device may or may not have
strings that describe the device. The
host retrieves them by issuing
Get_Descriptor-String requests.
Take a look at the device descriptor
(see Listing 1). The presence of strings
is indicated by nonzero values for
indices iManufacturer, iProduct,
and iSerialNumber.

TRANSFERS 4–5
A configuration descriptor is 9 bytes
long. It contains a byte count that
includes the configuration descriptor
itself, plus other descriptors immediately following the configuration
descriptor, such as interface, endpoint,
and optional class descriptors. The
host issues the Get_DescriptorConfiguration with a requested
length of 9 bytes. As seen in Photo 1,
the third and fourth descriptor bytes
(20 00) indicate the total length of the
configuration descriptor and others
attached to it. Note that USB is little
endian. (0x20–0x00 indicates 32 bytes.)
The host then issues the same
request, but with the requested length
of 0x20. Photo 1 shows the 32 bytes as
“Full Configuration Data.” Subsequent information is decoded from the
32 bytes according to Chapter 9 of the
USB specification. Since every descriptor begins with a length byte, the host
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can easily locate individual descriptors
by adding the length byte to a pointer
and traversing the data as a linked list.

DATA TOGGLES
When the host or peripheral sends
multipacket data, it uses one of two
data PIDs: DATA0 or DATA1. These
are part of a mechanism that helps
with USB-error detection. Associated
with every endpoint is a data-toggle
bit that determines which of the
DATA PIDs to use. The first data
packet (after reset) to or from an endpoint is sent using the DATA0 toggle.
When both sides (the sending and
receiving ends) agree that the data is
accurate (by generating/receiving the
ACK handshake), they complement
their toggle values. Therefore, consecutive data packets sent to or received
from an endpoint will normally have
toggling PID values: DATA0, DATA1,
DATA0, etc. A received data packet
whose data PID does not match the
toggle value is an error.
Host controllers offer various
amounts of help with managing the
data toggles. Some require that the
host firmware maintain the toggle values in code, and they preset the toggle
value for every data transfer. Others
manage the toggles automatically and
report toggle mismatches. In any case,
it is important to save toggle states
when switching endpoints.
Here are some rules for data toggles.
The toggle values in the SETUP and
STATUS stage of a CONTROL transfer
are preset, so the host program does
not need to initialize them. The toggle
values in BULK transfers operate as I
already described. Receipt of an ACK
complements the data toggle value.
Host controller chips usually maintain

the data toggles for consecutive transfers to and from the same endpoint. If
the host transfers data to endpoint 1
and then switches to endpoint 2, it
must first save the toggle state of endpoint 1 and restore the saved toggle
state of endpoint 2.

POWER CONSIDERATIONS
A USB host supplies 5 V of power to
USB peripherals over the VBUS wire. A
PC has enough power to supply 500 mA
of current to each of its USB ports, but
an embedded system rarely has this
extravagant power budget.
If a USB device reports itself as bus
powered, it also reports its maximum
current demand from the VBUS wire in
its Configuration Descriptor (see
Photo 1). A PC host uses this information to add up the device-reported
power requirements and issue warnings to the user if a power requirement cannot be met. For example, a
bus-powered hub can supply 100 mA (a
“unit load”) to each of its downstream
ports. If a device reporting itself as buspowered and requiring 250 mA is
plugged into such a hub, you’ll get a
Windows error message advising you
to plug it in somewhere else.
A host does not actually measure
VBUS current. Using the honor system,
it relies on peripherals to tell the truth
about their power requirements. Most
PC hosts have fuses on VBUS that trip
well above the 500-mA limit to protect the power supply.
That’s the theory. Now let’s focus
on the practice. What if someone
plugs a 1-A mug warmer into your
embedded host’s A connector? Such
rogue devices draw only VBUS power.
They are obviously not formal USB
devices that dutifully report their

Listing 1—This device descriptor includes string indices 1, 2, and 3 (bold).
unsigned char DD[]=
{0x12,
0x01,
0x00,0x01,
0x00,0x00,0x00,
0x40,
0x6A,0x0B,
0x46,0x53,
0x34,0x12,
1,2,3
1};
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//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

DEVICE Descriptor
bLength = 18d
bDescriptorType = Device (1)
bcdUSB(L/H) USB spec rev (BCD)
bDeviceClass, bDeviceSubClass, bDeviceProtocol
bMaxPacketSize0 EP0 is 64 bytes
idVendor(L/H)—Maxim is 0B6A
idProduct(L/H)—5346
bcdDevice—1234
iManufacturer, iProduct, iSerialNumber
bNumConfigurations

www.circuitcellar.com

power requirements. Because USB is
such a popular standard, be ready for
anything to plug in. For this reason,
your embedded host should current
limit the 5-V supply to the VBUS connector. An excellent way to do this is
to use a current-limited switch, such as
the Maxim MAX4793. This device limits current to 300 mA (minimum) and
has three other useful features. It operates as a VBUS power switch, it automatically disconnects the load in an overcurrent situation, and it indicates
overcurrent using a FLAG output pin.
You may not think you need to switch
VBUS power, but I’ve found at least one
USB device that can get into a locked-up
state that a USB bus reset does not correct. This state occurred when the
device was already plugged in when the
USB host powered up. Cycling power
for 0.2 s or so is a guaranteed reset.
After executing the outlined steps, the
host firmware continues by checking the
descriptors for a standard USB class (e.g,
a HID or mass storage). It then executes
device-specific code to actually operate
the device. Regardless of the device class
supported, the enumeration steps outlined in this article are the same.

uses, and an M.S.E.E., which he does. He
enjoys music and digital photography.

Universal Serial Bus Revision 2.0
specification, www.usb.org/developers/
docs/.
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USB HOST CONNECTION
Hosting USB devices is no longer
the exclusive province of PCs with
unlimited resources and built-in drivers for numerous device types. Now
that most peripherals are USB-based,
it makes sense to develop a USB host
connection suitable for a smaller
embedded system. Host controller
chips are available to do the low-level
work, but host firmware must be written to control these chips. If you have
a USB point solution where you limit
the universe of devices to which you
want to interface, the firmware can be
quite simple. Now you know the enumeration steps that a host executes for
any USB device using the MAX3421E
as an example controller. I
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FEATURE ARTICLE

by Alberto Ricci Bitti

The Witness Camera
GRAND PRIZE

Build a Self-Recording Surveillance Camera

If burglars try to break into Alberto’s house, all of their movements will be recorded by his
self-recording camera system. This is no ordinary alarm detector. The well-designed system
silently starts recording when it senses movement.

I

always wanted a video recording
An IR remote and interactive voice
a direct connection to a microconsystem to monitor my house, but
prompts allow easy set up and operatroller’s UART. By issuing the approcommercially available surveillance
tion, even when the camera is conpriate commands, you can take snapsystems didn’t meet my needs. Price
cealed or installed in places like ceilshots as JPEG-compressed byte
tag aside, most aren’t designed for
ing corners.
streams. The camera comes in a handy
home use. Very few houses have a burEquipped with a 1-GB card, the sysmodule including a lens and a fourglarproof place for the time-lapse
tem can take about 50,000 color picpole connector for power and data.
recorder and monitor. In addition,
tures at 320 × 200 pixels (comparable
The most important software comwires running to the cameras can ruin
to VHS-CCTV recorders) or 25,000 at
ponent is the AVR-DOS file system. It
your décor. RF-linked cameras are not
640 × 480 pixels. A new frame is
is a library for driving mass storage
an option if you care about your privataken every 2 to 5 s. When the card is
devices like SD and Multimedia cards
cy and your Wi-Fi network. Even netfull, new pictures automatically
(MMC), as well as CompactFlash and
work cameras, when used for continureplace older ones.
hard disks connected to the AVR
ous recording, can easily eat up most
microcontroller. The system provides
of your wireless bandwidth.
a high-level programming interface for
SOLID-STATE RECORDING
The Witness Camera is my solution
accessing disks formatted according to
The operation of the camera’s
to these problems. It is a combination
FAT16 and FAT32 specifications,
recorder is conceptually simple, but it
of a VGA CMOS camera, a passive
which means its files are directly
involves many ingredients. Some are
infrared movement sensor, a gigabytecompatible with PCs. By linking AVRphysical components and some are
class Secure Digital (SD) card, and an
DOS to your program, you can create
software blocks.
Atmel ATmega32 microcontroller
and open files, write and read data, and
The most important hardware comimplementing a solid-state time-lapse
create and change directories through
ponent is Intertec Components’s ITCrecorder (see Photo 1). My prototype
simple commands like you would do
M-328 camera module. It consists of a
looks like an ordinary alarm detector,
on a PC. Restricting read/write access
CMOS color sensor and a JPEG combut when it detects movement, it
to one file at a time, the RAM and
pression chip. The compression chip
silently starts recording. An external
flash memory footprints are minimal
includes a serial interface suitable for
trigger or an interval timer can
(8 KB and 1.3 KB), making it
also start the recording process,
possible to use a small 8-bit
or it can be continuous.
device like the ATmega32 for
I designed the camera to be a
tasks usually accomplished by
complete, compact, self-conlarger processors.
tained surveillance system (see
These two blocks are the
Photo 2). It is designed with
foundation and starting point
home users in mind. The hardof the camera’s design. The
ware, which is surprisingly simsimplified block diagram in
ple and affordable, requires only
Figure 1 shows how the
Photo 1—The Fantastic Four: the VGA-JPG camera, the 1-GB flash memoa handful of inexpensive parts
blocks interoperate as a timery card, the ATmega32 microcontroller, and the PIR movement sensor.
and can be installed in minutes
lapse recorder during normal
There are also “invisible” software parts, like the AVR-DOS file system that
wherever there is a mains plug.
operation. It also introduces a
drives the card.
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second hardware block, Intertec Components’s ITM-PIR-256 passive
infrared (PIR) movement sensor. This
module can sense people up to 16′
away by measuring changes in the IR
radiation caused by human body temperature. The sensor is an inexpensive
mass-produced part. It includes a
Nicera Philippines RE200B thermopile
and a CoMedia KC778B companion
chip in dice form under the familiar
epoxy blob. A Fresnel lens with an
angle of 60° snaps in the PCB, which
connects to the outside world through
a short three-pole cable (power,
ground, and signal).
The PIR triggers the recorder, a software block that decides whether or
not to take a picture and how many
pictures to take according to its trigger
inputs and operating mode. The
recorder controls the camera driver
(another software module) in order to
get the JPEG byte stream. The realtime clock is a hardware feature of the
ATmega32 controller and the recorder
uses it for time-stamping the JPEG
files with the current date and time. It
is also used as an interval timer if
Time-Lapse Photography mode is
selected. After time stamping, the
recorder hands over the picture data to
the file system, which stores it permanently on the SD card.

FULL INTERACTION
Having a file system in place opens
up numerous possibilities in the
world of 8-bit microcontrollers. Once
you try it, it’s hard to go back. The ability to access huge data files is exploited
with the camera’s interactive setup (see
Figure 2).

b)

Photo 2a—The prototype looks great. I placed it in a standard 100 x 130 mm DIN rail-switch enclosure. b—The
PCB protrudes slightly out of the box walls for card extraction. A detector switch senses lid openings, terminating
pending disk writes, and activating the tamper relay. When the green LED fires, it’s safe to remove the card.

During the set-up process, you control the camera with an IR control (an
off-the-shelf universal remote), and the
camera responds with voice prompts.
The prompts guide you through the
editing of all the operating parameters
(e.g., date, recording mode, picture resolution, and the number of frames to
take for each trigger). The voice menu
block is the software module that runs
the user interface. It decodes the RC5encoded pulse train from the IR
receiver and interprets the key presses
for editing the settings from the
ATmega32’s nonvolatile memory.
During this process, it invokes the
speech synthesizer module, which provides the primitives needed to compose and play the messages.
The speech synthesizer takes advantage of the existing mass-storage capa-

JPEG
Engine chip

Recorder
& camera driver

File
system

Mass
storage
JPG Frames

Real-time
clock

Figure 1—The PIR sensor triggers the recorder as soon as movement is detected, taking JPEG-compressed pictures from the VGA camera. After time stamping, files go to mass storage. You can select how many pictures per
trigger to take or alternate recording modes like External Trigger, Interval Timer, and Continuous Recording.
www.circuitcellar.com

bilities by using the file system in
Read mode. The flash memory disk
must be prepared in advance with a
special set of files with audio samples
for each word or status message to be
pronounced (e.g., the file “15.PCM”
stores the waveform samples for the
word “fifteen”). To reconstruct the
audio signal, simply open the file and
send the samples to the ATmega32’s
PWM feature.
Sample compression is unnecessary.
Years ago, devoting more than 1 MB of
flash memory to this system would
have been regarded as extravagant
opulence. Today, this figure represents
about 0.1% of the flash memory disk
capacity! Actually, voice menus are
cheaper than an LCD module, and far
more effective, because it’s expected
that the camera will be concealed or
placed out of the way.

COMPLETE PICTURE

PIR
Movement sensor

Burglar

VGA Camera

a)

CIRCUIT CELLAR®

Take a look at Figure 3. Software
drivers are placed inside the
ATmega32. The file system is split
into its constituent parts: the AVRDOS library (version 5.6), the underlying SD-MMC software driver for lowlevel access to physical media, and the
SD card. The card talks to the AVR via
the hardware SPI, which is notably
fast in ATmega devices.
Figure 3 shows a file manager layer
(archive.bas) mediating between the
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recorder and the AVR-DOS file system. Its purpose is to provide helper
functions, such as determining the
oldest files in the archive, deleting
unused files to make room for new
images, and creating an orderly set of
directories and files to archive the pictures according to their time stamps.
Another required function (introduced
in order to preserve disk integrity) is
power monitoring. The system must
stop disk writing when problems arise.
Therefore, it measures both main and
battery voltages using the embedded
10-bit ADC.
The remaining functions are not
essential for the camera to work, but
they make development and use much
easier. With the PC debug port, you
can log system operation messages (disk
size and free space, JPG file size, remote
control codes, etc.) for diagnostic purposes—or just for the pleasure of watching the internal clockwork in action.
As the UART is used for the camera,
the debug port works by bit-banging an
I/O pin, a technique that is adequate
for debugging purposes and allows the
arbitrary setting of signal polarity.

Front LEDs

Infrared
remote
receiver

Infrared
receiver
TSOP34836

File
system

Relay

LID & card switches

Bit bang

PC
Debug
stream

ATmega32

JPEG Engine UART
OV528

Ext. trigger

Settings
(EEPROM)
RTC (RAM)

The ATmega32 can drive LEDs from
all of its general-purpose I/O pins. I
provided two status indicators on the
front panel. They can be used to verify
the PIR sensor range and check if the
disk is actually recording. Two extra
LEDs are inside the box next to the
SD card slot. I call this the “disk semaphore.” When the green light is on,
it’s safe to extract or remove the SD
card from its slot. A red light signals
that a disk operation is in progress and
that you must wait before removing
the SD card. A simple algorithm
inside the main recording loop deter-
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KC7783R

Speech
primitives

Camera driver
camera.bas

INT

INT

Time-lapse
recorder
recorder.bas

Voice-prompt
menus
voice_menu.bas

File Manager
archive.bas

Speech synth
speech_synth.bas

INT

PWM

Speaker

AVR-DOS FAT16/32 Driver
config_avr_dos.bas
SD/MMC Driver
config_mmc.bas

Remote control
ROC3025

SPI SD card
(1 GB)

EEPROM
Settings

RTC
32 kHz
Real-time
clock

XTAL

Audio

Mass
storage

7.3728 MHz
Main clock

mines which light to turn on based on
the status of the recorder, the carddetect switch from the SD card receptacle, and the lid-detector switch that
notifies the system that the camera
case is open.

BASIC INSTINCT
The most peculiar aspect of this
design is that the firmware is written
in BASIC. I’m a strong advocate of
using C for embedded systems, and I
routinely use the excellent GNU compiler collection (GCC) for AVR development on PC and Linux platforms.
But, while I was waiting for the samples of the camera to arrive, I was
asked to select a BASIC compiler and
IDE for the educational board my
company was developing. The BASCOM-AVR from MCS Electronics is a
stable, popular product with a rocksolid user base and a syntax similar to
Visual Basic. The IDE installs a lot of
examples. You don’t need anything
else to make your application. Actually, the IDE integrates all sorts of
accessories, including a simulator, a
chip programmer, and a serial terminal (nice touch).
While browsing the online help section, the AVR-DOS library supplied
with the package grabbed my attention. AVR-DOS makes the job of writing a disk file trivial:
open “README.TXT” for output as #1
print #1, “HALLO FILE!”
close #1

ADC

Main/battery
monitoring

Figure 3—Despite the actual component count, the complete block diagram isn’t trivial. It includes both hardware
parts and software-only objects and libraries. The ATmega32 is a perfect fit for this design, because almost all of its
features are used.
www.circuitcellar.com

PWM

Figure 2—I used an IR remote for system set up. The camera responds interactively via a voice-prompt menu system. The huge capacity of the flash disk is exploited for storing voice samples. The PWM reconstructs the audio
waveforms.

Disk semaphore

VGA
camera
OV7640

Voice
menu
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This is all it takes to write a text file
to the SD card with BASCOM and the
AVR-DOS library. The library also provides a default pin-configuration file
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and system set-up functions to include
in your application. Online help even
includes a schematic for wiring an SD
or MMC card to the SPI.
I couldn’t resist trying it. I grabbed
an SD card from the nearest photo
camera, Atmel’s STK300 evaluation
board, and a soldering iron. A few minutes later, Windows Notepad (running
on a 32-bit, 3-GHz machine) was opening a file written by an 8-bit, 8-MHz
AVR microcontroller. I was hooked.
BASCOM is good at simplifying
hardware access. For small applications, it’s a time saver. Do you need a
real-time clock? Just tell the compiler,
and it will do the hard work of making
timer-interrupt code specific to the
AVR flavor you selected. Do you need
a buffered serial I/O? Just select the
buffer size and data rate. The list of
supported features is long: an RC5 IR
remote control, an ADC readout,

timers, and a PWM setup (to name
only a few that were useful for this
project). You could also use a graphic
and text LCD, 1-Wire devices, SPI and
I2C buses, PS2 mice, AT keyboards,
and even a TCP/IP stack!
On the other extreme, as the complexity of your application increases,
you will miss C-type checking, aggregate types, and support for modularity.
Also, BASCOM error messages are
obscure if not misleading, and the
compiler’s lack of automatic-type conversions and true expression handling
is an unnecessary pain. My advice is
to stay with C if you expect to develop more than 64 KB of code. For
smaller designs like this one, it makes
sense to use BASIC if you are exploiting
most of the built-in features it offers.
However, BASCOM does support structured programming. With a bit of discipline, you can write code that’s as organ-

Compute time elapsed
from last diskfree()

Time elapsed >
cleanupInterval?

Y

Compute diskfree()

N
Compute new values for
cleanupInterval,
deleteOnWrite, and
deleteWhenIdle
according to space left

Recorder
is
idle?

N

Y

Delete n oldest files,
where
n = deleteOnWrite

N

Y

deleteWhenIdle
> 0?

DeleteOnWrite
> 0?

N
Take a new picture
and store it on disk

Y

Delete
the oldest file
on the file system

Decrement
deleteWhenIdle

ized as you can in C. Refer to the
source code on the Circuit Cellar FTP
site for my best attempt at doing it!

FILLED TO CAPACITY
Keeping the disk filled to capacity,
without it overflowing, was a challenging problem. In theory, you can
compute disk occupation, find the oldest file in the disk, and delete it. In
practice, these operations are timeconsuming, so you must avoid them
as much as possible. To complicate
matters, file size isn’t constant. It
depends on the scene and how it gets
compressed by the JPEG algorithm. It
also depends on the time of the acquisition, because storing a picture file
may require creating new directories
(hence more disk space) each time the
year, month, day, or hour changes.
You are free to select a different resolution or recording mode at any time,
changing the space required to accommodate new files.
To solve the problem, I developed
heuristics based on just three common-sense rules. First, when the disk
is only partially full, it is enough to
check disk occupation only every now
and then, and all the files can be conserved without problems. Second, as
disk occupation increases, the amount
of space left needs to be checked more
frequently, and it’s wise to start deleting some files. Since deleting files
burns precious machine cycles, it’s
better to do it when the camera is idle
so recording isn’t triggered. Third, if
the disk’s occupation reaches its limit,
disk-occupation checks must be performed frequently. You must delete
old files anyhow, even if the processor
needs resources for recording, because
of the risks associated with running
out of disk space.
Figure 4 should shed some light on
how the heuristics work. After experimenting with the PIR-triggered recorder,
I estimate that the algorithm should be
able to perform all file erases during Idle,
with intervals of no less than 30 min.
between time-consuming calls.

SPEECH PREPARATION
Figure 4—Flow chart of the heuristics that keep the disk filled to capacity. The values for deleteOnWrite, deleteWhenIdle, and cleanupInterval are set according to the disk space left, using hard-coded values.
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The camera’s speech synthesizer
plays a set of speech files to build its
messages. You can record the files with
www.circuitcellar.com

this circuit doesn’t meet RS-232
your own voice if you want, but
specifications: no negative voltI was reluctant to do that, so I
ages, just 3.3-V swing, and interused computer-generated speech
rupt delays limit practical
instead. Text-to-speech tools let
speeds up to 9,600 bps. Neveryou type in any text and listen for
theless, it’s a costless solution
a warm, natural voice to read it.
that is invaluable for debugging.
AT&T Research Laboratories
provided me with a fantastic onThe power supply is less parline demo capable of producing a
simonious. It’s easy to overlook
power-related issues. Both camset of WAV files of my words. To
era and flash memory disks
reduce the amount of high frePhoto 3—Pin-strip headers and sockets are a handy replacement for
have impulsive behaviors. They
quencies, I selected a male voice
connectors on prototypes. To prevent connection mistakes, it’s worth
consume almost nothing when
(Mike). The camera’s dynamic
using colored self-shrinking tubing and matching color-coded labels.
not in use, but they draw
range is 8 bits and its sample rate
intense bursts when writing or
is 11,250 Hz, so I used a soundcompressing an image. Thus, I proediting program (Cool Edit Pro) for
reduced to straight connections (see
vided both a 100-μF electrolytic and a
down sampling. To compensate for the
Figure 5). One notable exception is the
0.1-μF ceramic capacitor for most
reduced bit resolution, I compressed the PIR movement sensor (ITM256), using a
voice waveforms using the dynamic
series resistor to adapt its 5-V output to parts. Be careful to place the capacitors as close as possible to all active
compressor tool. I then normalized the
the 3.3-V input level of the ATmega32.
parts.
amplitudes, and saved each speech
The camera module connects to the
Power comes from a wall wart
UART’s RX and TX pins. With comsegment in a separate file as 8-bit
adapter. A battery pack keeps the
munication running at 115,200 bps, I
“unsigned” samples (i.e., raw numbers
clock running during power outages to
selected a 7.3728-MHz crystal for
where silence corresponds to a value
ensure the completion of disk operaexact bit timing. The SD card conof 128).
nects directly to the SPI port pins. The tions. A 15-V varistor cuts the power
At run time, the camera uses file
card connector is a Yamaichi Electron- spikes and Shottcky diodes mix the
names to select which files to play. It
ics FPS009-3202. I like its space-saving power sources prior to low-dropout
expects to find them under a common
power regulators for 3.3- and 5-V
outline, with most of its pins placed
folder named “speech.” The sound
inside its body, instead of sticking out. supplies.
playback technique is brutally tricky.
The ATmega32 monitors its own
The samples are banged straight to the The connector also features extra sigPWM without buffering, with the only nals indicating the card-insertion status power to safeguard disk integrity. Two
and the position of the write-protect
timing coming from a busy wait loop.
identical divider networks for battery
Ironically, the delays are unpredictable tab of the card. I routed them to two
power (R3-R4-C5) and mixed power
spare I/O pins, enabling the pull-ups.
due to disk access and a pleasant cho(R7-R8-C8) reduce voltages to levels
The ATmega32’s three interrupt
rus-like effect, which makes the voice
suitable for ADC pins. Don’t omit the
warmer and fuller.
pins are used for the external trigger, the capacitors that smooth the measureThe circuit amplifying the PWM sigments and provide a charge tank for
PIR input, and the remote control. The
sampling.
latter pin connects to a Vishay Seminal is even more brutal, with just one
conductors TSOP34836 infrared receivtransistor and trusting the speaker’s
er IC, which is tuned to the 36-kHz
elastic properties to filter higher freCONCEPT TO PROTOTYPE
quencies and move the cone back to the
carrier for RC5 encoding.
I started development with a card
positive direction. These shortcuts limit
As for the outputs, four status LEDs
and a camera connected to an STK300
the size of the speaker you can use. If it’s take half of Port A. A spare bit on Port evaluation board fitting an
too small, the Nyquist products will be
C drives the relay output with a typiATmega128 microchip. Developing on
audible. If it’s too large, it won’t jump
cal transistor/diode pair. The same
a larger chip facilitates development,
back in time for the next audio peak. I
conventional circuit drives the speaker because you have more pins, flash
have experimented with various sizes
coil in an unorthodox way. I tried it
memory, and RAM to use for debugfrom my junk box, and I found that
for fun, and it worked so well that I
ging. Once I was confident with the
75 mm or 3″ speakers work well—surdidn’t change it.
design, I started building a prototype.
Another unorthodox section is the
With most parts being SMT devices, I
prisingly well. It’s a clear sign that
serial port built around Port C, bit 5.
decided it was time to learn to etch
speech is like no other sound, because
PCBs at home. I knew in advance that
the brain is capable of reconstructing a Since it is a bit-banged implementation, its polarity is reversed, compared
the board would have been a singlevoice from very little information.
to a hardware UART, usual polarity
sided one. Thus, I adopted a couple of
tricks worth mentioning.
CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION
inversion circuitry is not required. You
First, I designed the board as if it
can connect it straight to a PC running
The circuit is developed around the
were double-sided, except I placed as
a serial terminal program. Admittedly,
ATmega32, with most interfacing
www.circuitcellar.com
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Figure 5—Using powerful parts makes the overall component count surprisingly low. I must confess that the PWM audio amplifier and PC output are brutally optimized. Anyways, they worked well!

few streamlined copper-side tracks as
possible. I ended up with just a dozen
of them. Later, I etched only the component-side tracks and replaced the
few copper-side tracks with insulated
wire jumpers.
Second, I placed all through-hole
parts on the (now trackless) copper
side, so they could be soldered to the
pads lying on the same side as the SMT
parts. I opted for the through-hole version of all cumbersome components
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(like electrolytic capacitors and power
regulators) in order to get a flat SMT
side facilitating SD-card access.
I didn’t use special tools for etching.
I printed a mirrored layout image on
plain paper and used it to expose precoated PCB material manufactured by
Bungard Elektronik, a German company. The light came from three standard white, energy-saving lamps from
IKEA. Exposure time was very long to
balance the use of nontransparent
CIRCUIT CELLAR®

paper and the low amount of UV light
produced by the lamps. Despite this
rude setup, the board turned out well.
After soldering and double-checking
every component, I was ready to apply
the power and program the AVR.
BASCOM makes porting from the
ATmega128 code (used for the
STK300) to the ATmega32 (prototype)
a trivial process. I merely selected the
new target processor from the BASCOM IDE and changed the single line
www.circuitcellar.com

Photo 4—The pictures were taken on a test drive. I placed the camera on my car’s dashboard. You can see my
windshield wiper and the reflections from the vents.

of code that used the second hardware
UART of the ATmega128, instructing
the compiler to use a bit-bang implementation instead. Everything else
was handled automatically by the
compiler.
The PCB doesn’t hold all the parts.
The camera and the PIR sensor,

www.circuitcellar.com

among others, are placed on the enclosure box. I used breakable pin-strip
headers and sockets to connect the
parts secured to the box. Colored selfshrinking tubing and matching colorcoded labels can prevent connection
mistakes and give the unit a tidy
aspect (see Photo 3). The enclosure

CIRCUIT CELLAR®

needs special care. The SD card must
be extracted without removing the
PCB screws, so the PCB must protrude outside of the box walls. Also,
the lid switch must be placed in a
way that it is engaged when the box
closes.
I modified a sturdy plastic box originally intended for holding electrical
switches (see Photo 2b). I removed the
DIN Norm rail that provided a switch
holding on its bottom. I placed the
loudspeaker in its place, drilling holes
for sound diffusion. The other halfbox holds the lid-switch, the PCB, and
a small front panel with the camera,
PIR sensor, remote-control sensor, and
LEDs. That, along with a little aluminum, plastic cutouts, a pinch of
hot-melt glue, and plenty of extrastrong double-adhesive tape, does the
trick. Additional pictures, instructions, and source code are posted on
the Circuit Cellar FTP site.
The finished prototype is aesthetically pleasing. Place it in your living
room with the remote control next to
it for a real conversation piece at
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your next party.

PICTURE INSPECTION
You can check the pictures at any
time without turning off the camera.
As soon it detects that the case is
being opened, the camera stops
recording. Any pending disk operation
will likely be completed by the time
you finish removing the lid. Watch
the disk semaphore (the green and red
LEDs next to the card connector), and
always wait for the green light before
removing the SD card.
Now all the effort associated with
using standard media, the file system,
and graphic formats starts paying off.
Gently insert the SD card into your
computer’s card reader. The icon of a
removable SD disk will be added to
the system’s disk resources. You don’t
need any additional software because
Windows XP supports browsing JPG
image folders by default. Click on the
SD disk and browse to the folder that
you want to analyze. My advice is to
set Windows Explorer’s View mode to
“Sequence” and enable the folder
pane. The screen will look like what
you see in Photo 4.
The camera sorts the files hierarchically, grouping the folders by year,
month, day, and so on. They appear
orderly on the left panel. Click on any
folder to view its contents in the
main panel. The main panel shows
the current picture in full size. By
clicking the buttons below it, you can
zoom in, rotate, or skip to the next or
previous frame.
Thumbnails of all of the frames in
the folder are aligned at the bottom of
the screen, like a film roll. The horizontal scrollbar shifts the thumbnails
left or right, so you can identify
images. By clicking on a thumbnail,
you make it the current picture. By
double-clicking it, you get a full-screen
view of the image via Windows Image
Viewer, which allows you to print the
image and make a slide show of the
images in the current folder. These
functions meet the needs of most
users.

DESIGN EVOLUTION
I placed my camera in my foyer.
Your mileage can vary, but we stay
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there an average of 20 min. per day,
getting an impressive 120-day storage
capacity with a 1-GB card! I tested the
system with 512-MB and 1-GB cards.
The amount of time it takes to fill a
card makes complete coverage impossible, but I have found that the card
type is definitely important because
some cards run significantly faster. I
haven’t found any appreciable performance changes switching between
FAT16 and FAT32 formatting.
Card endurance is an open issue.
Although all SD cards declare some
form of wear leveling, it is extremely
difficult to get accurate information.
Maybe you can shed some light on
that subject.
The prototype works well. Now all
of my friends want one for themselves. However, I know from experience that it would be presumptuous to
consider this a finished product. If I
get enough requests, I may make a kit
that includes the PCB and hard-to-find
parts. Check my web site for updates
(www.riccibitti.com).
After you spend some time playing
with the camera, it’s very easy to find
alternative applications. For example,
doors are ideal places for taking pictures. So, a relay that opens automatic
doors or elevators could also trigger
the camera. To fit your door, just add
a reed switch or use the doorbell as a
trigger.
With a spare PLC output, you could
take a picture of every piece manufactured by a machine. With a photocell,
you could record the license plate
number and driver of every car entering a parking lot. The possibilities are
endless.
I’m more than sure that you will
find great new ways to use the camera’s 50,000-picture capacity. It’s
enough storage to take a picture a day
for an entire lifetime and longer. I

Author’s note: I want to thank AT&T
Research Laboratories for giving me
permission to use voice samples produced by the Natural Voices system.
I also want to thank Franz Josef
Voegel, the author of the AVR-DOS
library, for his active support in
debugging the project.
CIRCUIT CELLAR®

Alberto Ricci Bitti holds a degree in
Computer Science from the University of Milan. He has 15 years of
experience designing and writing
software for embedded systems.
Alberto currently designs industrial
controllers and instrumentation for
Eptar. In his free time, he enjoys
traveling and competing in design
contests.You may visit his web site
www.riccibitti.com and write him
at a.riccibitti@iname.com.

PROJECT FILES
To download code, go to ftp://ftp.circuit
cellar.com/pub/Circuit_Cellar/2007/
202.

SOURCES
ATmega32 Microcontroller,
ATmega128 microcontroller, and
STK300 starter kit
Atmel Corp.
www.atmel.com
Natural Voices text-to-speech tool
AT&T Research Laboratories

www.research.att.com/~ttsweb/tts/
AVR-DOS Library for BASCOM-AVR
AVR-DOS
http://members.aon.at/voegel/
KC778B Master PIR control chip
COMedia, Ltd.
www.comedia.com
ITC-M-328 JPEG Camera module and
ITM-PIR-256 movement sensor
Intertec Components
www.intertec-components.de
BASCOM-AVR 8051 Compiler
MCS Electronics

www.mcselec.com
RE200B Thermopile
Nicera Philippines, Inc.
http://www.nicera.ph/
TSOP34836 IR Receiver
Vishay Semiconductors, Inc.
www.vishay.com
FPS009-3202 Multimedia card connector
Yamaichi Electronics, Inc.
www.yamaichi.com
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FEATURE ARTICLE

by Ronaldo Duarte

Energy and Load Analyzer
Ronaldo’s cost-effective, M16C/62P-based data logger can measure RMS voltage, current,
power, harmonics, and frequency.The handy system is perfect for analyzing electrical values
over time.

I

’ve always been interested in graphical
displays and measurement instruments
that use LCDs because they usually provide an excellent user interface. I am
talking about energy-measuring instruments with the ability to monitor several signals, including voltage, current,
power, harmonics, and more. Even
though it has long been possible to find
a lot of good equipment of this kind, it
has always been too expensive.
Some time ago, I started studying
graphical LCDs to figure out how they
work and how to deal with graphical
data. Although I wanted to use these displays, I did not have enough resources to
create useful equipment. Most available
single DSPs and microcontrollers didn’t
have enough memory to store large

amounts of data or they didn’t have the
necessary power to process the acquired
signals. I found the perfect solution to
my problem when I came across Renesas
Technology’s M16C/62P microcontrollers! Now, I had plenty of RAM to
store data and enough processing capability to develop the energy and load
analyzer that I’ll describe in this article (see Photo 1 and Figure 1). I will
also describe some tricks I learned
while designing the project.

HARDWARE

Since you already know what motivated me to create an energy and load
analyzer, I will now describe the main
characteristics of the system. First, the
instrument must be connected
between the power supply
and an electric load. The
a)
instrument has four possible
interface screens that provide
different information and
functions at one time. The
first function is a low-frequency oscilloscope that displays the common signals
found on the power supply,
b)
including voltage and current
consumed by the load. You
can also view additional information such as frequency,
RMS voltage, RMS current,
and power at the same time.
The system includes a harmonic analyzer and a data
logger to continuously monitor RMS voltage, current, and
Photo 1a—The energy analyzer includes a graphical LCD, buttons,
power for up to 1,800 h. A
and external connectors. b—Take a look at the different function
big-character digital multimescreens: oscilloscope, harmonic analysis, data logger, and multimeter.
ter is used to measure the
All the functions are selected using the tabs on the right part of the
energy consumed by the load
screen.
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Keyboard
and LEDs
SKP
M16C/62P

Graphic LCD
SPI

I 2C

CS5460A
Energy IC

1-KB
EEPROM

Voltage/current
signals

Analog signals
Digital signals

Analog input block

Figure 1—The instrument can be divided into simple
blocks, including the HMI (keyboard, LEDs, and LCD), the
analog circuit, the Cirrus Logic CS5460A IC energy
processor, EEPROM, and a Renesas evaluation board
containing an M16C/62P microcontroller.

during a certain time interval.
The function screens are divided
into two parts: a bigger one on the left
side with the function representation
and a smaller one on the right side
with some measurements, navigation
menus, or function adjustments (see
Photo 1). It is possible to select the
screens on the right using the tabs
associated with the buttons. By selecting tab 5 and pressing Enter, it is possible to select the main function to be
displayed on the left side.
The purpose of the project was to
explore the power of the M16C/62P
microcontroller and to deal with a
graphical LCD, instead of going deep
into the universe of complex analog
circuits generally found on measurement instruments. With this in mind,
the schematic was developed to be as
simple as possible, while meeting the
needs of each function described
above. The price of that simplification
is, of course, the loss of some stability
and precision of measurement.
www.circuitcellar.com

Figure 2—The electronic schematic is a simplified version of
the final one, but it is possible to observe the analog blocks
used to adapt and filter the current and voltage signals
applied to the microcontroller and the CS5460A. I used a relay
to switch between two shunt resistors. This allowed different
maximum currents to be measured with the same precision.
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The circuit I designed includes a
human interface, an analog input circuit, a power-measurement circuit,
and a Renesas SKP board, which is the
main core and brain of the instrument
(see Figure 2). The human interface
includes a small keyboard, some LEDs,
and an LCD. The input analog block is
a set of op-amps, resistors, and capacitors to filter and adapt the signal levels.
The power-measurement block features a Cirrus Logic CS5460A IC and
other necessary discrete components.
The processing unit is the Renesas
SKP board without the original character LCD. The circuit includes the
power stage to supply several voltages to
different parts of the circuit, some components to control the negative high
voltage to the LCD and the LCD backlight, a relay to control the current
range, EEPROM to store user configurations, calibration data, and a buzzer.
Additional schematics are available on
the Circuit Cellar FTP site.

very good accuracy over a wide
dynamic range (typically 1000:1). If you
want to measure energy, power, RMS
values of voltage and current, energy,
or even the instantaneous value of these
signals, use the CS5460A. It’s well documented, easily available, relatively inexpensive, and extremely simple to use.
The only disadvantage is the package, a
24-pin SSOP, which is a little hard to
solder by hand.
I don’t need to describe all of the
CS5460A’s details because its
datasheet is easily comprehensible,
but I’ll give you an overview of what
you need to know to make it run. In
the simplest hardware configuration,
the CS5460A measures the voltage
through a resistor-voltage divider and
the current through a shunt resistor.
Other resistors, capacitors, and diodes
are necessary for filtering and protection.
Finally, interfacing with the microcontroller is done by a standard SPI.
The current shunt resistor and volt-

age resistors divider are calculated to
provide the power IC with a maximum
peak value of 250 mV. Those same
voltages are also applied to the amplifier and filter blocks, which work to
increase the 250 mV to 2.5 V and add
the necessary offset to adapt the signal
to the microcontroller’s ADC. The
waveforms shown on the oscilloscope
function are acquired directly by the
M16C/62P ADC. All numerical values
are calculated by the CS5460A. The
FFT calculation is performed over the
acquired data, using some of the
CS5460A’s values. The idea was to
share the tasks in order to improve the
final performance of the instrument.
To command the CS5460A, the
microcontroller needs to send the
right code through the SPI channel.
There are lots of useful commands,
including calibration, offset correction, halt, run, etc. All of the commands are 8 bits wide. All of the internal data registers are 24 bits wide. As a

TAKE MEASUREMENTS
Although the M16C/62P microcontroller has a lot of processing
power and it was completely able
to make the calculations of RMS
values and power while easily plotting waveforms, the task of power
integration (energy measurement)
was not that easy. Because the
software has to do a great deal of
math, control and update screens,
and constantly check the keys, it
was very hard not to lose track of
consumed energy.
Another problem was related to
the dynamic range of the measurements and the ADC resolution
of 10 bits. If the circuit were
designed to measure a maximum
current of 10 A, each LSB would
be about 10 mA, which means
that the read current value of a
30-W load on a 220-V power supply could have an error as big as
14%. Using the CS5460A IC
would overcome both problems
simultaneously. This IC has two
delta-sigma 24-bit ADCs, digital
filters, and a state machine to calculate various electrical values.
Designed to replace old electromechanical energy meters, it has
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Pointer to sequence line 1

Pointer to sequence 01

Pointer to sequence line 2

Pointer to sequence 02

Pointer to sequence line 3

Pointer to sequence N

Sequence 01 data
Byte 01
Byte 02
Byte n
Sequence 02 data
Byte 01
Byte 02
Byte n

Pointer to sequence line 4
Pointer to sequence line 5
Pointer to sequence line 127

Sequence N data
Byte 01
Byte 02
Byte n

Line sequence data
0×2A

0×2A

0×2A

0×2A

0×2A

0×2A

0×33

0×1E

0×33

0×1E

0×33

0×1E

0×4E 0×33 0×1E

0×02

0×06

0×0E

0×1E

0×3E

0×01

0×00 0×02 0×06 0×0E
0×1E 0×3E 0×01

0×59 0×2A

Repetition control byte
0×59 = 01 01 10 01
0×4E = 01 00 11 10
0×02 = 00 00 00 00

Number of repetitions
Repetition length
Repetition indication

Figure 3—The compression is relative to the repetition rate of a line. In this example, the first line is highly repetitive, so
the amount of data needed to represent the line is just 2 bytes. The second line has a medium repetitive rate, so it is represented by 3 bytes. The last line has no repetitions, so it will be represented by 7 bytes.
CIRCUIT CELLAR®
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defined by the hardware: 6- or 8-bit
the system’s visual interface. I
characters. This means 6 × 8 or 8 × 8
used it because of its powerful
pixel characters and eight or six pixels
embedded controller—a Toshiba
T6963. The controller allows for are in a row in graphical data. I chose
Graphical mode, Text mode, or
the 6-bit configuration.
both modes at the same time.
Table 1 shows how the LCD works.
There are several ways to send data to
The LCD’s working princidisplay RAM, such as writing individple is quite simple. It has
ual bytes, writing sequential bytes, or
built-in RAM, with logical
even writing individual memory bits.
programmable areas to store
The display also accepts different
text and graphical data (see
commands to clear the screen, change
Table 1). All of the ASCII
modes, and more.
codes (with an offset of
–0x20), stored in a text area,
are sequentially printed on the COMPACTING SCREEN DATA
screen as ASCII characters or
The entire area of the LCD occupies
numbers with a direct relation an amount of RAM proportional to its
between the RAM and display
resolution of 240 × 128 pixels. In fact,
Table 1—The basic working principle of the graphical LCD is quite simpositions. The graphical data
each row has 40 bytes (240 divided by 6
ple. With internal RAM, you can map the graphical and text areas. The
is about the same, but each
bits). Considering all 128 lines, the
internal controller just plots the data accordingly, as represented here.
byte now means eight pixels in
information size to fill an entire screen
a row. So, if a memory byte is
is 5,120 bytes. Because the final project
0xFF, eight sequential dots will be paintresult, it’s necessary to send or read
had several different screens, the total
ed accordingly. In fact, there are two pos- amount of memory needed to carry disthree consecutive bytes to write or read
sible display configurations that are
one register. To put it in use, however,
play information was going to be too
it’s necessary to send only a combig. To solve this problem, I command-to-start conversion. After
pacted the screen data using the
the conversion and computation
highly repetitive pattern found
Print background
screen
cycle times, the values of RMS
on the screens to create a comRead the number
of repetitions
current, RMS voltage, and energy
pression method (see Photo 1).
Load the pointer
to data index
will be available to be read, as
The compression protocol is
Set the sequence begin
well as the instantaneous valquite
simple. It’s based on
(using the pointer to data)
Line = 0
Column = 0
ues of current, voltage, and
pointers to predefined
power. The IC has a logical outsequences of data corresponding
Load the repetition
Load the pointer to data
length
put to signal a certain amount
to the pixels of each line. These
(from the index and line)
of consumed energy because the
sequences are still more comLoad the pointer to data
internal register overflows frepressed, based on their internal
Read the data
with sequence begin
from memory
quently, depending on the load.
repetitions (see Figure 3). The
(uses the pointer to data)
I’ve used the energy register to
top portion of Figure 3 shows
Increment pointer to data
Send data from pointer
memory to LCD
calculate the load power by readthe basic structure, with several
ing it in 1-s intervals and taking
pointers to different sequences
Y
Repetition
Increment column
?
the difference. That is exactly
of data corresponding to comDecrement repetition length
Increment pointer to memory
plete horizontal lines. Each real
the average power in the last
N
LCD line also has a pointer to a
second, since there is no regisSend data to LCD
certain sequence of data. In the
ter with average power, just
Length
N
OK?
example, line 1 is formed by
instantaneous power, which is
Increment column
sequence 2. Line 2 is formed by
quite useless. Of course, there
Y
sequence 1. Lines 3, 4, 5, and
are a lot of other important
Decrement repetition
number
127 are formed by the same
details about the CS5460A, but
N
Column
finished?
sequence N to save memory.
all of the necessary information
The individual line sequences
can be found in its datasheet or
Y
N
Repetition
OK?
Increment line and
are also more compacted, which
by looking at the source code,
column = 0
is controlled by a signaling
which is posted on the Circuit
Y
byte, as shown in the bottom
Cellar FTP site.
Lines
N
Y
portion of Figure 3. Bits 7 and 6
End
finished?
of this control byte determine
GRAPHICAL DISPLAY
whether or not the next bytes
A 240 × 128 pixel Hantronix
HDM128GS24 LCD serves as
should be repeated. Bits 2 to 5
Figure 4—Here is the simple flow diagram used on the decompression algorithm.
RAM
address
Data
Observation
0×00
0x11*
First address pointed as text "1"
0×01
0x12*
"2"
0×02
0x32*
"R"
0×03
0x00
0×04
0x00
First address pointed as graphic
0x05
0x00
0x06
0x00
0x07
0x00
0x08
0x2A
Points on upper-right hand corner
0x09
0x00
* All ASCII data have an offset of -0x20
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determine how many times the next
were too simple and straightforward.
byte (or bytes) must be repeated. Bits 0 Several other graphical routines were
and 1 determine the length of data to
developed to perform diverse tasks,
be repeated. In the worst case, a line
including printing pictures, lines, and
rectangles. (Examples of printed piccomprises 41 bytes (one signal byte
tures are the tabs on the right side of
plus 40 data bytes) for a completely
the screen that are used to select difnonrepetitive line. In the best case,
ferent functions.)
there are only 2 bytes (1 signal plus 1
Now you have the code to print the
data byte) for a completely repetitive
screen background and the data over
line, such as an entirely blank or filled
that basic pattern. What do you do
line. But in the final protocol, the connext? After a complete oscilloscope
trol byte can define only a maximum
screen is ready on the display, it is
repetition length of 16, so the remaining bytes of a line must be placed as sin- necessary to hold the information durgle bytes. Although this detail decreases ing a short interval so you can see the
graphs and, after several milliseconds,
the reduction capacity of the algorithm,
update the information on the LCD.
the main idea is still valid and could be
The same is true for all of the other
easily improved. Figure 4 shows the
functions. My first solution was very
routine flow to print an entire screen
simple. I sent a command to clear all
based on the data structure of the
of the information on the display and
developed protocol.
then print everything again. But, there
The efficiency of the algorithm
was a big problem with this techvaries a lot depending on the screen
and its repetition rate. For
example, the standard grid
Encoder timer
used on the scope function after
interrupt
the compression uses a total of
226 bytes to represent a 5-KB
Y
screen or more than a 95% size
First cycle?
Last_measure = ADC
reduction! My brother, Rogerio,
N
helped create a fantastic Excel
Delta_fi =
worksheet (and Visual Basic
(Last_measure - ADC)
macros) to identify and create
the screen’s data from a pattern
of cells painted as pixels simuY
Delta_fi = 0?
lating the LCD. With this Excel
N
file, it was possible to quickly
create and change all of the
N
screens used on the instrument.
Delta_fi = > 0?
This decreased my developY
ment time. The file is posted
on the Circuit Cellar FTP site.
|Delta_fi| >
|Delta_fi| >
N

SCREEN DATA
The algorithm I described
was used to print basic empty
screens as grids, boxes, and all
background patterns. Graphical and text information was
plotted over those patterns.
The routines to draw oscilloscope and data register curves
used an LCD function to write
direct information on a single
bit (and a pixel). The pixel’s
coordinates were previously
calculated based on the acquisitions, but those calculations
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step?

step?

Y

Y

|Delta_fi| >
turn?

Y

Y

nique. There was an irritating flicker
effect on the display. Basically, the
LCD was blank for a few milliseconds
between the filled screens, despite the
high speed of the display controller.
To solve the flicker problem, I printed the blank background directly over
the screen with data, so the grid (or
other patterns) was not being cleared
any more. The problem was nearly
solved, but the curves were still being
erased between each complete screen.
The flicker effect was minimized, but it
was still present on the curve’s data. The
final solution was possible thanks to the
M16C/62P microcontroller’s huge
RAM. The solution was to “plot” the
base screens on the RAM using the
same described algorithm, but this
time I did it on the memory and above
the background. The oscilloscope
curves were also printed on the microcontroller’s RAM. Subsequently, the
entire screen (the background
plus the curves) was transferred
to the LCD. This served to
overwrite the previous information. There was only one difference: the data curve. The result
is pleasant to view. The oscilloscope looks like an analog
instrument. The curves move
continuously and they aren’t
erased.

|Delta_fi| >
turn?
N

N
Increment Encoder_counter

Decrement Encoder_counter

Last_measure = ADC

Last_measure = ADC

End

Figure 5—This flow diagram shows the logic to implement a digital encoder
using an ordinary potentiometer. Besides the code, the physical barrier must
be removed to allow the potentiometer to rotate freely beyond the traditional
270°, like a digital encoder.
CIRCUIT CELLAR®

SCOPE & FFT ANALYSIS
Once the graphic routines
were finished, the implementation of the oscilloscope function was straightforward. Now
we can focus on the acquisition
details for different horizontal
resolutions (see Table 2). The
useful area to plot the waveforms on the LCD was covered
by 180 pixels, segmented in 12
divisions, so each division had
15 points (pixels). To improve
the appearance of the waveforms and allow a high possibility of zoom (although this
feature was not developed on
the product), each point contained a high number of acquisitions (from 30 to 1, depending
on the resolution).
The high acquisition rate also
enables you to implement digiwww.circuitcellar.com

f1 = 24 MHz
Scales
Number of
screen points

Points per
division

Number of acquisitions
per point

Acquisition
time

Acquisition
frequency

Clock (t1)

Timer
counts

Memory
used

500 ms/div
200 ms/div
100 ms/div
50 ms/div
20 ms/div
10 ms/div
5 ms/div
2 ms/div
1 ms/div
0.5 ms/div
0.2 ms/div
0.1 ms/div

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

30
30
30
30
30
20
10
5
4
2
1
1

1,111.11 µs
444.44 µs
222.22 µs
111.11 µs
44.44 µs
33.33 µs
33.33 µs
26.67 µs
16.67 µs
16.67 µs
13.33 µs
6.67 µs

0.90 kHz
2.25 kHz
4.50 kHz
9.00 kHz
22.50 kHz
30.00 kHz
30.00 kHz
37.50 kHz
60.00 kHz
60.00 kHz
75.00 kHz
150.00 kHz

0.0417 µs
0.0417 µs
0.0417 µs
0.0417 µs
0.0417 µs
0.0417 µs
0.0417 µs
0.0417 µs
0.0417 µs
0.0417 µs
0.0417 µs
0.0417 µs

26,667
10,667
5,333.30
2,666.70
1,066.70
800
800
640
400
400
320
160

5,400
5,400
5,400
5,400
5,400
3,600
1,800
900
720
360
180
180

180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180

Table 2—Each dot on
the LCD has a variable number of acquisitions, depending on
the horizontal resolution selected by the
user. This table shows
all the details of the
oscilloscope’s function
regarding timing,
timers, and memory.

tal filters (through over sampling).
Table 2 has information about the
acquisition time and frequency. Note
that timer B was used with the main
clock, f1. The last column shows the
total amount of RAM memory used to
fill an entire screen with both channels turned on. A linear interpolation
was used to plot the waveforms. This
gave a good graphic result. In all cases,
there was at least one acquisition per
point, so the interpolation occurred
only on the vertical direction.
The fastest acquisition frequency
was 150 kHz. The analog filter was
tuned to 15 kHz, which is much lower
than what was requested by Nyquist.
The analog stage was developed while
keeping in mind that signals up to
1,920 Hz should be measured (thirtysecond harmonic of the 60-Hz power
supply) after an eventual digital filter.
The FFT algorithm developed was an
FFT-64, time-decimation, in-place calculation. To obtain good results, there
is no need to develop the code with a
high resolution (large length of the FFT)
because you are interested in the power
supply harmonics rather than the intermediate frequencies. The FFT’s result
is a series of bins. The maximum bin
has a frequency identical to the acquisition frequency (only N/2 valid bins).
Each bin is equal to this frequency
divided by the number of points:
fB =

k × fS
N

k is the bin number. fB is the bin frequency (hertz). fS is the sampling frequency (hertz). N is the FFT length. I
used 3,840 Hz as the sampling frequency
for the FFT calculation. The length of
www.circuitcellar.com
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the FFT was 64. Each bin represented
60 Hz multiplied by the bin number.
That was one harmonic length resulting
in a maximum harmonic frequency of
1,920 Hz (32nd harmonic). Quite easy!

define a discrete step on the simulated
encoder. In addition, the code must
determine when the “dead zone” has
been achieved. This is marked by a
sudden transition from high to low
voltage (or vice versa).

ANALOG ENCODER
While I was developing this project,
I was looking for encoders, like the
one used on the Tektronix oscilloscope. I quickly discovered that
encoders are hard to find and very
pricey, so I found another solution. The
most available component was an ordinary analog potentiometer, so I used it.
Although the idea is extremely simple,
it’s is really interesting.
The first thing I did was open the
potentiometer and remove the physical limiter. This enabled the cursor to
spin freely. The potentiometer’s central point was connected to an analog
input with a high-resistance pull-up.
The rest was just software.
Figure 5 shows the flow diagram of
the code. The main idea is to periodically read the analog input and define
a certain jump on the analog value to
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ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT
Although this system is basically
finished, I could add a lot of other routines to improve its performance.
Even with float-point arithmetic, several data tables for flash memory, and different functions, I used less than 45 KB,
which wasn’t close to the 64-KB limit
of free C. The M16C/62P microcontroller’s total flash memory is 384 KB.
You can do almost anything with this
microcontroller without having to
worry about memory or performance. I
Ronaldo Duarte (B.S.E.E.) is a research
engineer at Embraco Electronic Controls,
which is part of Whirlpool Corp. in
Brazil. Ronaldo enjoys designing hardware and software related to signal processing. You may reach him at ronaldo_
r_duarte@yahoo.com.br.
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PROJECT FILES
To download code, go to ftp://ftp.
circuitcellar.com/pub/Circuit_Cellar/
2007/202.

RESOURCE
Cirrus Logic, Inc., “CS5460A Product
Datasheet,” DS487F2, 2004, www.
cirrus.com/en/pubs/proDatasheet/
CS5460A_F2.pdf.

SOURCES
CS5460A Logic power IC
Cirrus Logic, Inc.
www.cirrus.com
HDM128GS24 LCD
Hantronix, Inc.
www.hantronix.com
M16C/62P Microcontrollers
Renesas Technology Corp.
www.renesas.com
T6963 LCD Controller
Toshiba, Inc.
www.toshiba.com
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LESSONS FROM THE TRENCHES

by George Martin

More “Hello World”
C Program Flow
George recently introduced you to the C programming language. He also showed you how
to build a project using IAR Systems’s Embedded Workbench. This month he takes a few
steps back to explain the C program flow in more detail.

I

n the first two parts of this project, I
introduced the C programming language and described the process of
building a project using IAR Systems’s
Embedded Workbench for the MSP430
from Texas Instruments. I covered a lot
of ground rather rapidly, but it is important to get an overview of the entire
project. I have also come across a good
reference on the ’Net for explaining the
C programming language. Check out
http://publications.gbdirect.co.uk/c_book/.
It is concise, but it’s full of meaningful
information. This month, I’ll take a
few steps back and explain C program
flow in more detail.
A C project is a collection of files
that are compiled, assembled, linked,
and located. They are then loaded into
the target system and debugging can
take place. Figure 1 shows the project’s
workflow. Using an editor, you can create C source files (modules) containing
your design. You might also need to
create header files for procedure prototypes and constants that will be made
available to other code modules and,
yes, even assembly language files for
code that you can’t complete (or don’t
know how to complete) in C. All the
source files are passed through the
compiler. They are compiled and the
output is an error report. Well, if you
haven’t made errors, the output is an
object file for the next step; but usually, the output is an error report. After
you fix the errors, you eventually get a
clean compile. The compiler output is
sent to the linker and that process
results in a file that is self-contained
www.circuitcellar.com

and ready to run, but it isn’t fixed to
any particular address. The final step is
to locate the executable code and
establish all of the addresses in the
memory. As you gain more experience,
you’ll understand these steps in greater
detail and see how to locate a particular code table in EEPROM.
Also, note that Figure 1 was drawn
using a UML diagram program. I just
started using UML and you better bet
there will be a chapter on that. Just
look at how much information is contained in the figure.
Modern C tools include an integrated development environment
(IDE), which provides support for
code development. IDEs provide, at
minimum, an editor and a debugger.
The top-shelf environments provide
code profilers or monitor resource

MainFile.c

usage in real time.

PROCEDURES
C is a procedural language, so let’s
look at procedures. Listing 1 shows a
procedure and some control statements. Lines 1 through 5 are comment lines describing Proc1. Line 6
tells the compiler that the procedure
is named Proc1. It is passed three
parameters and returns one parameter.
INT8 (8-bit storage), INT16 (16-bit
storage), and INT32 (32-bit storage) are
keywords that I have defined. I did
this so the code could be easily moved
to different compilers. Lines a to c
define these types. They are located in
a header file containing constants that
you can make up for this application.
Change the microcontrollers and the
compilers from a 16-bit system to a

MainFile.obj

Project.Rioc

Use linker to generate
a linked executable

Subroutine1.h
Subroutine1.c

Project.Hex
Project.Debug

Use locator to locate code
to final address

Subroutine1.obj

Subroutine2.h
Subroutine2.c

Subroutine2.obj

Use compiler to
generate object files

Use editor to create and
modify source files

SomeAssy.asm

SomeAssy.obj

Use assembler to
generate object files

Figure 1—This is a typical workflow for a C project.
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32-bit system, and all you need to
change is this header file and the typedefs. Line 7 defines the variables
done, result, and Count. These
variables are only available to the
Proc1 routine. Lines 9 to 16 are
examples of the if-then-else flow
control. If the first value inside the ()
evaluates as true, Line 10 is executed
and a value of 26 is returned from the
procedure. If it is false, then Line 12 is
evaluated. I wanted to show that you
could have some very complicated
logic expressions. If Line 12 evaluates
to true, then Line 13 is executed. If
line 12 evaluates to false, then program flow continues at Line 18. Look
up C’s logic expressions:
&& Logical AND
|| Logical OR
! Logical NOT
& bitwise AND
| bitwise OR
^ bitwise XOR
~ one’s compliment (bitwise inversion)

Line 19 demonstrates another of C’s
control mechanisms. It is the while
(expression) {statement};. As
long as the expression evaluates as
true, the statements inside the {}
braces are executed. I am showing a
valid, but perhaps atypical, usage of
the while {} statement. I set the
done variable to 0 before the while
{}. Then the test is for !done or does
done equal not true (false). So this
loop will continue until done is set to
something other than 0, as in line 25.
Lines 29 to 41 demonstrate the
switch statement. The switch
expression is evaluated, in this case
a-b. Then the matching case statements determine the next place that
program execution will begin. In our
example, if a-b is equal to 1, then
line 34 is executed and the break
statement in line 35 causes program
flow to skip to the statement at line
43. If a-b evaluates to 2, 3, or 4, then
program execution is transferred to
line 39. The break at line 40 also
causes program flow to skip to the
statement at line 43. If a-b does not
evaluate to any of the case statement values, then the default is
selected. In this example, line 29
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Listing 1—These are examples of C program control flow.
typedef char INT8;
typedef int INT16;
typedef long int INT32;

( a)
( b)
( c)

//**************************************[ public ]****
//
// A typical Procedure
//
//****************************************************
INT16 Pro1(INT8 a, INT16 b, INT32 c) {
INT16 done, result, Count;

( 1)
( 2)
( 3)
( 4)
( 5)
( 6)
( 7)
( 8)
( 9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)
(36)
(37)
(38)
(39)
(40)
(41)
(42)
(43)
(44)
(45)

if ((a == 7) && (b == 3)) {
return(26);
}
else if ((b == 5) || (c == 123456789)) {
if ( a == 29) {
return(0);
}
}
done = 0;
while (!done) {
result = a-b;
if (result >= 27) {
return(result);
}
else {
done = 1;
}
}
switch(a-b) {
default:
// do this
break;
case 1:
// do this
break;
case 2:
case 3:
case 4:
// do this
break;
}
// end of switch(a-b) {
return(0);
}

// end of INT16 Pro1(INT8 a, INT16 b, INT32 c) {

receives program flow. Be careful
with the switch statement and look
at the compiler output. If you have
numerous case statements (20 or
more) and they are numerically successive, good compilers will create
jump tables and that’s very efficient
code and CPU usage. If, however, you
find your compiler implementing a
massive switch statement as a series
of if-then-else statements, you can
bet this will consume lots of code
space and CPU time. If your massive
switch is used in an area that is not
time-critical, then perhaps it’s still a
CIRCUIT CELLAR®

good deal.

POINTERS & ARRAYS
Next, let’s look at pointers and
arrays. They are very closely related.
A pointer to a variable holds the address
of that variable. I showed you some
examples of this in the last article. An
array is a collection of variables, all the
same type, located sequentially in memory. An array is indicated by using [] as
in INT16 Array1[10];. In this case,
Array1 is an array on type INT16 and it
has 10 members or elements. The elements are numbered 0 to 9. Note that
www.circuitcellar.com

Listing 2—These are examples of C arrays and pointers.
#define
#define
#define
#define

BUF_MAX
CMD_MAX
PORT_MAX
EOL_CHR

100
10
20
0x0D

( 1)
( 2)
( 3)
( 4)
( 5)
INT8
InBuf[BUF_MAX];
( 6)
INT16
CmdBuf[PORT_MAX][CMD_MAX];
( 7)
( 8)
INT16
InBufInPtr;
( 9)
INT16
InBufOutPtr;
(10)
(11)
(12)
//***************************************[ public ]****
(13)
//
(14)
// Another typical procedure
(15)
//
(16)
//*****************************************************
(17)
INT16 Proc2(INT8 *a, INT16 *b, INT32 *c) {
(18)
INT16 LineCnt; // Count the number of lines
(19)
INT16 i;
// Index
(20)
INT8 *p;
// pointer to a char array
(21)
(22)
(23)
InBuf[InBufInPtr] =*a;
// Input the new character
(24)
InBufInPtr++;
// Manage the pointer
(25)
if (InBufInPtr >= BUF_MAX) {
(26)
InBufInPtr = 0;
(27)
}
(28)
(29)
InBuf[InBufInPtr++] = *a;
// Input the new character
(30)
if (InBufInPtr >= BUF_MAX) { // Manage the pointer
(31)
InBufInPtr = 0;
(32)
}
(33)
(34)
for (LineCnt =0, i = 0; i < BUF_MAX; i++) { // Search an array (35)
if (InBuf[i] == EOL_CHR) {
(36)
LineCnt++;
// Count Lines
(37)
}
(38)
(39)
}
(40)
p = &InBuf[0];
// Point to start
(41)
LineCnt = 0;
(42)
while (p != &InBuf[BUF_MAX]) { // Search the array
(43)
if (*p == EOL_CHR) {
// Count Lines
(44)
LineCnt++;
(45)
}
(46)
p++;
// inc pointer
(47)
}
(48)
(49)
p = &InBuf[0];// Point to start
(50)
LineCnt = 0;
(51)
do {
// Search the array
(52)
if (*p == EOL_CHR) {// Count Lines
(53)
LineCnt++;
(54)
}
(55)
p++;
// inc pointer
(56)
} while (p != &InBuf[BUF_MAX]);
(57)
(58)
(59)
} // end of INT16 Proc2(INT8 *a, INT16 *b, INT32 *c) {
(60)

the base of the array index starts at 0. A
good way to work with arrays is
shown in Listing 2.
First, note that in Proc1, copies of
the variables a, b, and c were passed
to the procedure. In Proc2, pointers to
www.circuitcellar.com

those variables were passed. So, Proc1
could not modify the variables while
Proc2 could read the values, and it
was also able to modify them.
In line 6, InBuf is an array made up
of BUF_MAX members and each memCIRCUIT CELLAR®

ber is of size INT8 (8 bits). The first
member is InBuf[0], while the last
member is InBuf[99] or
InBuf[BUF_MAX-1]. The address of
the first member is &InBuf[0], and a
pointer to the first member is initialized, as shown in line 41.
In line 7, CmdBuf is an array made up
of PORT_MAX*CMD_MAX members, and
each member is size INT16 (16 bits).
This array is doubly indexed. In my
example, each communications port
can have its own command buffer. So,
the CmdBuf is indexed by both Port
and Cmd indexes.
Line 24 uses the pointer to the variable a to transfer a copy into InBuf
indexed by the variable InBufInPtr
(InputBufferInputPointer). Line 25
increments (advances) that pointer.
Line 26 checks to see if that pointer is
past the end of the array. If so, the
pointer is sent back to the start of the
array. This is a classical circular input
buffer. Lines 30 to 33 do the same
operation but a bit more compactly.
Lines 35 to 39 use for(initialize
; check; loop end operations)
{ statements} to search the InBuf
array counting the number of end-ofline characters in that array. The initialize portion is done only once
before the start of the loop. The check
is evaluated before the start of each
pass. If it is true (nonzero), the loop
statements are executed. After the
loop statements are executed, the
loop-end operations are executed.
Lines 41 to 48 perform the same
operation as lines 35 through 39, but
they use pointers instead. Line 41 sets
a pointer variable to the address of the
start of the array. Line 43 checks for
the pointer to be past the end of the
array. Yes, “past,” because the last
array element is InBuf [BUF_MAX-1].
Line 44 performs the check for the
end-of-line character.
Do you have a preference between
these two methods? Wait, there’s
more. Lines 50 to 56 perform the same
testing with another program flow
construction available in C. It’s the do
{statement} while(expression);.
In this construct, the statements are
executed and the test condition is
evaluated at the end. Since the pointer
is incremented after the test is perIssue 202 May 2007
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Listing 3—These are examples of C data structures.
struct MY_STRUCT_NO1 {
INT8
Data1;
//
INT8
Data2;
//
INT16 Lable1;
//
INT16 Lable2;
//
INT32 ReallyBigVariable;
} DataPacket;
struct VECTOR_3D {
INT16 XComponent;
INT16 YComponent;
INT16 ZComponent;
} Vector;

( 1)
( 2)
( 3)
( 4)
( 5)
( 6)
( 7)
( 8)
( 9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)

//

//
//
//

formed, the stop condition is
BUF_MAX, not BUF_MAX-1.
Once you master these details in C,
you’ll immediately start spending
more time on your program’s organization. Consider the structural differences between Proc1 (see Listing 1)
and Proc2 (see Listing 2). Proc1 passes copies of the variables and hides
their location. Proc2 is passed the
addresses of the variables. It can just
use the variables or modify them.
Now what if you had dozens of variables to pass to a routine? It would be
time-consuming to pass them in the call
to a procedure. Well, you could make all
the variables global and then define
them by using the extern keyword.
This works, but if every routine could
modify every variable then you would
soon have a mess on your hands.
If all the variables were the same size,
they could be placed in an array and then
you could pass the address of the first
element of the array. The entire contents
of the array would become available.
Obviously, variables aren’t all the same
size and the array idea is not much better than making them all global.

C has the ability to collect elements
of different types and combine them into
one entity. This is called a structure.
Listing 3 shows you two structures. The
first type is MY_STRUCT_NO1. It is a collection of different types of variables.
The DataPacket variable is an instance
of that structure. DataPacket.Data1
is a reference to the Data1 member of
the structure. The other structure VECTOR_3D is a collection of variables that
happen to have the same size. The Vector variable is an instance of that structure. Vector.ZComponent is a reference to the ZComponent member of the
structure. Structures are a great way to
encapsulate a set of data that you can
reference with one pointer. You can
have arrays of structures, and structures
can contain pointers to functions. This
is very powerful indeed, as you will see.
A great use for structures is to collect
data in a structure and then pass just
that address of that collection (structure) on to a routine. This cuts down
on lots of parameter passing overhead.

REAL EXAMPLES
OK. Let’s give you a couple of real-

Listing 4—This is a real-life data structure from a messaging system.
#pragma pack(1) // set byte member alignment boundaries
struct MSG_HEADER {
INT8 RecRate;
// 44 kHz, 22kHz, 11 kHz
INT8 RecBits;
// 8 16 24
INT8 RecFormat;
// Text, Mono
INT8 RecVolumeSrec;
// 0% - 100%
INT8 Pad[32-4];
// Pad for FLASH Block Writing
INT8 Desc[MSG_DESC_MAX]; // ASCII String
};
#pragma pack()
// restore default setting
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( 1)
( 2)
( 3)
( 4)
( 5)
( 6)
( 7)
( 8)
( 9)
(10)

life examples of some C code. Listing 4
is a data structure used in a messaging
system that I’m currently working on.
The messages are basically WAV files
stored in flash memory. Flash memory
has the characteristics that you can
perform single byte writes but only
block erases. I keep pointers to the
WAV data in EEPROM. That type of
memory is easy to perform byte reads
and writes. EEPROM is more costly
and valuable than flash memory.
Each WAV file needs a description as
to the record rate, number of record
bits, and other such parameters. I created a structure containing all that
required information. Lines 1 and 10
tell the compiler to pack all the structure elements on byte boundaries. You
can specify byte(1), INT16(2), and
INT32(4) boundaries. I’ve never tried
to specify other boundaries. Check
your compiler’s manual for specific
implementations. The flash I’m using
has a block-write capability and that
block size is 32 bytes.
Lines 3 through 6 are 1 byte each.
Line 7 is an array that uses up the
remaining bytes of the 32-byte block.
MSG_DESC_MAX is defined as 32
elsewhere. So, the entire message
header is 64 bytes or two flash memory write blocks. I fill this header with
the appropriate data and place it in
flash memory just before the WAV
data, using up the less valuable flash
memory rather than the EEPROM.
Listing 5 is an example of some
large bit-array routines. I needed to
save the state (on/off) of 256 internal
settings. I could have created an array
of INT8 elements and dimensioned it
as 256 elements, but that would have
been a large waste of resources. I created a bit array instead. This array
uses UINT32 elements as the basis for
the array, and I need eight of them for
256 bits. Line a defines the size of my
UINT32 array. Line b creates an
instance of that array.
Included in Listing 5 are the routine
that sets any of the bits and the routine that reports the status of any of
the bits. Both routines first check the
bit number. If that bit number is larger
than the size of INT32, then the bit
number is reduced and the pointer is
advanced to the next member. This is
www.circuitcellar.com

Listing 5—Here are examples of setting and reporting a bit in a large bit array.
#define SIZE_256_BIT
8
UINT32 MBitArray[SIZE_256_BITS];
//**************************************[ Public ]*******
//
// Set a Bit in an Bit Array // V01-08
//
//*******************************************************
void SetArrayBit(UINT32 *ArrayBase, ) {
while (BitNumb > 32) { // Is bit past where the pointer is ref
BitNumb -=32; // Yes...Decrement bit number
ArrayBase++;
// Increment pointer
}
*ArrayBase |= (1 << BitNumb);
}

// Set Bit

// end of void SetArrayBit(… … … …

//**************************************[ Public ]*******
//
// Get a Bit in an Bit Array // V01-08
//
//*******************************************************
INT16 GetArrayBit(UINT32 *ArrayBase, INT16 BitNumb) {
while (BitNumb > 32) {
BitNumb -=32;
ArrayBase++;
}
if (*ArrayBase & (1 << BitNumb)) { // Test Bit
return(1);
}
return(0);
}

// end of void GetArrayBit(… … … …

repeated until the bit number is in the
range of 0 to 31. Then the number 1 is
shifted left the bit number of times to
align with the bit of interest. In the
two examples, I set a bit (Line 13) and
test a bit (Line 30). I did not show you
the routine that resets a bit, but I bet
you can extend these routines to
include that operation. How about
toggle a bit?
Now what about defensive programming? What if the call to SetArrayBit asks to set bit –1 or bit 300? Well,
you will have a problem. You should
add tests for under- and over-run on
the bit number.

ASSIGNMENT
Your assignment is to review the C
code in Circuit Cellar and any other C
code you can find. Do you understand
each line of code? I don’t necessarily
mean the design of the code, but the
www.circuitcellar.com

( a)
( b)
( 1)
( 2)
( 3)
( 4)
( 5)
( 6)
( 7)
( 8)
( 9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)
(36)

function of each statement. I have not
explained all that C has to offer, but
between looking online and in books,
you should be able to come up with
lots of answers. Next time, we’ll be
moving on to Big Iron! I

George Martin (gmartin@circuitcellar.
com) began his career in the aerospace
industry in 1969. After five years at a
real job, he set out on his own and cofounded a design and manufacturing
firm (www.embedded-designer.com).
George’s designs typically include servomotion control, graphical input and output, data acquisition, and remote control systems. George is a charter member of the Ciarcia Design Works Team.
He’s currently working on a mobile
communications system that announces
highway information. George is a
nationally ranked revolver shooter.
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FROM THE BENCH

by Jeff Bachiochi

What’s the Slope?
Use an Accelerometer to Measure Slope
With the help of Analog Devices’s ADXL103 MEMS accelerometer, Jeff can measure the
slope of an object by calculating its relationship to horizontal. Read on to learn how.
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being dumped off on a hill with two
thin strips of composite strapped to
my boots was certainly a heartbeat
accelerator. I wasn’t too worried
though; I had seen people snowplow
down a slope. I knew I could proceed
cautiously. Taking my time, I gained
confidence and ended the day without
a serious injury.
After spending a total of maybe two
days on skis over the next five years, I
decided to make a switch. After all, I
had survived skiing. I decided the next
time I went to a ski resort I would
snowboard. That’s when it happened.
After buckling both feet onto a single
plank, I looked down the hill and I
was petrified. Although this was the
same slope I had
skied down before, I
suddenly felt like I
was about to jump
out of a plane and
free fall to my
Sine(x) = O/H
death. Needless to
say, it was quite a
Hypotenuse
while until I could
inch the board sideOpposite
ways down the
Angle x
side
slope in a controlled
skid. Meanwhile,
boarders were zooming around both
Adjacent side
Tan(x) = O/A
sides of me barreling
straight down the
Figure 2—As the ADXL103 is tilted (along the hypotenuse), its output reflects the
slope. Although I
change in the length of the opposite side in relation to horizontal (as a positive or
thought I knew
negative angle). The opposite side is related to elevation. To calculate slope, you
what it took to conneed to know the length of the adjacent side (in reference to the opposite side).
The tangent of the same angle (x) will provide the necessary information.
trol the board, I

st

’m not sure when it actually took
place, but somewhere along the time
and space continuum of my life, I
developed fear. As a youngster, I was
fearless. No, that’s incorrect. As a
youngster, I had no concept of fear. I
wasted no time contemplating the
potential results of most actions. Oh
sure, eventually we all learn fire is
hot, knives are sharp, and breaking
the rules has consequences. With this
comes respect for fire and pointy
things, and how to bend the rules.
Some 10 years ago, I spent my first
day on the slopes. Being scooped up by
the chair lift was like entering a roller
coaster. The assent was quite enjoyable, even picturesque. However,

Di

I

47°

20°
15°
10°
8°
4°
0°

36°
27°
18°
14°
7°
0°

Figure 1—This slope-gradient conversion table shows
the relationship between angle x (arcsine(rise/distance
traveled)) and the slope of angle x (100 ×
tangent(angle x) or 100 × (rise/run)).

quickly learned that there is a big difference between knowing something
and actually pulling it off.

SLOPE
While I’ve never driven across the
country, I assume some roads are as
straight as an arrow, extending as far
as the eye can see without more than
a bump in the road as a change in elevation. Roads with no elevation
change have a slope or angle of zero
with respect to the horizontal. Figure 1
shows how angle and slope are related.
The slope is the amount of elevation
change (rise) to the horizontal distance
traveled (run). The angle is the arctangent of the slope. The tangent is the
side opposite the angle divided by the
side adjacent to the angle. For a horizontal road that has no elevation
www.circuitcellar.com

Physical angle

Offset volts

Arcsine of offset volts

Tangent of angle

90°
45°

Percentage (slope or grade)

Output volts

1

90°

0.707

45°

∞

∞

3.5

1

100%

30°

0.5

3.21

30°

0.58

58%

15°

0.259

3

15°

0.27

27%

2.76

0°

0

0°

0

0%

2.5

–15°

–0.259

–15°

–0.27

–27%

2.24

–30°

–0.500

–30°

–0.58

–58%

2

–45°

–0.707

–45°

–1.00

–100%

1.79

–90°

–1.000

–90°

−∞

−∞

1.5

Table 1—The first two columns show the physical position of the sensor and the output offset added to 0.5 VCC (total output in the last column). The third column shows that
the arcsine of the offset gives an angle that is equal to the physical angle. The tangent of that angle is used to calculate the slope (based on angle).

change (rise = 0), the slope and angle
are:
rise
=0
run
⎛ rise ⎞
Angle = arctan ⎜
= arctan ( 0) = 0o
⎝ run ⎟⎠

Slope =

[1]

When the elevation is infinite, rise
equals ∞ (i.e., a vertical wall). The
slope and angle are:

[2]

Highways are limited to a maximum 6% grade or slope. The tangent
of 6° is 0.105, or a rise of approximately 1′ for every 10′ in horizontal distance. In mountainous areas, you are
sure to find roads that exceed slopes of
50% (27°), or a rise of 1′ for every 2′
traveled.

gravitational force of attraction on
one another. The force is proportional
to its mass and varies inversely to the
square of the distance to the core.
Although you attract the Earth, the
Earth’s comparative mass creates a far
greater attraction to you. Luckily for
you, the Earth’s crust prevents you
from being drawn directly into the
Earth’s core.
Since you know that gravity continually attracts all objects toward the
center of its mass, you can use this
force to help determine horizontal.
For instance, if you suspend a weight
from a fixed point, gravity will attract
the weight in such a way that a line
from the point to the center of the
weight’s mass will always be perpendicular (90°) to horizontal. In fact,
many inclinometers use this
approach. The main problem with

this implementation is keeping the
weight from swinging back and forth
whenever the device is moved. The
device ends up looking like a swinging
pendulum. Some amount of damping
(like a viscous liquid) can improve
this. You can find devices that use
resistive, capacitive, or inductive elements to sense the position of a gravity-affected member within a device.
As the price continues to drop on
microelectromechanical systems
(MEMS), they are becoming an economically viable solution for many
applications. An Analog Devices
ADXL103 MEMS accelerometer can
measure the position of a suspended
mass by applying opposing signals to
fixed plates at opposite ends of the
mass (see Figure 2). While at rest, the
centered mass sees no signal (equal
and opposing signals are cancelled).

WHAT IS HORIZONTAL?
Although most people think of horizontal as being completely flat, if that
were true, we would find ourselves in
space (62 miles above the surface of
the earth) after traveling 700 miles
from our starting point. A real horizontal plane only touches the Earth at
a single point. Therefore, you must
redefine horizontal travel as always
remaining perpendicular to the Earth’s
core or following a curve that’s equal
to the Earth’s radius. This is of little
concern to you here because your reference is not global (millions of feet)
but local (feet).
An all-powerful global source continually redefines your local perception of horizontal. All objects exert a
www.circuitcellar.com

Photo 1—The ADXL103 produces an output voltage with an offset equal to the sine of its position angle. The prototyped circuit measures this voltage and calculates the slope (elevation/distance × 100) or tangent of the angle
represented by the accelerometer’s output.
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Figure 3—By breaking a curve into many intermediate points, straight
lines that connect those points closely approximate the actual curve.

call this horizontal or 0°).
When the device is rotated
90° counter-clockwise from
horizontal, the mass’s offset
of 1 V creates a total output
of 3.5 V (call this 90°). Likewise, when the device is
rotated 90° clockwise from
horizontal, the mass’s offset
of –1 V creates a total output
of 1.5 V (call this –90°). What
about all of the outputs
between 90° and –90°?

functions, this conversion is more
challenging. You could use a 1,024entry table and precalculate a conversion value for each entry. Except for
the obvious large side of the table, this
would be the most accurate method.
Note that I often write simple, basic
program loops to do all the calculations on my PC. Try to simplify this
by breaking the nonlinear curve down
into multiple straight sections (see
Figure 3).
You know the A/D conversion
active values range from 0x133 to
0x2CD (–90° to 90°). By creating table
entries based on the upper-nibble
value, you can reduce the number of
table entries by a factor of 16. You can
calculate the 16 intermediate points
between the table entries by treating
them as linear offsets to the lowerentry value based on the difference
between that entry and the next. Ten
entries (between 0 and 45°) are precalculated for the conversion values.
Table 3 shows these values and how
the ADXL103 output, A/D conversion
value, angle, and slope (or grade) are
related.

Whenever the device is moved, the
mass’s movement lags behind. At this
ADXL103 OUTPUT
time, the mass is closer to one input
The output offset voltage is the sine
signal and receives an imbalance. This
of the physical angle. To convert the
signal is proportional to acceleration.
output to slope, take the arcsine of the
The demodulated and conditioned sigvoltage (–1 to 1) to get the angle and
then calculate the tangent of that
nal for this device is an output of ±1
angle. In practice this isn’t too
V/g that is centered around half of
straightforward because you are workVCC. An acceleration of 1 g is equal to
1 V. Note that 1 g is 1 gravity. Is that a ing with integer arithmetic and not
trigonometric functions.
light bulb I see over your head?
This microcontroller has a 10-bit
An accelerometer may have one,
ADC, which will give you a resolution
two, or three channels of sensor outof approximately 5 mV (i.e., 5 V/1,024
put. Each channel is used to deterbits = 4.88 mV). Within that 5-V input
mine the force applied in a particular
range, all of the action will take place
direction along the x-, y-, or z-axis.
between 1.5 and 3.5 V (less than half
Recent manufacturing advances allow
of the full range). This active region
the fabrication of a three-axis
IMPLEMENTATION
will have the conversion values that
accelerometer on a single die. As an
The ADXL103 used here has a sinare listed in Table 1. If the conversion
accelerometer, the device would give
gle-axis output. The output is ratioleaves you with an absolute value,
an output during changes in speed
metric to about 0.5 VCC. The ADC
then you can use a single look-up
(acceleration and deceleration). A conused within Microchip Technology’s
table for both positive and negative
stant speed produces no output. Since
PIC16F687 microcontroller also uses
sine values to get the angle (x).
this device outputs 1 V when
VCC as a reference. This means that any
Table 2 shows the relationship
exposed to 1 g (ordinarily due to
change in VCC will be cancelled and
between the data you are given and
acceleration), you can see that if the
will not affect a conversion’s result. A
the data you need to determine. Withdevice was rotated so that its active
capacitor on the sensor’s output to
out floating-point or trigonometric
axis was vertical (Z), the effect of
ground is required and will form a lowgravity would pull the mass
pass filter with the sensor’s
down to the 1-g point creat32-kΩ output. This helps
A/D Input Conversion value Conversion value (offset) Polarity flag
ing an output of 0.5 VCC + 1 V.
reduce noise from the internal 140-kHz oscillator.
Rotate the device 180° and 1 g
5V
0x3FF
0x1FF
1
One timer (in the microwill pull the mass in the
4.5 V
0x39A
0x17A
1
controller) handles all of the
opposite direction changing
4V
0x333
0x133
1
the timing issues. An internal
the output to 0.5 VCC – 1 V.
3.5 V
0x2CD
0x0CD
1
4-MHz oscillator creates 1-μs
At the 90° point (with the
3V
0x266
0x066
1
instruction times. Timer0
active axis along the X/Y
2.5 V
0x200
0x000
1
uses 1 µs/32 (i.e., 32 µs) as a
plane), the mass is pulled
2V
0x199
0x067
0
clock source. Timer0 is an
down as well. But, in rela1.5 V
0x133
0x0CD
0
8-bit timer, so it will overtion to each end, it is cen1V
0x0CC
0x134
0
flow once every 8.2 ms (i.e.,
tered and therefore the out0.5 V
0x066
0x19A
0
32 µs × 256 counts). When it
put is simply 0.5 VCC.
0V
0x000
0x200
0
overflows, the interrupt rouFor a VCC of 5 V, the
Table 2—The highlighted area shows the range of conversion values that are
tine will disable the present
ADXL103’s output will be
within the active area. The last columns remove the value of the offset to leave an
absolute value and polarity flag.
digit’s column driver, incre2.5 V for centered mass (let’s
www.circuitcellar.com
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Absolute A/D value in
bits

Offset voltage represented by
column 1

Angle represented by column 2
(arcsine)

Tangent of angle represented by
column 3

Slope or grade

0x00z

0.000 V

0.0°

0

0%

0x01z

0.078 V

4.8°

0.084

8.40%

0x02z

0.156 V

9°

0.158

15.80%

0x03z

0.234 V

13.5°

0.24

24%

0x04z

0.313 V

18.2°

0.329

32.90%

0x05z

0.390 V

23°

0.424

42.40%

0x06z

0.469 V

27°

0.531

53.10%

0x07z

0.547V

33.2°

0.653

65.30%

0x08z

0.625 V

38.7°

0.8

80%

0x09z

0.703 V

44.7°

0.988

98.80%

0x0Az

0.781 V

51.4°

1.253

125.30%

Table 3—This table shows how the conversion is precalculated for 10 points. Intermediate points are calculated based on a linear offset of z/16 (LSN) between these table values. It would be extremely unusual for any road to have a slope of 100% or greater (that’s greater than 45°)!

ment the digit-display pointer, write
the new digit’s row data, and enable
the new digit’s column driver. This
means all three display digits will be
updated every 24.6 ms (i.e., 8.2 ms ×
3 digits) or 40 Hz (i.e., 1 s/24.6 ms).
In addition to handling the displays,
this routine decrements a “tick”
counter used elsewhere for timing
longer delays and begins an A/D conversion. By enabling an A/D conversion here, you can be assured that a

new conversion is always available
without having to wait for a conversion-on-demand to finish.
After the initialization code has finished preparing the internals, execution jumps to the main loop. Here you
wait until the “tick” counter (mentioned earlier) reaches zero before performing its only task. This counter is
initialized to 20, so the delay is
approximately 0.5 s (i.e., 24.6 ms × 20
counts). Every 0.5 s, the main loop

can read the A/D’s conversion value.
The slope flag (positive/negative) is
determined from this value and the
offset is removed by subtracting the
0x200 from the value (for values
greater than 0x200) or subtracting the
value from 0x200 (for values less than
0x200).
The upper nibble of this adjusted
value (times 2) provides the offset into
a table of word values (100 times the
tangent of the angle that is the arcsine

Figure 4—Logic 1 data on Port C provides source current for individual display LEDs whenever the display’s common is grounded by a logic “1” applied to its associated transistor’s base. A Port A analog input captures the ADXL103 accelerometer’s ±1 g = ±1 V output offset, centered about 0.5 VCC.
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of the input voltage offset). The table
value is saved into the SLOPEH/L
variable. If the lower nibble of the
adjusted value is zero, you’re done.
Otherwise, add a fraction of the difference between the word just read from
the table and the next table entry to
SLOPEH/L. The difference between
these words is 16/16 of the offset you
will use. You need to add just the
lower nibble or x/16 of this offset to
the first table entry. (This treats the
slope between the two calculated
points on the nonlinear curve as linear.)
Now SLOPEH/L holds the slope (or
grade) equivalent to the last A/D sample. To make sure the digits aren’t
changing too quickly to read, I’ll do
some averaging. A weighted average
of any number is easy and it can be
changed by just altering the weight
(I’m using nine). Simply multiply the
weighted average by nine, add the
new sample, and divide by nine plus
one. Although the calculations use a
factor of 10 to achieve a resolution of
tenths, I divided the SLOPEH/L by 10
and displayed only the integer portion
of the slope. Three variables store the
(integer) digits used by the Timer0
interrupt to update the display. The
variables are stored with the hundreds, tens, and units value from
SLOPEH/L. Actually, I decided to limit
the output and use the hundreds digit
for only the negative sign because the
slope percentage is only two digits as
percent (–99 to 99).

CONSTRUCTION
I want to be able to suspend the
PCB from the bike’s frame. It’s
adjustable (rotated about its mount) to
compensate for the mounting angle. I
want to play around with the circuit
for other applications, so the local
interconnect network (LIN) interface
on the prototype shown in Photo 1 isn’t
implemented at this point. (The regulator on Microchip Technology’s MCP201
transceiver is limited to 50 mA and it is
insufficient to drive all of the LED segments.) I left the LIN interface out of
Figure 4. Photo 1 shows a slope output
of 00 (%) when placed on a level surface.
You can operate this module with batteries and use it for carpentry and when
you need to measure angles or deterwww.circuitcellar.com

mine plumb position.
The accelerometer used here has a
single axis, and measurements are
based on the rotation of that axis in
relation to the pull of gravity. Movements along this axis due to physical
acceleration will still affect the output. Luckily, you’re dealing with bicycles here and not muscle cars, so
changes in acceleration are relatively
small. They are reduced by two factors: the low-pass filter on the sensor’s output and the averaging of multiple conversions. In a car you would
experience approximately 1 g if you
accelerate from 0 to 22 MPH in 1 s
(32′ per second squared)!
If it is used in a vehicle of sufficient
acceleration, the output of the sensor
could be augmented with a measurement of acceleration based on the
odometer and time. Of course, to do
this, you must have an odometer. The
odometer will be used in the next
phase of this project. It will be
responsible for two things: measuring
distance and determining where the
energy is coming from at any point in
time. In this case, it might be coming
from the electric motor (stored energy
from a battery), the rider (stored energy providing muscle to pump the pedals), or gravity (free energy from a
negative slope). I
Jeff Bachiochi (pronounced BAH-keyAH-key) has been writing for Circuit
Cellar since 1988. His background
includes product design and manufacturing. He may be reached at
jeff.bachiochi@circuitcellar.com.

PROJECT FILES
To download code, go to ftp://ftp.
circuitcellar.com/pub/Circuit_Cellar/
2007/202.

SOURCES
ADXL103 MEMS Accelerometer
Analog Devices, Inc.
www.analog.com
MCP201 Transceiver and PIC16F687
microcontroller
Microchip Technology, Inc.
www.microchip.com
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SILICON UPDATE

by Tom Cantrell

Be All You Can Bee
The arrival of Microchip’s IEEE 802.15.4-compatible MRF24J40 radio chip encouraged Tom
to examine the state of wireless protocols. In this article, he covers the ZigBee embedded
wireless initiative and Microchip’s MiWi.

H

as it really been five years since
imagine the wired era has come to an
over the years, would actually be helpthe ZigBee embedded wireless initiaend, eh? Yet the question remains, is
ful to secure the load.
tive was born? Prompted by the recent there any compelling need for yet
arrival of a package of software and
another new wired standard? And
WIRELESS IS MORE
silicon from Microchip, I figure now is even if there were, could all the
Another reality I pondered last
a good time to check out the latest
mighty electronics powers that be
month was the decline and fall of the
buzz.
agree on it? I say the answer to both
traditional standards-setting regimes.
From high altitude, much of what I
questions is no.
What historically was a rather cooperwrote in last month’s column about
Thus, if you subscribe to the “grow
ative affair, characterized by comproWireless USB dovetails nicely with
or die” theory, cables and connectors
mise for the greater good, has
this month’s topic. But, before we get
are inexorably headed for the latter
devolved into something a bit more
into it, let’s first share a moment of
fate. Like zombies, they may not be
Darwinistic. It used to be like a debatsilence and reflection for the demise
dead yet, but lacking any new blood to ing society, now it’s like mud
of cables and connectors.
freshen up the gene pool, the future
wrestling.
Now don’t get me wrong. As I wrote seems decidedly bleak.
Beyond the Wireless USB and ultralast month, there’s no rush to sell
Witness the kilometer or so of old
wideband (UWB) shenanigans that I
your copper futures just yet. Indeed, as serial and parallel cables out in my
related last month, you don’t have to
a practical matter, the growth of wiregarage. I figure they might be good for
look far to see further evidence of the
less technology is more than offset by
towing things behind my truck. With
breakdown. Witness the myriad of flathe proliferation of ever more elec25 wires, they’re plenty strong. And
vors of wireless Ethernet (aka 802.11)
tronic goodies used by ever more conthe uncanny ability of the connector
that have mysteriously appeared on
sumers. Each new “wireless” gadget
ears to hook anything and everything,
the shelves at your local electronics
may use “less” wires than it othera trait that inspired a lot of cursing
emporium (e.g., a, b, g, draft-N, etc.).
wise might, but most
bring wired baggage (at
b)
a)
c)
least power) to the
party too.
Take a look at the
cable chaos that clutters our own lives. If
you’re like me, you’ve
got at least AC,
Ethernet, USB, VGA,
and some phone lines,
Legend
not to mention the
Coordinator
Router
FFD
witches brew that
RFD
crowds the back panel
of TVs these days
Figure 1—ZigBee has grown to support up to 64K nodes in a variety of topologies. The simplest is a star configuration (a) in which mes(RCA, coax, S-Video,
sages between devices are always passed via the coordinator. Star networks can be aggregated into a multihop cluster tree (b), with the
optional addition of routers to the mix. That brings us to the final option, mesh networks (c), which support direct device-to-device links.
etc.). Makes it hard to
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Figure 2—Designing in a ’J40 is as easy as can be. The trickiest part is the antennae design and matching circuits, but Microchip has taken care of that for you. Otherwise,
just add a 20-MHz crystal, an MCU, and software and you’re on the air.

Or how about the high-def DVD wars?
Does anyone remember Sony’s
Betamax? I don’t plan on being the
first on my block with any of them
until the dust settles.
Fortunately for ZigBee, the standards process has worked relatively
well. Early on, they were able to agree
on a single radio, itself a standard
(IEEE 802.15.4) that somehow managed to sneak through the process relatively unscathed. I say “relatively”
because 802.15.4 hasn’t stood still
with a new 802.15.4b revision (aka
802.15.4-2006) hot off the presses.
However, other than a provision for an
alternative ultra-wideband PHY, the
2006 version is mainly about refinement and cleanup rather than wholesale revision, and it is backwards-compatible with the 2003 original.
Feature creep is another classic
obstacle, one that ZigBee has not been
immune to. Compared to the original
version, the “ZigBee 2006” incarnation has grown to support multiple
network topologies (e.g., star, cluster
tree, mesh), more nodes (up to 64 K),
and industrial-strength security (see
Figure 1). Time does indeed fly when
you’re having fun—and when you’re
www.circuitcellar.com

herding cats.
Nevertheless, a lot of progress has
been made, at least up through the
“platform” level. Which brings us to
the latest chapter in the ZigBee story,
this one courtesy of Microchip.

RADIOCHIP
Starting at the bottom of the stack,
Microchip has come up with an IEEE
802.15.4 radio chip, the MRF24J40, to
replace the Chipcon unit they had
been supporting previously. Perhaps
the fact Chipcon was acquired by

Texas Instruments had something to
do with Microchip’s decision to roll
their own.
The ’J40 is a snap to design-in since
it basically handles everything
between the ether (i.e., antennae) and
the ones-and-zeros (a SPI clocked
interface) (see Figure 2). Designing an
antenna and matching network is a bit
of a black art, but the datasheet
includes detailed PCB layout and component selection. Otherwise, all you
have to add is a 20-MHz crystal,
which can also clock the host MCU

Photo 1—Here you see the two wireless nodes that comprise the PICDEM-Z development kit flanking the Zena
packet sniffer. Put it all together with the free ZigBee and MiWi stack software and you have a complete wireless
development environment.
CIRCUIT CELLAR®
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Photo 2—Even without the packet sniffer, the free version of Zena that comes with the PICDEM-Z kit plays a key
role in easing and automating the generation of configuration files for the ZigBee and MiWi stacks.

thanks to a dividable output pin. The
monitor for an ACK response and
’J40 also has six general-purpose outautomatically retry nonacknowledged
puts that can help cut system costs by
transmissions, it’s pretty much a firereducing the pin count required for
and-forget scenario. However, keep in
the host MCU.
mind that an ACK simply indicates
Moving up the stack, the ’J40
that the target radio received the mesincorporates an
Ethernet-like media
access control
(MAC) layer and
hardware encryption/decryption
engine for security.
Once initialized,
the chip handles a
lot of the grunt
work, such as preamble detection and
generation, address
filtering, CRC, channel access (CSMACA), and so on.
To transmit, you
just fill in the
blanks in the packet
FIFO (i.e., control,
sequence, addresses,
and data) and ask
the chip to send it
along (see Figure 3).
Photo 3—If you don’t have a packet sniffer, debugging a wireless application is
Since the chip can
like flying blind. The PICDEM-Z nodes provide a serial port PC connection and
diagnostic messages that give you a glimpse at what’s going on.
be configured to
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PC Oscilloscopes & Analyzers
DSO Test Instrument Software for BitScope Mixed Signal Oscilloscopes
DSO
2.0

4 Channel BitScope
Digital Storage Oscilloscope



Up to 4 analog channels using industry standard
probes or POD connected analog inputs.

Mixed Signal Oscilloscope



Capture and display up to 4 analog and 8 logic
channels with sophisticated cross-triggers.

Spectrum Analyzer



Integrated real-time spectrum analyzer for each
analog channel with concurrent waveform display.

Logic Analyzer



8 logic, External Trigger and special purpose
inputs to capture digital signals down to 25nS.

2 Channel BitScope

Pocket Analyzer

BitScope DSO Software for Windows and Linux
BitScope DSO is fast and intuitive multi-channel test and measurement software for your
PC or notebook. Whether it's a digital scope, spectrum analyzer, mixed signal scope,
logic analyzer, waveform generator or data recorder, BitScope DSO supports them all.
Capture deep buffer one-shots or display waveforms live just like an analog scope.
Comprehensive test instrument integration means you can view the same data in
different ways simultaneously at the click of a button.
DSO may even be used stand-alone to share data with colleagues, students or
customers. Waveforms may be exported as portable image files or live captures replayed
on other PCs as if a BitScope was locally connected.
BitScope DSO supports all current BitScope models, auto-configures when it connects
and can manage multiple BitScopes concurrently. No manual setup is normally required.
Data export is available for use with third party software tools and BitScope's networked
data acquisition capabilities are fully supported.

Data Recorder



Record anything DSO can capture. Supports
live data replay and display export.

Networking



Flexible network connectivity supporting
multi-scope operation, remote monitoring and
data acquisition.

Data Export



Export data with DSO using portable CSV files or
use libraries to build custom BitScope solutions.

www.bitscope.com

alerted via an interrupt
once a packet passes all
the checks and is sitting
in the receive FIFO.
In addition to the
received data, the ’J40 calculates and appends link
quality and received signal-strength information
to the packet in the
receive FIFO. This allows
receivers to request that
transmitters adjust their
transmit power in real
time, which is a must for
applications subject to
changing signal levels
(e.g., devices moved or in
Photo 4—Adding the packet-sniffer option to Zena provides real-time traffic monitoring with a variety of programmable features. The
motion) and transient
ability to see what’s on the air is a major timesaver for wireless development and debugging and well worth the extra cost ($129).
interference.
The chip can only handle one transmit and one receive packshaking mechanisms in the highersage, but doesn’t necessarily guarantee
et at a time, which does raise the posall is well. For instance, stack or appli- level application software.
sibility of timing problems and data
On the receiving side, once the
cation software problems on the
overrun. However, remember that the
address filters are initialized, the ’J40
receiver might prevent an acknowlmonitors the airwaves for packets that target applications for this class of
edged message from being handled
embedded wireless are generally charfit the bill, rejecting all extraneous
properly. If closing the loop is imporacterized by small amounts of data
traffic (see Figure 4). The host is only
tant, you should also include hand-
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and infrequent transfers.
Number of bytes

FREEBEE
Microchip offers a ZigBee stack that
works with the ’J40 and its PIC MCUs.
The price is definitely right (it’s free),
and it even comes with the source
code. However, there are some “no free
lunch” caveats you should be aware of.
First is the question of exactly
which flavor of ZigBee we are talking
about. The answer to that is complicated by the moving-target nature of
the spec, not to mention the lead time
of this column. As I write, the
Microchip stack doesn’t yet meet the
latest “ZigBee 2006” version of the
spec. To be fair, I should note that
Microchip isn’t alone in trying to keep
up. According to the official ZigBee
web site (www.zigbee.org), there are 13
“ZigBee Compliant Platforms” at this
time, but only four of them (Ember,
Freescale Semiconductor, Texas
Instruments, and Integration
Associates) have been tested and certified as meeting the “ZigBee 2006” spec.
Of course, the issue of silicon-chasing evolving standards is nothing new
and eventually can be resolved. But,
even if the bits and bytes get caught up,
there’s some fine print to be aware of.
First, a ZigBee “chip” does not an official ZigBee “product” make. In order to
sell a gadget with the ZigBee logo on it,
the entire application has to be tested
and certified, no matter the qualifications of the chip under the hood. Fullscale product testing and certification is
a nontrivial exercise in terms of the
hoop jumping and cost involved.
“Ah ha,” you say. “What if I don’t
really care about selling an official
ZigBee product,” but just want to use
the stack anyway in a pseudo-proprietary fashion? No dice. To distribute the
Microchip ZigBee stack in a product,
you have to agree to their terms—terms
that require you to play by the rules and
join the ZigBee alliance. Furthermore,
although source code is provided,
beyond the ability to configure certain
canned parameters and options around
the edges, tampering with the internals of the stack itself is a no-no.

I DID IT MiWi
We have seen that the hurdles facwww.circuitcellar.com

Used to
calculate
FCS

Used to calculate
packet length

Field

Comments

4

Preamble

1

SFD

1

Packet length

2

Frame control

1

Sequence number

0/4/10

Destination
address information

0/2/4/8/10

Source address
information

0–122

Data payload

2

FCS

Filtered out by module

Start-of-frame delimiter: Filtered out by module

Short or long address of the destination
device plus the PAN indentifier.
Length selected in the frame control.
Short or long address of the source
device plus the PAN identifier.
Length selected in the frame control.

Frame check sequence – CRC

Figure 3—The 802.15.4 packet format is pretty straightforward, so just fill in the blanks and the ’J40 will take care
of the rest. Though not shown here, note that receive packets tack on a couple of bytes at the end of the packet
indicating receive signal strength and link quality.

ing any new potential “standard” are
daunting indeed. Many of the process
problems can be traced to the “human
condition” and thus aren’t easily
solved. Installed base inertia and supplier competitiveness represent two
sides of a very expensive marketing
challenge for a would-be newcomer.
The prospect of “standardization” is
invariably perceived as a threat by
those competitors that already enjoy a
proprietary advantage.
Rolling your own standard is pretty
infeasible in the wired world, but not
so for wireless. The airwaves ostensibly have room for anyone and everyone to speak their mind using any
language they want. Of course, it
helps if you talk softly, listen well,
and try to coexist politely. Yeah, right.
It may devolve into a shouting match,
but the bottom line remains that a
wireless solution isn’t hamstrung, as a
wired one is, by the issue of cable and
connector compatibility.
Thus, even in the face of inexorable
standardization in the mass market,
don’t be surprised by the persistence
of proprietary wireless schemes serving niche applications.
Ironically, it’s the lower-level
802.15.4 radio “standard” that is facilCIRCUIT CELLAR®

itating the proliferation of unique
higher-level protocols. For example, a
lot of University of California,
Berkeley, “Smart Dust” spinouts are
pairing that initiative’s “TinyOS”
software with 802.15.4 radio chips.
Enter MiWi, a wireless protocol
developed by Microchip. Like their
ZigBee stack, it’s free for the taking.
The difference with MiWi is there’s
none of the contractual baggage—testing, certification, licensing, fees, dues,
paperwork, etc.—that goes along with
a “real” standard like ZigBee. There
are also no restrictions on modifying
MiWi (the source code is included)
should you be so inclined. As best I
can tell, the only obligation that comes
along with MiWi is to run it on a PIC.
In many respects, MiWi is similar
to ZigBee, which is no surprise since
under the hood both rely on features
and services provided by 802.15.4.
Generally, the changes for MiWi
involve simplification and/or elimination of the more cumbersome aspects
of ZigBee rather than a complete
change of direction.
For instance, while MiWi supports
the same topology options as ZigBee
(i.e., star, cluster tree, and mesh), the
total network capacity is reduced
Issue 202 May 2007
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Packet received
over the air,
RXIF=1

RXMCR.RXCRCEN
N=1?

Y

Y

Accept packet

Y

Matches
EADR0EADR7?

N

N
Y
CRC valid?

RXMCR.PRCMI
= 1?

Long address
destination?

Y

N

N

Reject packet

Reject packet
N
Short address
destination?

Y

Matches SADRH,
SADRL, PANIDH,
PANIDL,
or 0xFFFF?

Y

RXFLUSH.DATA
only = 1?

N

Y

Data packet?

Y

N

N
N

Reject packet

Reject packet
RXFLUSH.BCN
only = 1?

Y

Beacon packet?

Y

N

N

Reject packet

Figure 4—The host MCU presumably has useful things to do (i.e., the local
application) besides babysitting the radio. The ’J40 minimizes interruptions
by screening incoming traffic so the MCU isn’t bothered needlessly.

RXFLUSH.CMD
only = 1?

Y

N
Accept packet

from 64K to 1K nodes. Similarly,
while 802.15.4 supports an optional
“beacon” mode of operation that synchronizes and schedules network
access, MiWi sticks with the basic
contention access mechanism
(CSMA/CA).
The difference between ZigBee and
MiWi is also apparent when you compare the amount of MCU memory
required to run the stacks. The current ZigBee implementation calls for
something on the order of 16 KB to
more than 64 KB of code depending on
the type of device (i.e., a simple
reduced-function node requires less
than a full-function network coordinator). By contrast, MiWi needs only a
fraction of the code space, less than 8
KB for a simple node up to maybe 16
KB with all the trimmings.
Despite its small size, MiWi packs a
lot of punch in an application programming interface (API) comprised of
dozens of primitives that handle network management and data transfer.
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Just keep in mind that your application still has to deal with the big picture, including gotcha’s, such as failure recovery. For instance, what if the
parent of a child device dies? Options
for the orphan include doing nothing
(i.e., waiting for the parent to come
back to life), searching for a new parent in the same network, or even
searching for a new network. These
are things your own application can—
and must—deal with.
And speaking of your application,
keep in mind it can be a bit dicey to
expect a single 8-bit MCU to handle
both the networking stuff and run a
complicated and/or timing critical
application. Indeed, you may have to
break your application code up into
chunks in order to yield enough MCU
cycles to the network stack (see
Listing 1). The documentation neither
guarantees the latency MiWi may
impose on your own application, nor
its own demands, so keep your expectations in check and don’t bite off
CIRCUIT CELLAR®

Command packet?

Y

N
Reject packet

Accept packet

more than the chips can chew.

ZENA THE WIRELESS WARRIOR
When it comes time to wire something (wireless) up, Microchip has you
covered.
The shopping list starts with the
$269.99 PICDEM-Z development kit.
It comes with two nodes, each comprised of a PIC baseboard, a plug-in
’J40-based radio, and a CD containing
all the tools and source code for the
ZigBee and MiWi stacks (see Photo 1).
For bargain hunters that aren’t afraid
to roll your own, Microchip offers the
radio module by itself for $39.99.
The other piece of the equation is
Microchip’s ZENA wireless network
analyzer tool, which comes in two flavors. The version that comes with the
PICDEM-Z kit is a utility that eases
and semiautomates configuration of
the ZigBee and MiWi stacks. Using a
series of menus and dialog boxes, you
define the characteristics and desired
features of your network and then
www.circuitcellar.com

Listing 1—Running both network stack and application code on a single MCU requires a measure of cooperation. As shown here, the applications tasks can be broken up to give network operations the cycles they need.
#define MAX_APPLICATION_STATE 1
BYTE applicationState = 0;
While (1)
{
MiWiTasks ();
Switch (applicationState)
{
case 0:
//first application block here
break;
case 1:
//second block of application code here
break;
}
applicationState++;
if (applicationState > MAX_APPLICATION_STATE)
{
applicationState = 0;
}

Zena generates all the required files
(see Photo 2). Kick in another $129 and
Microchip includes a packet sniffer (also
shown in Photo 1), itself an 802.15.4
radio that connects to a PC via USB giving Zena the ability to capture and
display radio traffic in real time.
The PICDEM-Z kit comes preprogrammed with a demo program so you
can kick the tires right out of the box.
Essentially, it’s the equivalent of the
classic “wireless light switch” app
with one radio configured as a network coordinator (typically mains
powered (i.e., located in the lighting
fixture) and the other as a reduced
function device (RFD) (i.e., the switch
itself, typically battery powered). The
boards are clearly marked according to
their roles so you don’t get mixed up.
Another nice touch is the demo
software takes advantage of the PIC’s
serial port to display an activity log.
Connect the serial port to a PC running a terminal emulator and you can
see what’s going on at a high level as
the network is formed and transactions take place (see Photo 3).
Of course, if you have the Zena
packet sniffer up and running, you
also have the option of getting up
close and personal with each and
every bit (see Photo 4). When (not if)
the detail gets overwhelming, Zena
has a number of filtering and summarizing (i.e., a more/less verbose display) options to narrow the focus to
specific activities or layers (e.g., MAC,
www.circuitcellar.com

network, and application) of interest.
I didn’t have time to get much further than installing everything and
running through the demo, so all I can
give you is an overall impression. Yes,
at nearly $400 for a complete PICDEM-Z and Zena setup, the
Microchip gear is no giveaway. But, at
the same time, you’re getting a significant set of tools and capabilities far
beyond those of the typical “demo”
kit. The ZigBee tagline may be
“Wireless Control that Simply
Works,” and an application like a
wireless light switch doesn’t seem like
rocket science. But, in fact, there’s
quite a bit of complicated stuff going
on under the hood. Any serious development is going to call for serious
investment in know-how and expertise and the Microchip package seems
up to the challenge, and actually a
bargain, in that regard.
I did want to spend the time I had
satisfying a bit of personal curiosity,
namely, what kind of range are we
talking about? The specs themselves
always include fine print when it
comes to the specifics of a particular
implementation (e.g, antennae design)
and network layout (e.g., passive and
active interference).
With the aid of a willing (or else)
assistant (i.e., one of my kids) and a
cordless phone, I used the light-switch
demo to probe the range issue a bit. I
was pleased to find I could get virtually whole-house coverage, despite the
CIRCUIT CELLAR®

fact my place has a challenging threestory layout. The only gotcha, not
unexpected, was some shadowing in
the vicinity of big iron appliances like
the refrigerator.
The 2.4-GHz spectrum is pretty
busy and I wondered how the ’J40
would deal with the roar of the crowd.
So I tried a bit of stress testing by
sticking the unit right next to my WiFi router, the microwave oven, and a
2.4-GHz cordless phone. Though by
no means a rigorous test, it was reassuring to see that the ’J40 didn’t seem
fazed by the racket at all.

WE RIDE THE WAVES
Microchip is the latest to jump on
an 802.15.4 and ZigBee bandwagon
already crowded with some major
players. The competition is good news
for designers, with the prospect of
some very affordable price tags on the
horizon. For example, right out of the
gate Microchip is quoting just $2.99
(per 10,000) for the ’J40, and history
says pricing will get even more aggressive once volume ramps up.
The supply-side largesse represents
an opportunity, but also poses a challenge. Does your design have any wires
and connectors? Better get rid of
them—before your competition does. I
Tom Cantrell has been working on
chip, board, and systems design and
marketing for several years. You may
reach him by e-mail at tom.cantrell
@circuitcellar.com.

RESOURCES
R. Poor, “How to Become an IEEE
802.15.4 Expert,” IEEE 802.15
Working Group for WPANS, 2007,
www.ieee802.org/15/pub/TG4Expert.
html#Overview_IEEE802_15_4a.
ZigBee Alliance, 2007, www.zigbee.org

SOURCE
MRF24J40 IEEE 802.15.4 Radio chip,
PICDEM-Z development kit, and
ZigBee and MiWi stack software
Microchip Technology, Inc.
www.microchip.com
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AD FORMAT: Advertisers must furnish digital submission sheet and digital files that meet the specifications on the digital submission sheet.
ALL TEXT AND OTHER ELEMENTS MUST FIT WITHIN A 2" x 3" FORMAT. Call for current rate and deadline information. Send your disk and digital submission sheet
to: IDEA BOX, Circuit Cellar, 4 Park Street, Vernon, CT 06066 or e-mail adcopy@circuitcellar.com. For more information call Shannon Barraclough at (860) 872-3064.

The Suppliers Directory at www.circuitcellar.com/suppliers_dir/
is your guide to a variety of engineering products and services.

phyCORE® OEMable Single Board Computers
XScale: PXA270, PXA255
ARM:

LPC3180 (ARM9); LPC22xx, LPC229x, AT91 (ARM7)

PowerPC: MPC5554, MPC5200B, MPC565, MPC555
x 8 6 : Elan SC520
CAN
C166/XC16x/ST10/8051

ColdFire: MCF5485

Blackfin: BF537
Faster-to-Market: Save time by
integrating a PHYTEC Single
Board Computer Module into
your target circuitry.
Make -or - Buy: Why make
your own when you can buy
PHYTEC off-shelf solutions,
cost-effective to 1000s units/year?
Integrated Support Services: Let PHYTEC assist you in the design of your
end product: from tools and RTOSes to production. Our hardware is
bundled with leading compilers (Keil, IAR, CodeWarrior), RTOSes (WinCE,
Linux) and debuggers.
Immediate Support: Talk to PHYTEC technical staff with every call. No
waiting for answers.
Your OEM solution: With 20 years design, production, and integration
experience, PHYTEC is your OEM partner.

USB
Add USB to your next
project—it’s easier than you
might think!
v USB-FIFO up to 8 mbps
v USB-UART up to 3 mbps
v USB/Microcontroller boards
pre-programmed with firmware
v 2.4GHz ZigBee™ & 802.15.4
v RFID Reader/Writer

Absolutely NO driver software
development required!

www.dlpdesign.com

PHYTEC America, LLC I 203 Parfitt Way SW, G100 I Bainbridge Island, WA 98110 USA

www.phytec.com I (800) 278-9913 I www.phycore.com

Full Speed CAN
USB Adapter
Simple configuration & use

Embedded DSP Hands-On
Workshops

235.00

$

Qty 1

Avoid confusing datasheets.
Rapidly learn to program, design
and debug your application.
Reinforce course concepts with
included development tools.
Let us help you accelerate your
design process. Visit:

+1 630-245-1445
Naperville, Illinois USA

www.c-a-n.com

www.dsp-workshops.com
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Provides easy IR Data Transfer & Control
Perfect for Robotics, Sensors, Telemetry
Remote Controls, Remote Measurements
On-chip 8-Byte Buffer for Incoming IR
Add IR to Embedded Systems with one pin
Serial Protocol - Open-baud RS-232 (+5V)
Auto Baud-Rate Detection up to 9600
Low Power Drain and Extremely Small Size
Works with STAMPS & most other Micros
Also Functions as Flow-Thru IR Repeater

Still Just $59 a pair! (2 units)
Formerly by Parallax Inc., the Buddy System is back!
Makes a very smart accessory for your next project idea.

Get IR! Order online at: www.irbuddystore.com

www.circuitcellar.com
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High-speed USB 2.0 + Xilinx FPGA
Complete Software API

75mm x 50mm
$399.95

XEM3010-1500P:
 1,500,000-gate FPGA
 Programmable PLL
 Over 110 I/Os
 32 MB SDRAM
 Configuration PROM
 0.8-mm expansion
 $399.95 / Qty 1
 $349.95 / Qty 10

3.5“ x 2.0”
$199.95

XEM3001:
 400,000-gate FPGA
 Programmable PLL
 Over 80 I/Os
 0.1” expansion headers
 Business-card size
 $199.95 / Qty 1
 $174.95 / Qty 10

FrontPanel Software API:
 Windows XP, Mac OS X, Linux  C/C++, Python, Java
 Configure FPGA and communicate with your design
 The easiest way to integrate USB into your product
 Use for image capture, control, test equipment, etc.
 Up to 38 MB/s transfer rate!

5% off with Coupon Code: CKTCLR73*
* Valid for first order only. Void 30-days after issue publication.

Opal Kelly

Visit us online at:

www.opalkelly.com

SpectraPLUS 5.0
Audio Spectrum Analysis
Features
Sound Card based I/O
FFT sizes to 1048576pts, 1/96 Octave
Up to 24 bit, 200kHz sampling rates
3-D Surface and Spectrogram
Digital Filtering, Signal Generation
THD, IMD, SNR, Transfer Functions
DDE, Macros, Data Logging,
Vibration Analysis, Acoustic Tools

FREE 30 day trial!
www.spectraplus.com

PHS
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Pioneer Hill Software
360 697-3472 voice
pioneer@telebyte.com
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Triaxial acceleration
readings via USB port
TriAx™ has 1 milliͲg resolution,
samples at 40, 160 or 640 Hz with
+/Ͳ2g or +/Ͳ6g range in 0.1 oz pkg.
Only
0.60 x
0.80 x
0.35 “ [Full Size]
MotionLab™ software captures
and displays readings graphically
and saves them for data analysis.
TriAx with MotionLab provides a
compact, accurate and easy way
to measure acceleration for $195

www.flexable.com

Programmer for SiLabs
Program, debug, evaluate and
test all ten SiLabs 28Ͳpin MCUs.
28QFN Programmer™ connects
via USB to download and debug
directly from the SiLabs IDE.
28QFN ProtoBoard™ has 2 x 3”
space to build and test circuits.
Get more capability at about 1/3
the cost of other programmers.

28QFN ToolBox™ is only $295
Includes 28QFN Programmer, one
28QFN ProtoBoard and support CD.

www.flexable.com

MYLYDIA, INC.
Layout Gerber,
Prototype Making

QUICK TURN
PCB & Turnkey
@
The Best Prices
{a _WWT]`\T`Z[Y

Sales@mylydia.com
WWW.MYLYDIA.COM
www.circuitcellar.com
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QScreenTM - Low Cost
Versatile Instrument Controller

$359/100s









Touchscreen Operated GUI
128x240 CCFL- Backlit Graphic Display
Programmable in C or Forth
Hundreds of Screens, Buttons, & Menus
A/D and Two RS232/485 ports
8 Timer-Controlled Digital I/O Lines
Up to 1 MB Flash, 512KB RAM
Wide Selection of Plug-in I/O

Mosaic Industries Inc.

tel: 510-790-1255 fax: 510-790-0925

www.mosaic-industries.com
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ANYONE

Can Now Easily
Hand Solder SurfaceMount Components!

Even A 10
Year Old!
www.schmartboard.com

www.circuitcellar.com
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Order online at:
www.melabs.com
USB Programmer
for PIC® MCUs

microEngineering Labs, Inc.
D evelopment Tools for PIC ® Microcontrollers

$89.95
(as shown)

RoHS
Compliant
Programs
PIC MCUs
including
low-voltage
(3.3V) devices
Includes
Windows
98, Me, NT,
2K, and XP
Software

Pre-Assembled Boards
Available for 8, 14, 18, 28,
and 40-pin PIC® MCUs
2-line, 20-char LCD Module
9-pin Serial Port
Sample Programs
Full Schematic Diagram

Pricing from $79.95 to $349.95
PICPROTO™ Prototyping Boards
With Accessories for $119.95:
Includes Programmer, Software, USB Cable,
and Programming Adapter for 8 to 40-pin DIP.

Parallel Port Programmer
starting at $59.95

EPIC™

92

LAB-X Experimenter Boards
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Serial Port Programmer
starting at $79.95

Double-Sided with Plate-Thru Holes
Circuitry for Power Supply and Clock
Large Prototype Area
Boards Available for Most PIC® MCUs
Documentation and Schematic

Pricing from $8.95 to $19.95

CIRCUIT CELLAR®

Phone: (719) 520-5323
Fax: (719) 520-1867
Box 60039
Colorado Springs, CO 80960

BASIC Compilers for PICmicro®
Easy-To-Use BASIC Commands
Windows 9x/Me/2K/XP Interface

PICBASIC™ Compiler $99.95
BASIC Stamp 1 Compatible
Supports most 14-bit Core PICs
Built-In Serial Comm Commands

PICBASIC PRO™ Compiler $249.95
Supports Microchip PIC10, PIC12, PIC14,
PIC16, PIC17, and PIC18 microcontrollers
Direct Access to Internal Registers
Supports In-Line Assembly Language
Interrupts in PICBASIC and Assembly
Built-In USB, I2C, RS-232 and More
Source Level Debugging

See our full range of products, including
books, accessories, and components at:

www.melabs.com

www.circuitcellar.com

CROSSWORD
1
2

3

4

5
6

7

8
9

11

10

12
13

14
15

16

17

Down
1.

Across
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
8.
9.
11.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

A transmitter and receiver that enables a CPU to connect to a network
A semiconductor with programmable logic parts
A box users click on to make selections
An area that offers wireless Internet access
A circuit used to retrieve information from a signal’s carrier wave
People knowledgeable of all things digital
To convert encoded data to its original format
A scrolling banner that displays information or advertising
Shaped like an egg
Unwanted constant variation of brightness on a TV
The portion of an image that extends beyond the printed area of a page
A vacuum tube with five electrodes
An accumulation of interstellar dust and gas

A semiconductor whose
capacitance varies depending on the applied voltage
4. American
physicist
(1873–1975) who invented a
cathode tube that revolutionized X-ray machines
(The tube remains the
model on which all X-ray
tubes are made. At General
Electric, he worked on
experiments that led to the
use of tungsten as a filament
in light bulbs.)
7. A frequency higher than the
fundamental frequency
10. To convert an analog signal
to a digital signal
12. A Unix program that transforms binary files into
ASCII text

The answers are available at
www.circuitcellar.com/crossword.

www.circuitcellar.com
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LIN-Based Ultrasound Parking System

Power Supply Design: A PID-Based SMPS
USB-Controlled Pulse Generator

July Issue 204
Deadlines

Internet &
Connectivity

Dew Point Monitor
Network of Keypads
ABOVE THE GROUND PLANE Practical Photomicrography
FROM THE BENCH Gearing Up to Go the Distance: Slotted Optical Switches
SILICON UPDATE Rock ’Em, Clock ’Em
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Video-Based Motion Sensor
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PRIORITY INTERRUPT
by Steve Ciarcia, Founder and Editorial Director

Keeping the Lights On

W

e all have our personality quirks. I’d like to think that one of my positive attributes is that I don’t mess around talking about doing a project. I just
go do it.
Of course, rapid-action decisiveness can be tough on the people around you. I’m sure my wife considers it par for the course when living with an
engineer, but still, every time I say, “Honey, I feel like starting a project,” I see the color drain from her face and the fear in her eyes. Over the years, when
I have said “project,” she has never known whether to expect a bulldozer or cement mixer the next morning. Either way, the task as well as the complications will be monumental.
Perhaps it’s a cold-weather New England thing, but I like self-sufficiency. It hasn’t happened for a few years, but getting snowed in or having an ice
storm or hurricane that takes out the power for days becomes an adventure when you are prepared for it. In today’s culture of complete interdependency, it’s almost fun being able to fire up the diesel-powered generator, light the big wood stove, blast through the drifts in the four-wheelers, and thumb
your nose at the temporary suspension of our fragile infrastructure.
I say fragile because it seems like we are becoming less and less in control of key pieces of it every day. All it takes is some whacko zealot with a
bomb to take out a tanker at a narrow point in the Persian Gulf or set his sights on a propane barge in the wrong place, and welcome to price increases and fuel shortages. Similarly, if everyone continues adding more air conditioning and electric consumption without increasing efficiency or adding new
power-generating sources (a particular problem here in CT), then periodic power outages will be the norm during the summer months. Basically, unbalance the system and the lights go out.
Unfortunately, the underlying foundation of my self-sufficiency has a big hole in it. Full sufficiency and convenience needs electricity to function.
Certainly, in a crisis we’d be snug and warm in front of the wood stove, but there might be no lights and no water to flush the toilets after a few days if I
hadn’t stored 100 gallons of diesel fuel to power the well water pump, run the refrigerator, and even start the gas stove in the kitchen (I think it might
start with a match). Even “environmentalists” with their eco-friendly lifestyles could find themselves on the short end of the electron. Shutting off the air
conditioning during summer shortages might be less of an inconvenience for them than me (they probably use fans anyway), but I’ll bet they go ballistic when they try to charge their brand new hybrid electric car and find out that the variable-rate power meter on the house says that if they want to
charge their battery now or during the next 12 very-hot no-reserve-supply hours it will cost three times the equivalent of gasoline.
Honey, I feel like starting a project. ;-)
It’s only been a few days since I decided to do this, but if it can be installed at my location (without clear cutting half the county), I’m going to install
a photovoltaic power-generating system. From what I can tell so far, installation costs border on the insane, but the fact that it satisfies my major objective for an independent, secure source of power, it may trump all the mitigating factors. Besides, at $0.20 per kWh in CT right now, I love the idea of selling electricity back to the power company.
The idea behind a PV system is to produce your own power. Since the average home consumes around 8,000 kWh a year, most residential systems are sized at 3 kW to 5 kW. They are configured to connect directly from the PV panels to an AC inverter and onto the power line. If the electrical
load in the house exceeds the panel output, then all the power will be consumed directly. If, however, the sun is strong and the house load is less than
the panel production, the excess power generation is directed out to the utility pole and into the rest of the electrical network. The effect is that excess
power causes your electric meter to move backwards, like an electrical credit, reducing your power bill. Later, when the sun sets and you start drawing
utility power again, the meter moves forward again.
PV systems are typically designed to satisfy about 50% to 60% of electrical needs. While reducing my power signature is definitely a problem that I
have to work on, my current 22,000-kWh consumption suggests that I should be installing about a 10-kW system (presuming I have enough surface
area to fit it). This is also where the insanity part enters the equation. There are some significant credits and subsidies available for PV installations, but
a PV system costs $8 to $10 per watt installed. (Do the math!) ;-)
So, this is a work in progress that I’ll report on later. If you have any experience or insight into this, please let me know. It’s only been a few days, so
I’m sure I have overlooked something and I prefer not to learn the hard way. The good news is that the charts and graphs say that a 10-kW system
should produce about 13,085 kWh of electricity and eliminate 22,585 lbs of CO2 emissions in the first year at my location. Let’s just hope this doesn’t
involve another bulldozer and cement mixer (if I have to ground-mount everything) or my wife is surely not going to see the humor in keeping the lights
on like I do.
steve.ciarcia@circuitcellar.com
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